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VI. Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to explore the use of ICT in teaching and learning by 
initial teacher educators, on Primary PGCE and BEd courses, in one British 
university. The aim was to determine what and where good practice with ICT already 
existed on the Primary education courses and to identify points of action to make 
improvements. The world now is technology-rich and as such beginning teachers 
need to be prepared for the ever-changing demands of ICT in their future careers in 
schools, especially as their pupils are becoming ever-more digitally 'native'. 
This study wanted to find out what it meant to use ICT well in teaching and learning 
on an Initial Teacher Education course for the primary age ranges. It also wanted to 
ascertain the barriers to the successful embedding of ICT into the curriculum of the 
Primary education course. Finally. it sought to make recommendations to the case 
study institution as to what and how improvements could be made. 
The research was carried out through a thorough review of current literature as well 
as an analysis of the policy documents at both a local and national level. Staff who 
taught on the Primary education courses completed a questionnaire which allowed 
them to comment on their attitudes, views and usage of ICT in their teaching and 
learning. These results were then cross-referenced to PGCE students' evaluations 
of the ICT on their course, .from the previous year. 
It was found that ICT in teaching and learning should be made explicit through the 
sharing of aims for learning. These aims should include as a minimum, coverage 
through subject areas of national curriculum for ICT for Key Stages 1 and 2, allowing 
students to see how ICT is supported in a particular field. Also, the curriculum should 
include the explicit modelling of ICT for teaching and learning in university sessions 
and also including activities for school experience which will strengthen students' 
understanding further. This will involve a curriculum review. 
In order to ensure that staff are competent, both at a personal level and for their 
embedding of ICT in their curriculum planned CPD at an appropriate level and in a 
meaningful context will be necessary, on an ongoing basis to keep up with the 
changes in technology. This would be supported by time for collaboration between 
colleagues to develop ideas for the curriculum. 
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Technical support, reliable equipment and easy access to resources needs to be 
developed and be 'sympathetic' to the needs of ITE courses. A framework, 
supported by the whole department, for the development of all aspects of ICT in 
teaching and learning in ITE is advocated in order to keep pace with developments in 
the future. 
This was a case-study and therefore results are not generalisable, however, there 
are elements of good practice which may be applicable to other, similar scenarios. 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Title 
A case study to investigate how /GT is used in teaching and learning by teacher 
educators on the Primary BEd and PGCE courses in the School of Education at a 
British university. 
1.2 National Context 
Following the Education Reform Act, the National Curriculum was introduced in 1988. 
A report a year later by the ITT expert group (DfES, 1989) noted that the implication 
of the National Curriculum for ITT would be considerable as it highlighted the growing 
wider use of new technologies having a profound effect on the way teachers work; 
including the impact on individual children's learning and delivery of content in the 
classroom. This was early acknowledgement of what was to come. At the same 
time HMI was advocating that methods taught in ITE should be the same as those 
students were required to employ in school (Murray, 2002). This meant encouraging 
ITT providers to work closely with schools to provide a synthesis of practice; resulting 
in increased standards in ITT according to Emery, 1998. 
Ten years later 2 initiatives were to drive ICT further to the forefront of teaching and 
learning. The TIA had issued a National Curriculum for ICT in Teacher training, 
linked to standards of performance (DfEE Circular 4/98 op cit, Davis and Tearle, 
1999), and there were plans for ICT training for all existing teachers, provided by the 
New Opportunities Fund, which were about to begin (Dawes, 2001). The aims of 
these 2 ICT initiatives were to enhance learning and teaching, ensuring that key skills 
were developed by all who were involved in education, including the development of 
the pedagogical skills required to make the use of ICT successful in children's 
learning (Davis and T earle, 1999). The advantage of a 'standards' based definition 
of requirements for ITT is that it can evolve with evaluation and research - indeed 
these standards were rewritten for September 2007 and a draft has been produced 
by the TOA of the Characteristics of ICT in ITT (March 2007) reflecting the need to 
change as a result of evaluation. The National Curriculum 2000 re-emphasised the 
' use of ICT across the curriculum and not just in discreet skills sessions. Training 
providers clearly have a central role to play, under increasing pressure, from a variety 
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of sources including students, schools, pupils and the Government, to ensure that the 
educational workforce of the future is effectively prepared (Simpson et al, 1999). 
As early as 1992, Somekah pointed out that lecturers in ITE are uniquely placed to 
carry out the evaluation of ICT in education because they recognise that it is the 
pupil's learning that is central to the reasons behind certain teaching strategies; thus 
being able to see-through to the heart of the benefits or weaknesses of resources like 
ICT. However, she also acknowledges that lecturers often do not support students in 
this way, for reasons such as their own anxieties about not having enough ICT 
knowledge or the reliability of ICT. Therefore, lecturers do not 'model the message' 
that they are trying to instil. Littlejohn (2002) stresses the importance of CPD as one 
of the major influencing factors which enable teaching staff to make more effective 
use of ICT in learning and teaching; however, the main focus of ICT has traditionally 
been on ICT skills, and ignored the need to consider the skills required to deliver 
course material in such a way that students can see the processes to be used in their 
own teaching. Pan (2000) explains that teacher educators will need support to 
integrate technology into curricula to enable this vision of pedagogy to happen. Pan 
(2000) goes on to explain that the benefits from improving the integration of ICT into 
teaching and learning goes beyond the students as it enables the School of 
Education to become a centre of excellence for local partners too. 
In recent years, ICT skills.have risen, reflecting among other things, the rapid 
advancement of ICT in the home. Very soon the computer literacy of incoming 
students to ITT will be able to be taken for granted. The focus of teaching the use of 
ICT will then need to become more sophisticated to empower teachers in training to 
use ICT in expert and specialist ways, secure in the range of potential pedagogical 
uses (Simpson et al, 1999). Therefore the purpose of this study will investigate how 
tutors are preparing trainee teachers to use these resources and the range of ICT 
skills and strategies they deploy to do so. 
1.3 Local Context 
At outset there are two differing definitions of E-leaming (i.e. using ICT in teaching 
and learning) which need highlighting - one constructed by the DFES and one used 
in Higher Education. The former, as Preston and Cuthell (2005) point out is an all 
embracing term including all the elements of ICT seen in schools, from PCs to 
Whiteboards, and cameras to interactive toys; whereas the latter refers only to web 
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technologies. For the purposes of this study, as an ITT provider must prepare 
teachers for school, the DFES definition will be used. 
The thinking behind this study began as a result of evaluating the use of ICT by 
Primary PGCE students during their course between September 2006 and June 
2007 (Appendix P). In summary the results of this evaluation found that students 
need more time to learn about ICT, more access to the resources available, more 
interaction with each other and experts in order to develop their expertise. 
"We are still in a position where new teachers can be awkwardly unfamiliar with 
technology - possibly only seeing it as threatening ... the opportunities for teachers to 
gain confidence with new technology across the period of ITT are often limited." 
Whilst these comments by Crook (1996: 4) are from 12 years ago, they are still as 
pertinent today as the evaluation of the PGCE course showed, and should be 
rectified. Scrimshaw (1997) adds that new teachers need to know how to interpret 
the uses of ICT to fit their philosophy of education and the best interests of their 
learners. 
The University already prides itself on the high quality teachers it produces. 
"The School of Education is a large national provider of teacher training and the 
quality ofour provision is based upon a long and established history of teacher 
education. The Ofsted report congratulated the School ofEducation on the expertise 
and enthusiasm of its teaching staff and the significant support given to students. 
This is reflected in the excellent retention rates on our programmes, in which each 
student is valued and offered individual support. The School of Education has also 
recently been rated 30th out of 73 universities/colleges in a recent Centre for 
Education and Employment Research league table, as reported in the Guardian: 
eclucatron. quarclian. co uk/highe1lspecialrepor1." (UoB, 2007:online) 
However, as an ITT provider it should be confident that it's graduates have 
developed into teachers who can use expertly ICT, at a personal level e.g. for 
administration and record keeping, but also so that they use ICT as a teacher for 
teaching their pupils and as a teachers for the benefit of their pupils learning 
(Kennewell et al, 2000). 
The University has many ICT resources. There are PC and laptop facilities available 
for use in and out of lesson time, with a variety of software, both general and 
education specific. Many teaching rooms are equipped with an Interactive 
Whiteboard and projector. Most lecturers have personal access to a laptop; 
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however, if they do not, these can be borrowed from the University's Audio Visual 
department, along with digital cameras, video equipment and the like. Additionally, 
some curriculum areas have subject specific ICT equipment and software, for 
example, sensors used in science. The University has an established Learning 
Platform (BREO), which is used to share information with students and has the 
facility for Web 2.0 technology such as e-portfolios, WIKls, discussion forums etc. 
There is technical support for the ICT in the University, provided by diverse teams, 
with varying responsibilities, and a recently drafted strategy for Technology­
Enhanced Learning from 2008 to 2011 (UoB, 2008) demonstrates a commitment to 
moving ICT in teaching and learning forward. 
As part of this commitment to developing and evolving appropriate curricula, there is 
a review in progress of the current provision across the Primary BEd course. The 
changes, when agreed will be implemented in September 2008. This study will also 
serve as an audit of ICT across the existing programme therefore will be used to 
inform, shape and plan for the provision of, and for, ICT across the new BEd 
programme. Currently, handbooks for each area of the curriculum, in each year 
group should detail the use of ICT according to the unit template for the subject. 
1.4 Purpose and Aims 
The two main recommendations from the evaluation of the Primary PGCE students 
have led to the main research questions of this study (detailed below). 
a. University teaching should serve as a role model from which students can 
imitate practice during their school experience. An objective of the School of 
Education should be to become ICT capable (Kennewell et al, 2000). It is 
imperative that change of this nature has support from 'the top' {p33) and staff 
understand the reasons for using ICT judicially to replace or enhance existing 
learning activities. The OECD report (2001) accentuates that the 
expectations of teachers in terms of ICT and their on-going professional 
development with ICT are imperative to the future success of classroom 
teaching. Therefore, the School of Education should encompass this as part 
of its ethos. 
b. Build on and disseminate existing good cross curriculum practice. It is clear 
from the qualitative comments made by the PGCE students, that there are 
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areas of the curriculum, e.g. science, that are encouraging the use of ICT on 
school experience in a very positive way. This practice should be shared 
across other departments to ensure it can be developed through other 
curriculum areas. Also a review of the way that ICT is currently expected to 
be taught, i.e. by the specialist teacher, should be moved towards a cross 
curricular approach; to enhance the way that learning for students takes 
place. This would mean that they would have more time and opportunities to 
practice and see the possibilities of ICT if a more proactive cross curricular 
approach was adopted. These sessions for ICT will need to be carefully 
planned, in order to ensure that maximum benefits can be gained and at a 
minimum, the statutory National Curriculum requirements for ICT in each 
subject is covered. 
1.5 Key Research Questions 
• How is ICT used in teaching and learning across the Primary BEd and PGCE 
courses? 
• Where and what is the existing good practice that can be shared with all members 
of the School of Education? 
• How can teaching and learning with ICT be improved across the Primary BEd and 
PGCE courses? 
• What is needed to ensure that improvement can happen? E.g. training, resources 
etc 
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Chapter 2- Literature Review 
"Teacher educators teaching /TE (pre-service) courses in English HE institutions are 
nearly always qualified school teachers, with considerable experience of teaching 
and middle or senior management in the school sector. Entering HE they bring with 
them a wealth ofprofessional knowledge and expertise accrued in and through 
school teaching" (Murray1, 2005:69) , including the classroom ICT skills they have 
developed. In the current climate, all teaching staff are facing rapidly changing skill 
requirements and rising expectations with regard to ICT. ITE clearly has a central 
role to play in this and are under increasing pressure that the educational workforce 
of the future is effectively prepared which was pointed out by DfES in a Report of the 
IT and ITT Expert Group (1989), as they recognised then that ITT would need to 
change as a result of changes in technology. 
"It is difficult to argue that technology isn't affecting all aspects ofour everyday lives: 
the way we carry out business, go about our shopping, our banking, buying holidays, 
booking travel; it even affects the way we meet new people and maintain our 
relationships with family and friends. The pervasiveness of computers, access to 
broadband and the use ofmobile devices are all driving these changes around us, 
and education, in all its forms, is not immune from this." (Guic, 2008: 1) 
Technology is now firmly embedded in daily life (Vibert and Place, 2006), and raises 
questions about how far ICT contributes to learning and delivery and about the skills 
and confidence teachers need to apply ICT in the classroom. This was identified by 
the DfES report in 1989. However, ten years later, Simpson et al (1999) go on to 
express their concern that the staff in ITE is unprepared to deliver the appropriate 
training and education to their students. It is with this in mind that this literature 
review will consider how ICT is being incorporated into ITE and how, in turn, ITE is 
helping future teachers to incorporate ICT into their teaching and learning. Several 
aspects will be considered; the role of ITE, the role of ICT, the requirements of HE 
and the role that CPD has to play. 
2.1 The Role of Higher Education in Initial Teacher Education 
ITE and HE have developed together over a long history. They have gone through 
distinct phases of development over the last 50 years finally being brought into line 
with other professions in the 1980's with the university departments of education 
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becoming prominent and students being taught by 'expert' university tutors (Murray 
2, 2002, Taylor, 2008). However there are conflicts of interests and aims between 
different groups in HE (Hatt, 2001). 
ITE balances between an academic study of education (HE aspect) and a 
professional study (teaching in schools aspect). Each aspect has its own specific 
demands, policies, language etc, each controlled by different bodies, namely TOA, 
UCET, DCSF, DIUS, HMI, BECTA, HEFCE, GTC and OFSTED (Leask, 2001) and is 
frequently therefore required to fulfil opposing requirements. In the future these 
relationships will become increasingly complex as under the ECM agenda teachers 
will inhabit a very different professional world, integrating with other lead 
professionals in associated fields (Kirk and Broadhead, 2007). Taylor (2008) also 
raises the point that students have to view themselves as both teachers and learners, 
bringing a duality, and an added pressure to their role. Taylor's (2008) research 
goes on to show that teacher educators themselves face challenges about their 
identity in terms of needing to balance university expectations for academia and 
school expectations for professional expertise. These dualities are a very important 
consideration as there can be conflict created if the expectations of each part are not 
clearly delineated. 
Murray and Male (2005, John, 1996, Murray2, 2002) note that teacher educators are 
generally expected to be effective facilitators of learning from their experience in 
schools . They outline that the teacher educator must have the knowledge and 
understanding in the subject to be taught and the capability to teach it in an HE 
setting (Clegg, 2002). However, as they are removed from the school setting it is 
essential that teacher educators continue to enhance and generalise their existing 
knowledge base of schooling. Murray and Male (2005) (supported by Boyd et al, 
2006) go on to explain that it is this understanding of the profession and how to 
teach, as well as knowledge of contemporary school contexts that gives credibility to 
their role as teacher educator and enables them to support and empathise with 
students. This could be true of any academic teaching on an HE course in their field. 
However, teacher education is unique because the teacher educator has to manage 
what is taught with how it is taught. This requires a deeper knowledge of self­
consciousness in practice, which is communicated to students. Both the Dutch and 
American standards for teacher educators stress the pedagogical roles in modelling 
practice (Murray and Male, 2005). 
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However, in England the Government has reformed and legislated over the last 1 0 
years the content of HE courses for teacher education. Initially standards for QTS 
were brought in for 1998 (DFEE, 4/98) and subsequently revised, most recently in 
September 2007. This firmly embeds into the HE system a model which requires 
particular outcomes to be met. This necessitates establishing and growing 
partnerships between universities and schools. 
The HE Academy (c. 2004) also have a framework for standards for teaching and 
learning in HE. Their aims are to support professional development for staff, creative 
approaches to learning, consistency and quality for education and to demonstrate the 
professionalism that staff bring to their roles. These standards include "appropriate 
methods of teaching and learning in the subject area" (p4) and a commitment by 
lecturers to incorporate research into professional practice, for example, using 
Interactive Whiteboards to manipulate the information taught, using techniques 
appropriate for a Primary classroom. These are directly relevant to ITE courses as 
the expectations here are that the knowledge of the teacher educator should be 
supported through research and practice, and be up to date. However, this is where 
a conflict can be clearly seen - that of academic with that of professional expert. 
Teaching is essentially a practical activity and Taylor (2008) raises the point that 
students need their time in the classroom in order to begin to develop their own views 
and opinions about theory.behind what actually goes on in the classroom. However, 
it should be remembered that knowledge from the experienced mentor cannot be 
simply transmitted to the student, it is a more complex situation than that and both 
the Partnership school and the HE establishment are responsible for its successful 
implementation. 
2.2 The Role of the Teacher Educator 
In this ever-changing environment Lunenberg et al (2007) explain that approaches 
are needed in teacher education that will help future teachers to translate theories 
about learning into actual teaching practices in schools. They stress the importance 
of teacher education being congruent with the current ideas of learning in schools -
students being active constructors of their own understandings. However, in teacher 
education, the teacher educator is always an example of how a teacher should be; 
consequently creating a complex dual role of supporting student's learning through 
teaching and through modelling the role of the teacher, Lunenberg et al (2007) go on 
' )
\ 
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to emphasise that the way a teacher educator teaches could be a more important 
factor in shaping the behaviour of student teacher's than the content that they deliver 
and so if the world is changing, so teacher educators must change their practice to 
accommodate this. 
Ducharme and Ducharme (1996) emphasise the important function that teacher 
educators play in preparing the nation's next generation of teachers. Loughran and 
Berry (2005: 193) support these views and develop them to include a specific 
professional competency of teacher educators; "the ability to explicitly model for their 
students, the thoughts and actions that underpin one's pedagogical approach." They 
go on to explain that explicit modelling is about the teacher educator doing in their 
practice what they expect students to do in their teaching; both in terms of the 
transmission of knowledge, from teacher to student, and the internal discussions that 
teachers have with themselves about the pedagogical reasons and feelings that 
underpin their practice. Loughran (2006: 194) go on to suggest that this is achieved 
through a variety of methods, such as 'thinking aloud', discussions and probing 
questions (Loughran and Berry, 2005). This encourages student teachers to grasp 
the possibilities of teaching and learning. Rather than seeing learning about teaching 
as a list of instructions or recipes for practice, Lunenberg et al (2007) and Boyd et al 
(2006) suggest making connections between exemplary behaviour and theory. 
Building on his works of 2005 with Berry, Loughran (2006) explains that there are two 
aspects to learning about teaching - phronesis and episteme. Phronesis is the 
practical wisdom, the 'hints and tips' of teaching (Lunenberg et al, 2007); whereas 
the episteme is the expert knowledge, the theory behind the practice. They explain 
that phronesis is what students require and this should be explicitly modelled through 
talking about the thoughts and actions which underpin certain classroom practices. It 
is this, that then leads to more powerful teaching and learning about pedagogy as it 
is also through this discussion, that the 'bigger picture', the episteme, is then 
progressed in order to understand and implement the practical elements of being a 
teacher. There is obviously a balance of which to be aware, that discriminating 
decisions need to be made about what is helpful to highlight (or not) in certain 
situations, and how to highlight those points that are particularly relevant and this is 
an ongoing dilemma. However, it also enables the difficulties, complexities and 
problematic nature of teaching to be exposed through the discussion about different 
types of teaching decisions being made, for example highlighting the difference 
_ 
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between what is intended (planned) and what actually happens in the classroom 
(reality). 
From their research Loughran (2006) found that student teachers need to be in 
situations where they can 'feel what it is like to be in a given situation' (p198) 
(Loughran and Berry, 2005). By explicitly modelling this, students can watch how 
they are being taught as well as what they are being taught. This is particularly 
important with ICT as it is a visual and kinaesthetic media which necessitates being 
involved with it in order to gain understanding. To truly develop their understanding, 
rather than simply trying to copy (Lunenberg et al, 2007), they need time to reflect on 
why they were taught in this way; thus developing reflective practice from their own 
learning which they can then implement in their teaching. This collaborative 
approach to learning helps students to reframe their thoughts and access ideas that 
they would not have achieved from working alone. A social constructivist style of 
learning (Ashton, 1999); that is, knowledge developed in a collaborative and 'hands­
on' way. 
From the teacher educator's point of view this does have its disadvantages too. This 
explicit dissection of practice takes valuable time. Also exposing one's own practice 
to critique by students leaves the educators in a vulnerable position as the role of the 
expert might be perceived as lost. However, Lunenberg et al (2007) believe that 
failure to draw explicit attention to their practice by teacher educators means that 
student teacher's views of learning and teaching do not change. Emery (1998) 
agrees adding that without these opportunities to critically examine practice, students 
are likely to adopt practices they experienced as children in schools which might 
reinforce poor models. Also, Loughran (2006) see this as an opportunity to model 
professional feedback and to allow student teachers to see into the practice along 
with seeing the good things practised (Loughran and Berry, 2005). Equally, if this 
modelled process of explaining and exploring perspectives was not done, then there 
would be a danger of simply offering knowledge - "telling as opposed to teaching" 
{p201). 
Sinkinson {1997) witnessed that an added advantage is a 'team-teaching' approach 
where two or more colleagues work together to teach a group of students in this way; 
thus modelling the practices required of the students in another way, reinforcing the 
. techniques and principles essential for working in a classroom. Goos and Mani 
' (2001) stress this too, advocating that the teaching and learning approaches in 
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workshops and tutorials should model strategies that can be used in classrooms, for 
example a teacher with Leaming Support Assistant, or teacher with teacher. Berry 
and Loughran, (2002, op cit. Lunenberg et al 2007:591) suggest encouraging this 
collaboration and cooperative learning forces teacher educators to articulate and 
justify their own principles in the process of reaching a common ground for teaching 
the students. Indeed, they go on to point out, that this is a quality that the students 
are expected to demonstrate when working alongside their mentors in school, thus 
modelling how to work with the wider professional community. Lunenberg et al 
(2007) suggest that this practice also helps teacher educators to improve their own 
repertoire through reflection of their own and of colleagues practice and develop their 
teaching as a result. 
However, this modelling in teacher education is not common according to the 
research of Lunenberg et al (2007). They note that these types of explanations are 
done in passing or as a response to a question rather than it being explicitly planned 
as an activity for learning. From their research there appeared to be a lack of 
understanding by teacher educators of how to use these modelling skills effectively to 
make the connections between practice and theory explicit. They found that one 
reason for this might be that the expectations about, and the assessments of, the 
performance of teacher educators often focus on aspects other than their teaching 
practice. A second reason concurs with Loughran (2006) that modelling 
demonstrates vulnerability and therefore teacher educators do not wish to be 
exposed to scrutiny as this feels risky (Loughran and Berry, 2005). A final reason 
might be that 'the apprentice' style of teacher education is currently out of favour and 
modelling may appear to imply that style, although as explained here, it is far from 
that. 
Whilst there are pros and cons to aspects of modelling in ITE, overall it can be seen 
that these are exemplars of good practice to which all teaching and learning, in a 
wide variety of subjects can be adhered. 
2.3 Teaching with Technology in Teacher Education 
".. . children and young people are active and competent in the important areas of 
JCT. They use the media and the new digital communication tools naturally and with 
great success. And this process is outside the control of teachers and parents, not 
a// ofwhom are as yet technically competent.... This generation gap will create 
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internal pressure in the school system and lead to a new pedagogical revolution." 
(Eriksen, 2004:202). This can be seen in the increased usage of social networking 
websites. ICT has come to the forefront in education over the last 10 years and 
nothing is 'cooler' than technology for children (Robertson, 2003). In response to 
this, DfEE initiatives such as the National Grid for Learning (1997), New 
Opportunities Fund training schemes (1999 op cit. Simpson et al, 1999:247) and the 
Lap-tops for Teachers schemes have raised the profile for the need for teachers to 
be ICT literate. In schools, budgets have been 'ring-fenced' to ensure that the money 
is spent on certain equipment, for example interactive whiteboards. Also, ICT "is 
given importance in the National Curriculum, both as a cross-curricular theme and 
within the core and foundation subjects" (Somekah, 1992:2). Overall this has led to a 
hugely increased profile for ICT in education. 
At the same time, during the 1990's the Macfarlane report (COSHEP, 1992, op cit. 
Simpson et al, 1999:248) considered the implication for ICT in HE. The findings 
promoted a series of developments which included training and access to equipment 
for all HE staff. Additionally, over this timeframe, studies in a number of countries 
indicated that there was a rise of student skills in ICT in entry to HE (Simpson et al, 
1999). Prensky (2001, op cit. Guic, 2008:4) described this as becoming 'digitally 
native'; meaning that increasingly young people belong to a society that operates 
with and through technology, as opposed to being 'digitally immigrant'; meaning that 
new technologies are incorporated in lifestyle but are not essential to the way that 
lifestyle operates. 
Ultimately this progress will mean that students will have an acceptable general 
computer literacy and therefore teacher educators will be expected to teach the use 
of ICT as a 'sophisticated and empowering tool' (Simpson et al, 1999:248, Eriksen, 
2004, Granger et al, 2002) embedded in the pedagogy of teacher education 
(McDonald 2, 1993), rather than teaching the hardware and software operations 
(Pianfetti, 2001 ). However if this is to happen, teacher educators, Simpson et al 
(1999) go on to point out, will need to be more than basic users of ICT; they will need 
to be secure in the pedagogical understanding of the use of ICT as required by 
students and NQTs. Equally, with such rapid changes in technology, teacher 
educators can feel overwhelmed as they attempt to keep up (Matthew et al, 2002). 
Yildirim (2000) suggests, educational institutions struggle with how to teach ICT 
given the vast array of technologies available, and that the biggest obstacle to 
teachers using technology in their classrooms is the lack of adequate teacher training 
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(Yelland et al, 2000); and yet teachers need to be digitally literate so they can 
prepare students to be successful in a workplace which is dominated by technology 
(Yelland et al, 2000, Pianfetti, 2001, Robertson, 2003, Eriksen, 2004); a situation that 
student teachers already recognise (Pritchard, 2001 ). There is no doubt that, "in 
order to prepare tomorrow's teachers as technology-using teachers, faculty 
department is the critical enabler." (Judge and O'Bannon, 2008:26) 
Jones' (1998) researched the feelings of students towards learning technologies with 
increasing demands for the use of ICT in the classroom. Overall, his study found that 
students of education believed that teachers knew a lot about computers before they 
used them in the classroom and as a result they felt that they would have trouble 
using them with their pupils. He found that ICT skill is not a pre-requisite for 
acceptance onto teacher education courses; therefore there is no general base level 
on entry as there is in English and Maths, for example. Yildirim (2000) supported this 
in his findings stating that experience prior to the teacher education course 
contributes to students' competency in using ICT. 
Jones (1998) explains that by the end of the course students are expected to 
become competent personal users as well as teachers capable of integrating 
technology into their pupils learning (Stevens and Lonberger, 1998) and there is no 
natural progression to do this (McDonald2, 1993). Jones (1998) also noted that 
being personally competent with ICT does not mean that they will be able to use ICT 
in the classroom. Yildirim (2000) agreed that ICT usage needs to be taught in order 
to increase competency and reduce anxiety adding that more competent students 
should have differentiated assignments to develop their ICT understanding further; 
those who are less competent should have tailored sessions to develop skills. 
Pritchard (2001) takes this view a step further by encouraging a truly personalised 
approach; progress should be measured against the development from each 
individual's own starting point; a shift away from the teacher towards the learner 
(Jones, 2002, Sandholtz 2001 ). 
The most significant factor from Jones' (1998) study was that the students felt that 
there was not enough time spent during the teacher education course on modelling 
and using ICT to develop their understanding and skill with ICT in practice in the 
classroom (Ertmer et al, 2000, Yelland et al, 2000, Davis and Tearle, 1999, 
·· Somekah, 1992); thus causing them to be anxious when using ICT in schools. He 
concluded that one important aspect for student teachers is to have the use of ICT 
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role-modelled for them during their training period by teacher educators; supported 
by Judge and O'Bannon (2008), Pianfetti (2001) Goos and Moni (2001 ), Sandholtz 
(2001), Matthew et al (2002), McDonald2 (1993) and Yelland et al (2000). Again 
Yildirim's (2000) research supports this view as he makes the point that teacher 
educators should demonstrate the use of ICT and be role models for prospective 
teachers in integrating technology into the classroom (Eriksen, 2004, Murray 2, 2002) 
as teachers learn from those more experienced colleagues (Dawes, 2001 ). Stevens 
and Lonberger (1998:341) describe this as 'technology-teachers need to be trained 
by technology-using faculty'. This modelling provides the foundation for students to 
develop the skills and competence in their own classroom. It is through seeing the 
benefits and limitations of using technology that students can begin to evaluate and 
integrate its use (Matthew et al, 2002). Sandholtz (2001 }, Yelland et al (2000) and 
Dawes (2001) develop this further by adding that this is particularly true when the 
students are on School Experience as they really see the educational technology in 
action. There are issues about how all students get the same experience of 
technology during their School Experience and this should be borne in mind. She 
also recommends that teacher educators should spend time in classrooms observing 
specifically the use of educational technology in action in their field. 
Simpson et al (1999) conducted research to ascertain the range of ICT skills and 
strategies used by teacher educators. They found that teacher educators generally 
used ICT for administration tasks and to produce traditional resources, for example, 
handouts. About a third used it for presenting information and incorporated CD­
ROMs. A major finding was also that although the teacher educators were 
experienced in differentiating for their students, the range of skills in ICT was widely 
diverse - this problem is likely to continue as new waves of technology arrive, for 
example Web 3.0 (Hughes and Brace, 2008). Simpson et al (1999) go on to explain 
that teacher educators have always encouraged a constructivist approach to learning 
and in terms of ICT they should model this with their students as the students will 
face the same dilemma as new waves of technology arrive and their pupils have 
skills and understandings in ICT which overtake their own. The 'let's find out 
together' approach is to be strongly recommended when adopting ICT in teaching 
and learning. This exploring notion also fits more closely with the development of 
creating reflective practitioners as teacher educators will show that teachers learn as 
they teach, using the pedagogical principles to plan engaging learning with ICT - a 
student-centred classroom (Robertson, 2003, Goos and Moni 2001, McDonald 1, 
1993). It also transforms teachers into active builders of knowledge as it takes place 
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in the context of the student and the teacher educator; answering their curiosity and 
needs (Granger et al, 2002). Eriksen's (2004) findings suggest this is a big change 
for teacher educators as they had to adjust their views of teaching and learning. 
However, his project appeared to improve the relationships between student 
teachers and teacher educators; enhancing motivation, questioning and attendance. 
Pritchard (2001) also advocates from his research that a collaborative and 
experimental approach to learning about ICT is beneficial for both student and 
teacher educator, although he acknowledges that some participants are more 
comfortable with this approach than others (Mitchell and Wakefield, 2001, Dexter et 
al, 2002). Uys (2007) recognises the importance of discourse surrounding concerns 
about ICT as part of the key to changing and developing practice. Additionally, 
Prtichard (2001) promotes a view that ICT in teacher education courses should focus 
on children's learning in schools and how the use of the technology can support and 
enhance that learning (Judge and O'Bannon, 2008, Sandholtz, 2001, Davis and 
Tearle, 1999). 
Furthermore, individual subject areas should devote time to elements of how ICT is 
incorporated into their field. Sandholtz (2001) and Yelland et al (2000) also suggest 
that personal portfolios be kept and that peer support and assessment should be 
encouraged (Goos and Moni, 2001), along with additional support which could be 
technical or in the form of help sheets (McDonald2, 1993}. This could apply to both 
the teacher educator and the student in terms of their development (Mitchell and 
Wakefield, 2001). Developing this idea is the research of Stevens and Lonberger 
(1998) which states that it is no good offering a single core course in ICT as this 
implies that it is an extra feature rather than an integral part of the teacher education 
course as originally recommended by DfES Report (1989). Judge and O'Bannon 
(2008) suggest that ICT needs embedding in the curriculum. ICT skills need to be 
taught, together with a level of practical knowledge, however the true understanding 
develops from embedding ICT across the curriculum. This provides the context for 
learning, increases the opportunities to use ICT and provides a level of appropriate 
training (Sandholtz, 2001); transforming practice rather than translating existing 
practices (Uys, 2007). 
Pianfetti (2001) and Matthew et al (2002) raise the issue of administrative support 
being an essential component to teachers integrating technology. This provides time 
for teacher educators to 'play' (explore, reflect, discuss, experiment) with and learn 
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about new technology, with the support of colleagues and experts (Dawes, 2001, 
Dexter et al, 2002, Sandholtz, 2001, McDonald2, 1993), safe in the knowledge that 
their workload is being supported. These sessions should not just focus on the 
technical aspects of ICT but most importantly, how to integrate ICT into subject areas 
(Uys, 2007, Matthew et al, 2002, Sandholtz, 2001, McDonald 1, 1993, Somekah, 
1992). They found that these times of collegiality, a community working together, 
developed understanding and confidence and increased the use of technology in the 
classroom as they recognised the links to the curriculum from the explorations they 
experienced. Uys (2007) adds the dimension of using colleagues as role models 
which has a similar positive effect on the integration of ICT as the students benefit 
from having a teacher educator modelling the use of ICT. 
Granger et al (2002) and Matthew et al (2002) add to this by highlighting the need to 
have access to ICT that works and has the appropriate technical support (Judge and 
O'Bannon, 2008, Dexter et al, 2002, Sandholtz, 2001, Yelland et al, 2000, Somekah, 
1992). Workshops without the ongoing support or easy access to equipment did not 
encourage ICT integration afterwards. As technology changes so rapidly, these 
sessions should be on-going and as regular as is required (Uys, 2007). They provide 
the opportunity to think about teaching with technology in both practical and 
pedagogical senses to find creative ways to integrate ICT into practice (Sandholtz, 
2001). 
Moreover, Matthew et al (2002) found that that impetus was given to the whole 
initiative of integrating ICT, if it was a whole department goal (Judge and O'Bannon, 
2008, Dexter et al, 2002). McDonald (2, 1993) agreed explaining that as the 
management team controls the budget and makes the decisions, it is essential that 
they are committed to the development of ICT in this way (Sandholtz, 2001, Gijslaers 
and Hanedza, 2006). Uys (2007) explains that without this 'top-down' support 
funding and resources may be controlled in a less than positive way, thus creating a 
further barrier to the use of ICT. Wheeler and Winter (2005) highlight the need for 
the sensitive handling of change as being imperative, as it causes uncertainty. "The 
main objective of the education of teachers is to meet the increasing pressure from 
social and technological change. We have to acknowledge the need to develop a 
new role as teachers, where the future teacher is technologically competent, has a 
good grasp of different subjects, possesses the social skills needed to develop 
professional relationships and can engage in constructive teamwork in active 
communities of practice and teaming." (Eriksen, 2004:210) 
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2.4 Continuing Professional Development with Technology in Teacher 
Education 
Edmonds (2007) points out that, teacher educators should continually engage as 
learners, to reflect upon their own practice and professional development and so to 
model good teaching practice. Lavonen et al (2006) found that although there had 
been many ICT developments in many countries associated with education, the one 
common area where progression had been slow was in the use of ICT in teacher 
education. Consequently, many young school teachers have felt unconfident with 
the use of ICT in their classrooms. "Changing, or restructuring, classroom practice 
cannot occur without significant changes to the way ... teachers teach, and the way 
students learn ... one agent ofchange in classroom practice: the professional 
development of both beginning and experienced (that is, those that teach them) 
teachers." (Jones, 2002:51) Littlejohn (2002:170) adds that pace is essential as too 
rapid change will be confrontational; incremental implementation through CPD is 
essential to success. It is the way to develop new knowledge and skills (Edmonds, 
2007). 
Jones (2002) goes on to say CPD in the effective use of educational technologies 
requires that participants can return to their classroom and implement the knowledge 
straight away. However, as Lavonen et al (2006) note, it is not always effective to 
organise whole group staff development in teacher education as the differences in 
ability and need are wide ranging. Also the adoption of new ICT knowledge will 
mean a change in teaching style and approach which can be uncomfortable for 
some; they may have to unlearn some practice and relearn new ideas (Dawes, 
2001 ). Nevertheless, Littlejohn (2002) stresses that from his National Consultancy 
studies CPD is the one major influencing factor which, potentially, enables teaching 
staff to make more effective use of ICT for learning and teaching. 
The 'Intel Teach to the Future' programme (Tearle and Dillon: 2003) which was 
designed to develop teachers' ability to use ICT to the approximate level required for 
QTS, showed that as teacher confidence improved through the training, so did their 
ability to use ICT in educational situations. Participants found it particularly useful as 
it was relevant to the school context with subject specific ideas (Lavonen et al, 2006), 
and they were working in collaboration with one another, in small groups, but at their 
own pace (Edmonds, 2007). They found that participants reaped these positive 
.., 
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benefits associated with the programme, notwithstanding an additional time 
commitment (Littlejohn, 2002). However, they also found that sessions run outside of 
working hours meant there was a less positive attitude towards the training than if it 
occurred during the normal day; they also noted that incentives to attend sessions 
were effective. Judge and O'Bannon (2008) also advocated the use of incentives to 
develop the use of and the integration of ICT, thereby rewarding members by 
providing the time and finances to allow experimentation. Lavonen et al (2006) go on 
to say that time allocated for co-operation and reflection between teacher educators 
has an influence on the success of the CPD; without it progress in implementing new 
ideas is slow. 
One of Simpson et al's (1999) outcomes was that teacher educators did not have the 
up to date knowledge of what ICT was happening in schools - again this problem is 
likely to continue as new waves of technology arrive. They raise their concern that 
teacher educators need to be able to seamlessly incorporate ICT into their curriculum 
as part of the means of learning. Indeed, schools will expect this of their students 
and NQTs. With rapidly changing technology, this immediately implies a commitment 
to the development of professional ICT knowledge by teacher educators and 
students; something which the new 'Standards' (DCFS, 2007) advocates strongly 
Pritchard (2001) points out the philosophy behind the standards for ICT being 
introduced originally is sound as it supports the work of children across the 
curriculum. Yildirim (2000) adds as his final finding that teacher education institutions 
should collaborate with their partner schools and design training to meet both student 
and teacher ,needs. Certainly, as Pritchard (2001) states, the schools are where the 
pedagogy is put into practice and where the students begin to integrate the 
technology into the classroom (Fidler, 1994). This collaborative approach was utilised 
by Goos and Moni (2001) in their research to the great benefit of ICT with all parties; 
school, students and university/teacher educators. Judge and O'Bannon (2008) also 
highlight the use of lunchtime discussion sessions, as well as more formal training 
sessions as helpful to the development of staff. Littlejohn (2002) emphasises that too 
frequently the CPD is decided before the participants arrive to the session and 
therefore personal needs of understanding from the session are not met. Sandholtz 
(2001) emphasises that involving teachers in their CPD is significant for several 
reasons; it gives value to teacher's opinion, it increases the relevance of the program 
and therefore it fosters ownership and commitment (Uys, 2007). 
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Pianfetti (2001) supports this view, highlighting the notion of professional 
development in technology being key to teaching today, so long as it does not focus 
on the technology but on the pedagogy behind (Sandholtz, 2001); those that receive 
this training are more likely to integrate ICT into their teaching and so model good 
practice for their students. CPD should encourage teacher educators to concentrate 
on designing good educational opportunities for their students (Littlejohn, 2002). 
Knight et al (2006:319) state that 'the Government are taking teaching quality and its 
enhancement very seriously' in HE. They believe that the importance of CPD lies in 
importance to teachers, at all levels, to learn new ways of teaching and assessing, 
just in order to keep working; Edmonds (2007) adds that it ultimately improves 
instruction. HE needs to supply spaces and encourage collegiality in order for this to 
happen, in order that best practice can be shared (Edmonds, 2007, Miranda Net Ltd, 
2004). They emphasise the real world but do not preclude this from happening in a 
virtual one. However, they do highlight that wherever it takes places it should be a 
priority for the department and the team and support should be in place for the 
formation of learning; making use of national initiatives where necessary and 
providing time for reflection (Edmonds, 2007). Whilst CPD should impact on student 
learning, it is also CPD that keeps staff 'fit to practise as supporters of student 
learning in HE' (Knight et al, 2006:337). 
2.5 Conclusion 
In conclusion there are several common themes to all the aspects considered here. 
• There is a dichotomy in teacher education between the demands of schools and 
the demands of HE. 
• There are rapid changes to technology and therefore pedagogy in both teacher 
education and schools needs to develop accordingly; although development 
needs to happen in context and in manageable amounts. 
• The role of the teacher educator has many dimensions, including teacher, 
professional expert and most importantly role model. 
• The student teacher has to balance being both a learner and a prospective 
professional who requires ICT skills for both aspects. 
• Seeing good practice modelled has positive benefits on the practice of the 
observer. This can be student to teacher educator, student to teacher, teacher 
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educator to teacher, teacher educator to student, student to student, teacher 
educator to teacher educator (Loughran, 2006). 
• Time and support for development need to be allocated for both students and 
teacher educators to collaborate and reflect on practice if changes are to be 
implemented. Personalised progress is essential, rather than "blanket" 
expectations. 
• Teacher educators need to keep up to date with current practice in schools, 
especially with evolving technology demands, and this means establishing strong 
links in partnership with schools. CPD plays a beneficial role here. 
Pan (2000) summarises that whilst many people criticise teacher education for not 
preparing students to use ICT effectively in teaching and learning there are a number 
of obstacles that can prevent this from happening effectively; funding, staff 
development, time allocation to reflect, reluctant participants, out of date knowledge 
and poor planning. The literature from 18 years ago, when ICT came to the forefront, 
is saying the same as it is now; there is a sense here of being in a 'hamster wheel', 
as progress made is only to keep up with the latest developments and never really to 
develop an in depth understanding. To overcome this Pan (2000) advocates a 
technology rich environment where students can learn and learn to teach, CPD 
should be appropriately implemented to ensure that the teacher educators can model 
good practice, students should have a basic level of digital literacy before joining the 
courses and time for both students and teacher educators to reflect and collaborate 
needs to be allocated. 
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Chapter 3 - Research Methodology 
3.1 Focus 
The focus of this study are the current staff of the School of Education at a British 
University that teach on the Primary BEd and the Primary PGCE courses, and the 
ICT that is taught throughout the curriculum on these courses at the time of this 
study. 
The study follows an evaluation of responses from the students of the Primary PGCE 
in July 2007, which concluded that they needed more time to learn about ICT, more 
access to resources and more interaction with tutors and each other in order to 
develop their ICT as a teacher. Deeper analysis of the responses indicated that 
there were some areas of the curriculum that provided the opportunity for students to 
develop their ICT understanding in learning and teaching however the replies also 
suggested that this was not always the case and that; 
a) University teaching should serve as a role model from which students can 
imitate practice during their School Experience 
b) Existing good ICT practice should be built on and disseminated across the 
curriculum. 
This being the case the focus of the study, through documentary analysis and 
responses of a staff questionnaire (Appendix A) is to find out the following, linked to 
the Key Research Questions on page 5: 
1. What is the view of the staff about ICT generally? 
2. What is the view of the staff about ICT available for access at the University? 
3. What is the view of the staff about ICT and teacher education? 
4. What is the view of the staff about ICT and Learning and Teaching and how 
do they demonstrate this to their students? 
5. What teaching techniques and learning activities are used, incorporating ICT, 
on the programmes currently? 
6. What are the ICT skills of the staff? 
7. What CPD opportunities would the staff welcome in the future? 
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3.2 The Survey Using a Questionnaire 
The principle tool to be used in this research is a questionnaire (Appendix A) to be 
completed by the staff of the University's School of Education that teaches on the 
Primary BEd and PGCE courses. The purpose of the questionnaire is to gather data 
which will be both qualitative, through open questions, allowing a free response from 
the participant; and quantitative, through closed questions, which are quick and 
straightforward to answer. A balance of the two types of data has been chosen in 
order to ensure that remarks and explanations from the participants can be taken into 
account as suggested by Cohen et al (2000). The data can then be used to describe 
how ICT is being used in learning and teaching and measure, statistically, the views 
and perceptions of the staff. In tum, the outcomes can be used to make 
recommendations, for example about the CPD required in ICT, or the areas for 
review in the curriculum. 
Cohen et al (2000) state that is important not to use leading, highbrow, complex or 
irritating questions as this may prevent a participant from engaging with the 
questionnaire. This is supported by Bell (2005). Every effort has been made to 
ensure this advice has been adhered to. 
A variety of types of closed questions, as described by Cohen et al (2000), have 
been employed in the questionnaire. 
a) Dichotomous (YES/NO) - these are straightforward to answer, however there 
is room to qualify and explain in a more open format following this set of 
questions. 
b) Rating Scales - These allow for a degree of sensitivity and differentiation of 
response whilst still allowing for statistical data to be collected (Cohen et al 
2000 and Bell, 2005). However, there can be problems of interpretation by 
the respondents as one person's 'strongly agree' may be another's 'agree'. 
Also there is no assumption of equal intervals between the categories as the 
respondent may carry a different weight of feeling between 'strongly agrees' 
and 'agree' and 'strongly disagree' and 'disagree'. Equally, according to 
Cohen et al (2000), most people do not like to answer in extremes and prefer 
to take a more middle ground and for this reason the middle point has been 
removed. 
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The open-ended questions rely on the honesty of the respondent. They catch the 
data that is not expressed through replies to closed questions and are useful to 
ascertain the attitudes, perceptions and opinions of the participants. However, there 
can be problems with the data handling due to the difficulties with comparison 
between answers (see later in the chapter about validity and reliability of data) and 
they can be more time-hungry for the participants. It should also be borne in mind 
that the literacy levels of the respondents may affect the way these questions are 
answered (Cohen et al, 2000). In this case, that is not considered to be a problem 
due to the nature of the roles of the participants. 
The second part of the questionnaire is the actual tool used during the SLICT training 
(Appendix A part B) by NCSL and BECTA to ascertain a self evaluation of the level of 
ICT skills held by school leaders. It is also used by schools in their review of staff 
skills in order to develop training opportunities. It has therefore a very real use here 
in ascertaining, in line with schools, what the teacher educators of this School of 
Education can already do and where their ICT understanding needs to be taken 
forward. 
The advice of Cohen et al (2000) has been borne in mind with regard to the layout 
and administration of the questionnaire. The questionnaire will be piloted (Appendix 
C) on a small number of School of Education staff who do not teach on the Primary 
BEd or PGCE programmes (Bell, 2005). This will provide the opportunity to work 
though any inconsistencies and identify weaknesses, thus saving time later (McMillan 
and Weyers, 2007). The questionnaire has been sequenced to make completion 
easier, beginning with factual questions, moving into closed questions before finally 
ending with open questions. Each section is labelled and simple instructions are 
included where appropriate. Coloured pages have been used to emphasise the 2 
part structure of the questionnaire. Its appearance is clear and clutter free, using an 
easy to read font as suggested by Cohen et al (2000). 
The questionnaire will be placed in the participant's pigeon holes together with a pen 
and envelope for return (Bell, 2005). This will hopefully ease the completion and 
return of the questionnaire for the participants. Also an email copy will be sent to the 
participants for those who would prefer to complete it digitally. Follow up reminders 
will be sent as necessary. On return, the questionnaires will be checked for 
completeness, any information that is deliberately there to mislead and uniformity in 
following instructions (Cohen et al, 2000). 
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3.3 Acknowledgement of the Case Study Approach as Relevant to This Study 
It is for the fallowing reasons that the case study was selected as the method for this 
study which intends to gain a deeper understanding into the learning and teaching of 
ICT on the Primary education courses at this specific time at a particular University in 
order to find a way forward that is beneficial for all parties. Taber (2007: 74) 
describes the case study as an "enquiry into a phenomenon in contexf' and seeks to 
answer the questions how and why. The principle aim of a case study is to describe 
what it is like to be in a particular situation at a particular time. It is often used to 
review a situation with a means to making appropriate changes to achieve set goals 
(Cohen et al, 2000). Cohen et al (2000) go on to explain that it is investigating real 
people and real situations and the uniqueness of that. It looks at a specific aspect in 
depth and describes and analyses a situation, focussing on the participants' 
perceptions (Bell, 2005). It is bound by time, geography and the individuals 
(characteristics, roles etc) that are involved. It is also shaped by the ethos of the 
organisation in which it takes place at the time (Schostak, 2002). It treats all 
participants equally and seeks to genuinely create a better understanding for the 
future, with an over-riding interest in the people involved (Cohen et al, 2000 and 
Schostak, 2002). 
The advantages of this approach are that it will provide an awareness of the reality of 
the current situation of ICT in the primary curriculum and allow an understanding of 
the complexity of the situation of learning and teaching with ICT to begin to be 
unravelled. It will also provide an idea of some future steps of action (Bell, 2005). 
The data is readily accessible and the results will be meaningful and understood by 
those who utilise them because they belong to the case (here, the School of 
Education) which is being analysed (Cohen et al, 2000). 
However, there are also disadvantages to this approach namely that this type of 
study can be biased as the researcher is often a participant of the organisation, as is 
the case in this study, and as a result, it can be difficult to cross check data avoiding 
being selective and subjective (Bell, 2005). These aspects will be dealt with further 
on in the chapter when the reliability and validity of the study will be considered. As 
this approach is interpretive, the results are not able to be generalised, which could 
be considered to be another disadvantage. On the other hand, as this is a case 
study the research is only interested in the realities of this case (the School of 
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Education) and therefore comparing and contrasting with other institutions to 
generalise the findings is not essential (Cohen et al, 2000). 
3.4 Documentary Evidence 
Duffy (2005) explains the importance of analysing documentary evidence as it is 
primary evidence. In this case it will be the handbooks for the units taught on the 
Primary PGCE and BEd, together with the University's current learning and teaching 
policy, ICT policies and its newly drafted strategy document for Technology­
Enhanced Learning. They are 'inadvertent' documents, that are used in the research 
but not produced specifically for the research and therefore they can withstand 
criticism because they are genuine and authentic records. 
The documents will be scrutinised to ascertain the use of ICT in learning and 
teaching across the curriculum. Duffy (2005) states that the intended purpose and 
audience of the audience should be taken into account. 
3.5 Sample 
Cohen et al (2000) explain that there are several factors to consider when selecting a 
sample population for study; size, representativeness and access. They go on to say 
that a generally accepted minimum sample size is 30 and there should be a balance 
of groups within the sample that represent total population of the organisation. 
However, they do recognise that the sample is constrained by the organisation which 
is certainly the case here. 
In this case the population will be all listed tutors in the School of Education who 
teach on the Primary BEd or PGCE courses a total of 31 participants. The sample a 
specific group that is easily accessible. This is non-probability sampling. There is no 
chance of a wider population being selected or represented because the approach 
here is that of a case study. This may lead to biased or skewed results which cannot 
be generalised, however as this is a case study the context is to examine the one 
case and not be concerned with the generalising of results. This method is often 
used in small scale research projects and therefore the results from this sample are 
considered adequate for the intended purpose as generalisation is considered to be 
beyond the remit of this study. 
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3.6 Reliability and Validity 
According to Bell (2005) reliability is the extent to which a procedure can be 
replicated with the same results every time; although it is not 100% possible as even 
factual questions can produce different types of answers. Validity is the measure of 
a certain tool to do the job for which it was intended; that is the design of the 
research to provide credible conclusions. 
It has already been explained that the principle tool, the questionnaire will be piloted 
(Appendix C). This adopts what Bell (2005) describes as a test/re-test situation. In 
other words it is a checking mechanism to ensure that the questionnaire will provide 
reliable, valid results. This also ensures what Cohen et al (2000) describe as content 
validity, as the instrument (questionnaire) is tested prior to use for fairness and 
comprehensiveness. 
External validity shown through generalising the findings from the data cannot be 
obtained in this case study, however, internal validity will be as the research will be 
sustained by data (Cohen et al, 2000). The data collected from the questionnaire will 
be triangulated through the use of the documentary evidence and in turn against the 
literature reviewed, thus providing theoretical validity too, moving the study closer 
towards finding a real truth. The final part of the triangle will be the matching of the 
data against the findings from the existing completed student questionnaire of July 
2007. This will achieve the aim of seeing the situation from all the angles of those 
whom the situation affects and thus create a more rounded understanding of the 
situation which will mean that the results are more reliable. 
Whilst cross-checking is difficult in a case study, as already acknowledged, by using 
these few methods to cross check data, bias should be minimised and therefore a 
distorted picture from the data is less likely. 
In order to prevent invalid results further, the questionnaire has been tailored to the 
respondents personally through finding out about their background, their perceptions 
and then their actual methods of working. Drop out rates will be minimised by 
sending reminders and also the way in which the questionnaire is administered in the 
first place. This will maximise responses and therefore the data will be more 
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representative. The data will be gathered and analysed in a standardised systematic 
way (Cohen et al, 2000), which is critical to reducing bias. 
Cohen et al (2000) describe the 'reactivity effect' as being the respondents behaving 
differently when subjected to scrutiny. This is certainly possible in this case study as 
the researcher is the also a colleague of the participants. There is a danger here that 
answers will be given which they believe the researcher is looking for due to her role 
within the institution. They may feel threatened. Accurate, honest completion will 
hopefully be catered for in the letter accompanying the questionnaire, explaining the 
voluntary nature, anonymity and confidentiality aspects of the questionnaire and the 
purpose of the report being for academic reasons rather than instigated by the 
institution for professional reasons. Equally, the researcher is aware that she will 
need to take care to avoid subjective interpretations of the responses collated; 
avoiding tunnel vision and inferring the truth. 
3.7 Ethics 
According to McMillan and Weyers (2007) ethics is the protection of human rights, 
dignity and health and safety of the participants and observers to a situation. There 
are 3 basic principles: voluntary involvement, confidentiality of data and do no harm 
to those involved. In this study, this is explained through the letter accompanying the 
questionnaire (Appendix A) which provides 'informed consent' (p213) to those 
participating in the study. As well as this, it outlines the purpose of the study, 
advantages of participation and information about results and the procedures in place 
(Bell, 2005). Ideally, this consent should be signed, but as the participants are 
known to the researcher this would negate the anonymity aspect. Therefore, consent 
is given if the questionnaire is completed and returned, thus a 'contractual 
relationship' is established between the participants and the researcher (Cohen et al, 
2000:52). 
No unethical practice is intended, however, it may be inadvertently so. For example, 
as the researcher is known to the participants 'vulnerable groups' may feel pressured 
into participating; conversely some may feel they will gain an advantage through 
participation (McMillan and Weyers, 2007:214). Hopefully, this is negated by the 
explanation in the informed consent aspect of the questionnaire and the 
personal/professional understanding of the participants of research methods as this 
should provide enough details for volunteers to decide whether to participate and 
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recognise the limitation of the study (Taber, 2007). Schostak (2002) describes this 
as reciprocity and equality of status; that is, those involved should be informed about 
how and why the study is being done and what access to results they will have. 
In terms of the researcher's role in the research, there is a need to balance her 
presence in the research with the equally important goal of not conducting research 
that was more about her than the other participants as she is effectively a participant 
observer. She is aware that she does not just have one role - that of the researcher 
- but performs a variety of roles within the organisation as well, which may influence 
the study. She will endeavour to be especilly sensitive to the differences in between 
the participants which may raise ethical issues during the course of the research. 
She is aware of the potential clashes in ethical principles, will ensure that these are 
dealt with appropriately. 
Permission has been sought (Appendix 8) from the Head of the School of Education 
to undertake this study. Also, this study will be approved by the University's Ethics 
Committee prior to commencement of the study. 
The final summary will follow Cohen et al's (2000} recommendation to be a fair 
accurate and relevant report; a positive evaluation which is beneficial to the 
researcher, the participants and the organisation, thus minimising the risks to all 
concerned. 
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Chapter 4 - Data Analysis 
4.1 The Direction of the Study 
From the initial survey last year, of the Primary PGCE students, it was found that 
University teaching should serve as a role model so that students can derive best 
practice and inform their own teaching experiences. Also it highlighted that there is 
some good practice with ICT, however, this is patchy and is not seen across the 
curriculum. Therefore this study wanted to investigate: What is happening with ICT 
in teaching and learning on the Primary BEd and PGCE courses? How can it be 
improved? And what is required to ensure that improvement happens? 
Through analysing the responses of the questionnaire, and linking to the theory, 
these questions will be answered by unpicking attitudes towards and access to ICT; 
and the skills and opportunities for needed development, both in terms of resources 
and training. 
4.2 Effectiveness of the Questionnaire 
Following the pilot study (Appendix C) amendments were made to the questionnaire 
in order to accommodate identified discrepancies and difficulties with completion 
(Cohen et al, 2000). Question 2 needed the age brackets amending as there was an 
overlap, Question 12, part 'f' had the wording altered in order to clarify the intended 
meaning; lastly, a uniformed response method of circling answers was adopted in 
order to give the process of answering the questionnaire greater cohesion. It was 
then distributed through the staff 'pigeon holes' and by email (Appendix A). There 
was one 'chaser' email sent (Appendix A) and a total response rate of 84% was 
obtained, demonstrating the success of the method and providing a very good 
overview of the staff in the University department involved. 
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4.3 General Findings from the Questionnaire 
4.3.1 Type of Respondent 
Following the successful rate of response to the questionnaire, the views of a wide 
cross-section of the target population (lecturers on Primary BEd and PGCE courses) 
were obtained. As shown in the figure below, 58% of the population were female and 
42% were male. 
The age range of respondents is: 
45% 
D <30 
m 31-35 Figure 4.3.1 Ages of 
D 36-40 Staff in Years 
D 41-45 
12% 
a4a..so 
a 51-55 
ase+ 
·□ Unanswered: 
4.3.2 Experience 
With 64% of staff being over the age of 50, and in conjunction with the 3 box and 
whisker diagrams below, a conclusion can be drawn here that there is a wealth of 
experience in Primary education to be taken into account. This is important as this 
adds to the validity to the answers provided as it suggests a deep understanding of 
the subject of ICT in Primary education. Indeed this is supported by spread of 
experiences shown in the figures below, where it is emphasised that between them, 
staff have experience in all aspects of Primary education. 
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However, it sh·ould be acknowledged that not all of their experiences have been 
recent in a Primary setting. Figure 4.3.5 shows that approximately 50% of staff have 
been in Initial Teacher Education for 10 years or more, thus meaning that they have 
. 
.i 
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been removed from teaching in a Primary classroom for that length of time, although 
t:t may undertake observations. 
~~~: 
'•-~ ,;, :i,..,,_.,.1;c~~~-~~(,~":;,_1;,'tM~f('-G'I.~_· ii-
. :. ,.....,~ ..... _:·•····- ~ ..~.,""1-~, ,J.::-~--J~r,.t:~-::~~{~~t u~ 
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Figure 4.3.5 Number of Years in Initial Teacher Education 
This can lead to a tainted view of what it is really like to be a Primary teacher in the 
current climate and may have some im~tct on views of ICT in schools, as they may 
not have been involved in recent initiatives in Primary Education with ICT as the 
focus. The pos~ive aspect here is that there is a wealth of experience in ITE, which 
I . 
means that there' is strong understanding of what it makes to create beginning 
teachers, competent to teach in today's world; this being some of the main reasons 
for entering ITE. Figure 4.3.6 highlights creating teachers, sharing experiences and 
,_, 
working with adult learners as some of the main reasons for entering ITE, as well as 
their own Continuing Professional Development. 
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Figure 4.3.6 Reasons for 
Staff Entering Initial 
Teacher Education 
This is an important aspect to recognise as it demonstrates an understanding by staff 
that there is a need to continually grow in knowledge and skill in order to cope with 
5 
0 
; 
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the rigours of working in education. This is important to this study as one of the key 
questions relates to the CPD required in order to improve ICT and this result 
demonstrates that it can be assumed that staff would be amenable. 
In addition to this aspect of personal development, there is a commitment by staff to 
teach and to support those they teach both in a school setting {link tutoring) and in a 
traditional teaching arena (Figure 4.3. 7). 
25 
' 
20 
ii
... 
u, 
0 15 ; Figure 4.3.7 Most Satisfying 
~ Elements of Staff Roles in Initial 
E 10 Teacher Education 
::I 
z 
It can also been seen from this chart that there is some satisfaction derived from 
researching and deepening the understanding of the processes of education, both 
individually, in collaboration with one another and through supporting students to 
deepen their understanding by undertaking dissertations. Again this is important to 
this study as it demonstrates a willingness to improve the quality of teacher education 
and of the quality of beginning teachers. Undoubtedly in the current ever-changing 
climate, this must include ICT. 
4.4 The Importance and Meaning of ICT in ITT 
"Good teaching matters" (Bates, 1997:12 and figure 4.3.7). To almost every teacher, 
this statement is incontrovertible. Bates goes on to explain that the learning 
objectives, materials used, differentiation employed together with the chosen medium 
for learning makes teaching good. Each medium requires different skills and appeals 
to different learners. The advantage of ICT, as he perceives it, is that it is flexible 
and can be used widely. For the purpose of this study effective teaching is 
considered from two perspectives; ICT used with students in University and also ICT 
i 
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used by students in schools. For an ITT establishment the two are inextricably 
linked. 
"By law, teachers have to teach /GT, which is given the status of a separate subject 
in the National Curriculum." (Mcfarlane, 1997: 5) The pace of technological 
development today is such that everyone, but particularly children, need to be able to 
face the world competent with ICT. The capacity to communicate and access 
information is, as Leask and Williams point out, a "vital extension of the ability to read 
and write" (cited in Leask and Pachter, 2005: 61). 
Therefore we should understand the aspects of ICT in primary education with which 
teachers must engage. 
ICT the Subject 
i.e. National Curriculum programmes of 
study and attainment targets 
ICT for Administration 
e.g. Management Information, Virtual 
Leaming Platforms, Email 
ICT for Teaching 
e.g. Interactive Whiteboards, use of 
shared resources (Virtual Leaming 
Platforms/ networked resources) 
ICT for Learning 
i.e. Planned use by the teacher, cross 
curricula, out of school learning, Virtual 
Learning Platforms (e-learning - both 
pupil and student teacher) 
Table 4.4.1 What ICT means in Primary Education ( A diagrammatic interpretation 
from the author's perspective) 
The extent and the variety of ICT for teaching and learning are clearly shown in the 
results from the PGCE questionnaire. 
I 
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ICT in School % I I 
92.21OHP 
, lV 98.70 
VHS 94.81 
87.01I DVD 
I Video Camera 67.53 
Still Camera 100.00 
Radio Cassette 97.40 
Photocopier 100.00 
Digital Projector 87.01 
: Whiteboard 97.40 
Desktop 87.01 
Laptop 77.92 1 
7.79 
: Printer 
\PDA 
97.40 
I Toys 71.43 
i• Scanner 51.95 
Table 4.4.2 ICT available for Use in Schools During School Experience Shown in 
Percentage of Schools Where Resources Found According to PGCE Survey July 
2007 
ICT 
Subject 
o/o Always 
Used 
77.92 
I 
I 
I 
Maths 15.58 
Science 14.29 
History/Geography/RE 
-
Modern Languages 
-
~ 
12.99 
6.49 
Literacy 
!Art/D&T 
I PE 
i 
Music 
16.88 
7.79 
2.60 
6.49 
I 
I 
Table 4.4.3 Frequency of usage of ICT on School Experience in Different Subject 
Areas 
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Table 4.4.3 demonstrates how valuable ICT is in Primary Education and the vast 
array of tools that are available for use. However, it very much emphasises the role 
of teaching and learning with ICT that the student utilises with their pupils, it does not 
show how the student uses ICT for their own learning. This is relevant because, the 
personal skills of students need to be strong in order to cope with the demands of the 
variety of ICT in school and the level of usage across the curriculum. This is further 
supported by levels of experience of staff both in school and ITE (figures 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 
4.3.5 and 4.3.6). 
Additionally, Spendlove and Hopper (2006: 178) add weight to the importance of this 
way of working for ITT establishments. They stress that it is imperative to provide the 
best model of teaching and learning to ultimately influence students' practice in 
schools. Also the more opportunities that the students have to be reflective, helps 
them to engage in the underlying theories and perspectives influencing their practice. 
It should also be remembered that with the insistence of the DfES for all schools to 
have an on-line learning platform by spring 2008, not only does this way of working 
support their own development but also provides an insight into the kinds of activities 
in which children will be expected to engage in the very near future. They need to be 
lCT capable. 
Initial Teacher Education Staff demonstrate their understanding of the relevance and 
importance of ICT to students (Table 4.4.4). 
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"--Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Unanswered 
Agree Disagree 
--
Question It is essential that 
11 g a lecturer shows a 
positive attitude 
towards ICT 50% 42% 8% 0% 0% 
Question ICT provides an 
13 a insight into new 
and different 
learning and 
I 
teaching 
environments 58% 42% 0% 0% 
I 
0% 
Question ICT 
13 b enriches/enhances 
courses or 
programmes of 
work 50% 42% 4% 0% 4% 
Question ICT introduces 
13 C students to a 
range of 
techniques they 
are likely to meet 
in their future work 62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 
Table 4.4.4 Staff Attitudes toward Teaching and Learning with ICT 
100% of staff agree or strongly agree that ICT incorporated into their teaching and 
learning not only provides an insight into different teaching and learning 
environments, but it also introduces students to techniques that students will 
experience in schools, as discussed in the literature review (Ducharme and 
Ducharme, 1996). 92% also acknowledge the need to model positive attitudes 
towards ICT as they believe that it enriches and enhances the experiences of their 
learners. 
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Powerpoint 
Video camera 
Word Processing 
Movie maker 
VLE passive (collecting information) 
VLE active ( engaging with / adding 
material) 
Interactive White Board 
Internet 
Publisher 
Excel 
Video clips 
CD Rom 
Curriculum appropriate software 
Data logging 
Microscope 
Scanning 
Digital photos 
Visualiser 
Probes 
Recording equipment 
Data handling 
Robots 
Table 4.4.5 Types of ICT Used by Staff in Teaching and Learning 
Table 4.4.5 clearly shows that there is a commitment by staff to incorporate ICT into 
the curriculum. It also shows the variety of types of ICT used; much of which is 
similar to the ICT available in schools as stated by the PGCE students {Table 4.4.2). 
This is positive as it demonstrates an understanding of what ICT students are 
expected to understand when in school. It also shows an attempt, by some, to use 
the VLE to engage with e-learning at the student level. However, it also 
demonstrates that the VLE is only a small part of ICT within ITE. 
An understanding of the definition of ICT for Primary education is essential as there 
are tensions pulling ITE students in many directions, particularly in the area of 'ICT 
for Learning' as they are considering ICT for pupils learning and ICT for their own 
learning. This was uncovered during the analysis of documentation. 
I 
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4.5 Analysis of Policy Documentation 
For the purpose of this study the following documentation was considered 
(Appendices D - L): 
• University's Curriculum Review for 2008 (CRE08) 
• University's Education Strategy 2005-2008: Education for Life 
• University's Draft Technology-Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008-2011 
• Primary PGCE and BEd Action Plans for 2007-2008 
• University's IT Policies 
• DCFS Professional Standards for QTS 2007 
• DfES Circular 4/98 Annex B - ITT for the Use of ICT in Subject Teaching 
• TOA Draft Characteristics of ICT in ITT 2007 
• The UK Professional Standards Framework for Supporting teaching and learning 
in HE (unknown year) 
All of these documents provide information and insight into the teaching, learning and 
ICT usage for HE. There are elements of this that support the Primary BEd and 
PGCE courses, there are also elements which demonstrate a dichotomy between 
ICT in Primary education and ICT in HE; or possibly a lack of appreciation for the 
wide variety of ICT incorporated into Primary education courses, by those who 
support ICT in HE. 
There are Professional Standards for QTS (Appendix I) which all trainee teachers 
should meet. These include the explicit use and development of ICT in learning and 
teaching. It is therefore important that the University provides opportunities for 
development in these areas, covering all aspects of the National Curriculum as well 
as encouraging the use of ICT as one of a range of methodologies and 
understanding the pedagogy behind the practice (Loughran, 2006). This means that 
ITE students should understand how to encourage learning through the use of ICT, 
also what it means to teach and learn with ICT. A view supported by Robertson 
(2003), Goos and Moni (2001) and McDonald (1993). 
The University's ICT policies do not cover aspects or principles of using ICT in 
teaching and learning. They focus solely on the merits of literal use of hardware and 
software. This is contrary to other educational establishments e.g. schools, where a 
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policy for ICT and teaching and learning would be in place. However, the Education 
Strategy (2005-2008) does include learning environments which utilise ICT and that 
support the work place setting and life experience. It also highlights a need to be 
responsive to students needs and provide an effective learning experience for all The 
TOA (Draft 2007) Characteristics of ICT in ITT concurs (Appendix K). This is 
important for an ITE course as it is vocational in its essence. However, the ICT that 
is stressed in this document relates to the use of e-learning, laptops in workshops 
and 'hubs' of PCs where students can gain access to work. 
The Education Strategy (2005-2008), is becoming outdated. It is to be replaced with 
the CRE08 (2007) agenda, which emphasises the teaching of the appropriate use of 
technology for learning. This focus is beneficial to the ITE courses as has already 
been seen. It goes on to explain that subject knowledge and understanding, 
vocational relevance and applicability, contextualisation and meaningful and active 
learning on courses should be key foci. Therefore the Primary education courses will 
need to be supported and resourced to meet the needs of the students on an ITE 
course. Importantly, CRE08 (2007) recognises that students are 'digital natives' in a 
technology-rich and changing world, and indeed this is true of their school pupils, as 
discussed earlier in the literature review. 
CRE08 (2007) is to be supported by the University's Technology Enhanced learning 
Strategy 2008-2011 (Draft 2008). The main focus of this is e-learning. It 
acknowledges learning and development with ICT, including CPD for staff and 
enhanced provision, including robust systems - all of which are essential to the 
integration of ICT into learning and teaching (Eriksen, 2006). However, it does not 
take into account any other forms of ICT for teaching and learning which are clearly 
essential to ITE courses and the leaders of the Primary BEd and PGCE provision 
have recognised and planned for the increased embedding of ICT into their 
programmes and increased CPD opportunities through their Action Plans 2007-2008. 
There is no dispute that e-learning is essential, as already seen, this is a technology­
rich climate, however, the TOA (Draft 2007), Characteristics of ICT in ITT, states that 
this form of ICT should be modified for ITE purposes and be 'sympathetic' to the 
needs of ITT. It goes on to emphasise the importance of other aspects of ICT, for 
example, digital capture, whiteboards, National Curriculum relevant applications and 
PDAs etc, all of which were highlighted in the survey of PGCE students as being 
utilised in schools (see Table 4.4.2). 
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Judge and O'Bannon (2008) and Uys (2007) both recognised a need for top-down 
support, but not dictatorial edict, as being important to the success of the integration 
of ICT. Therefore, there needs to be recognition in the University's strategies for 
integrating ICT the need to be 'sympathetic' to ITE as the TOA (Draft 2007) suggests. 
This would therefore meet the requirements of the CRE08 (2007) agenda providing 
ITE students with a personalised and meaningful ICT learning environment. The 
TOA (Draft 2007) also advocates adopting the BECTA Self Review Framework for 
the development and structuring of future ICT needs (Appendix M). This would 
support the opinions of Judge and O'Bannon (2008) and Uys (2007). 
4.6 Analysis of Curriculum Handbooks 
In order to gain a rounded understanding of the ICT in teaching and learning, the 
course handbooks for each subject, in each year were examined. There were found 
to be 12 common characteristics of ICT mentioned in the course documentation. 
I 
I 
Characteristic 
I 1 
I 
learning objectives include ICT 
I 2 
I 
Useful websites supplied 
3 VLE/BREO highlighted for information 
I 4 Useful reading includes ICT 
5I Video used 
6 CD ROMS highlighted 
7 Tasks involve ICT 
8 ICT assessed 
9 Academic consideration of ICT in subject 
10 Workshops on ICT skills in subject 
11 QTS ICT standards 
12 Submissions to BREO 
I 
I 
Table 4.6.1 Characteristics of ICT in Curriculum Handbooks (Appendix N) 
There was a wide range of differences between subjects and year groups. As can be 
seen in Appendix N, whilst there is evidence that there is some good practice, there 
is no consistency in what is included and nor does there appear to be progression 
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from year to year. This could be because some subjects are not taught every year to 
all students. In the current teaching arrangement, all subjects are taught in Year 1, 
with students opting for specialist areas in Year 2, and narrowing this further in Year 
3. It can be noted that in Year 3, as a result, that Core Maths and Core Science, Art, 
ICT, History, English, Science and Early Years all increase the characteristics of ICT 
in the subject area, thus indicating that in the students focus studies, ICT for teaching 
and learning is made explicit and integrated. 
However, it is concerning that there is, on occasion, no Leaming Objective including 
ICT and yet some of the assessment involves ICT, e.g. Year 2 Maths. Biggs (2003) 
explains that sharing the learning objective is beneficial because then both student 
and teacher can see where they are meant to be going. It establishes the teaching 
context and models good practice that is encouraged in school. It also provides a 
structure to the topic with the teacher ensuring that learning activities will enable the 
reaching assessment goals. Without this form of guide, it will mean a lack of 
direction and this may also add to the lack of consistency in including ICT. The same 
could also be argued with the lack of consistency in making clear in the 
documentation which standards for QTS will be developed through the unit, as 
effectively they are professional learning objectives. This may lead to a lack of 
understanding on the students' part about how the University curriculum related in a 
meaningful way to the School Experience aspect of their context; thus leading to a 
conclusion that the two are separate and irrelevant to one another. 
There is also an anomaly- D&T. This subject is taught by one of the ICT lecturi119 
staff. Interestingly there is a considerable lack of ICT made explicit in the curriculum 
handbook. It is believed that this is because ICT is so integrated into practice, that it 
is omitted to be made explicit to the students. However, this is not acceptable as it 
will lead to a 'surface approach' to learning rather than a deep understanding (Biggs, 
2003: 32) as discussed earlier in the literature review with the benefits of modelling. 
The problems identified here could easily be rectified if all course documentation 
included the 12 characteristics identified as a 'checklist' to ensure that teaching and 
teaming with ICT is made explicit and integrated into course requirements. 
A further analysis of the handbooks revealed that coverage of the ICT recommended 
in the National Curriculum for each subject area was also lacking (Appendix 0). The 
core subjects (English, Maths and Science) have 4 years to develop their ICT in 
r 
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teaching and learning, because every student currently studies these units every 
year. However, from the documentation this idea is not developed consistently. 
Some aspects are covered regularly e.g. Maths - using a variety of ICT resources to 
explore, whereas another e.g. representing and interpreting discrete data, is not 
addressed at all. This is most concerning in the ICT subject specific National 
Curriculum where there are significant gaps in teaching and learning about the 
subject of ICT itself (Appendix 0). 
When considering the current structure of the course, all foundation subjects are 
taught in Year 1; the National Curriculum ICT required for those subjects should 
therefore also be covered in Year 1 because there is no other opportunity to cover 
them for some students. This is equally true for the 1 year PGCE course. 
--
14 
C 
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I I cover I do not I feel this isQuestion Unanswered 
encourage this with cover this; best 
mymy it is covered on 
students to students covered school 
do this elsewhere experience 
in the 
course 
a HowlCT 
supports 
learning 0% 0%62% 23% I 15% 
b How to 
integrate ICT 
into the 
curriculum 69% 8% 19% 4% 0% 
How to 
differentiate 
tasks using 
ICT 38%1 0% 4%50% 8% 
·---..---·--·---
----d Management 
oflCT 
resources in 
the classroom 31%35% 15% 15% 4% 
Table 4.6.2 How Staff Integrate ICT into their Curriculum 
The responses to question 14 of the staff questionnaire support the findings from the 
handbook analysis. There is a lack of consistency here too. There seems to be a lot 
of encouraging students to use and engage with ICT, but a considerable lack of 
actual coverage. This would indicate that although staff may feel that they are 
highlighting the use of ICT, the reality is that they are in fact not making it explicit 
enough to students in order to develop their understanding. Lunenberg et al (2007) 
suggest that with this approach modelling is therefore done in passing, and not 
directly to students. 
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In order for students to become discerning users of ICT, good teachers of and 
promoters of learning with ICT, they need to feel what it is like to be in the situation of 
learning with ICT. It needs to be modelled for them (Loughran, 2006). In this way 
they can watch what is being taught as well as how it is being taught. It also means 
that the learning objectives of ICT are made more explicit (Biggs, 2003). Without 
explicitly drawing students' attention to this in practice, according to Lunenberg et al 
(2007), their understanding will not change. 
Although developmental, this can be rectified by reviewing current course materials 
and ensuring ICT is integrated, creating opportunities if and where necessary. This 
would address the PGCE survey feedback (Appendix P) that stated more cross­
curricular opportunities were required to see ICT modelled in each area of the 
curriculum as well. Murray and Male (2005) identify that there is an expectation that 
lecturers can facilitate all aspects of learning on ITE courses, however, it should be 
recognised at this point that there may be a lack of staff capability to complete this 
review and think of activities to incorporate into their curriculum area. Examples of 
these could be supplied and discussed as part of a CPD initiative (Appendix Q). 
4.7 Staff ICT Skills 
The analysis of the self evaluation of ICT skills revealed that there was in fact a lack 
of capability in some areas. The Action Plans for the Primary BEd and PGCE also 
highlight this through making CPD an aim (appendix G). However, overall the 
majority of staff skills were either Advanced or Established (Figure 4.7.1 ). 
30% 
Figure 4.7.1 Total Skills across
,□ Unanswered 
Staff Responses91 Pre-Emergent I 
□ Emergent 
1 □ Established 
'■ Ad1.0nced 
However, when this is broken down further, it leads to some interesting conclusions. 
There are areas of strength here that are common to most of the staff. They are 
25 
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personal access, file management, internet and email, word processing and 
presenting information. This is no great surprise as they are key tools for preparing, 
presenting and arranging teaching activities. However, there are significant 
weaknesses in the areas of spreadsheets, databases and scheduling. All of which 
are National Curriculum areas for Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 (Appendix R). 
20 
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Figure 4.7.2 Self Evaluation 
,■ Pre-Emergent' 
of Personal ICT Skills □ Emergent 
'□ Established 
,■ A:lvanced 
The relevance of this is important. Firstly, it would appear in comparison to the 
handbook analysis that staff are avoiding teaching the areas which they find most 
challenging personally. This means, that because they are unconfident, they are 
unprepared to model their practise to students (Simpson et al, 1999), thus leaving a 
gap in students understanding. Secondly, when linked to the PGCE self assessed 
skills levels of last year, the results are the same, that is to say that the same 
strengths and weaknesses are present in the student too. This agrees with the 
findings of Jones (1998), who identified that where there is teacher strength, so to 
there is student strength. This of course may be because of the nature of skills 
required for teaching with ICT, however, it could also point to the fact that where they 
have seen techniques modelled, the students skills are greater and vice versa. 
- --------
----------
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I IExcellent 
Very 
% Good Good Fair None 
WP 45.45 33.77 16.88 2.60 1.30 
Spreadsheets 10.39 14.29 29.87 36.36 9.09 
Presentation 25.97 29.87 27.27 15.58 1.30 
Email 54.55 36.36 9.09 0.00 0.00 
Internet 45.45 40.26 12.99 1.30 0.00 
Graphics 9.09 16.88 28.57 29.87 15.58,
I 
) Web Pages 0.00 0.00 18.18 32.47 49.35' 
i Database 1.30 1.30 19.48 29.87 42.86 
: Simulations 1.30 1.30 19.48 29.87 41.56: 
ICollaboration 1.30 7.79 27.27 24.68 31.17 
I 
22.087Whiteboards 31.17 25.97 18.18 2.60 
Table 4.7.1 PGCE Students Self Assessment of Skills 
This can be considered from another viewpoint - that of the subjects. 
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Figure 4.7.3 Staff Self Evaluation
---------; ,■ Pre-Emergent, 
of Personal ICT Skills by Main 
------~c·-' \ O Emergent Subject Area !a Established -1 
/ ;■ Ad\Elnced 
0 .................--.~........,.__...,....-..;......_,,______,............._......,_........................-.i 
From the evaluation staff have been categorised according to ability and their primary 
subject area. Maths, English and Science are where the major ICT strengths of staff 
are. When comparing this to the students' data of which subject areas they most 
frequently use ICT in, the answer is the same. 
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·Nev~1lo~~ Always A lot Sometimes ! Rarely 
IICT 77.92 18.18 3.90 0.00 o.oo I 
I 
Maths 15.58 38.96 38.96 3.90 2.60 I 
14.29 24.68 44.16 11.69Science 3.90 
12.99 23.38 48.05 11.69 3.90History/Geography/RE 
10.39 12.99 5.19Primary Languages 6.49 38.96 
15.58 5.19Literacy 16.88 23.38 38.96 
7.79 28.57 20.78Art/D&T 6.49 36.36 
68.83PE 2.60 0.00 6.49 22.08 
i i 
6.49 2.60 20.78 23.38 40.26:LMusic 
Table 4.7.2 ICT Usage in Teaching and Leaming by PGCE Students 
Again this could demonstrate the fact that where they have seen techniques 
modelled the students' skills are greater and so they make greater use of ICT when 
teaching them and vice versa (Loughran and Berry, 2005). However, it also needs to 
be borne in mind that English, Maths and Science in schools are taught more 
predominantly than other subjects, so it may be that they just have more opportunity 
to use ICT within them, simply because there is more opportunity to teach the subject 
and learn from their school mentor. This is an avenue which is yet to be fully 
explored. 
Table 4.6.2 shows that very few staff believe that School Experiences can be 
beneficial to understand the pedagogy and practice of teaching and learning ICT by 
students. Additionally the School Experience handbooks (Appendix N) do not place 
an emphasis on exploring ICT in schools, and yet this is where the students will use it 
most. They will see it in practice and what is practised (Loughran and Berry, 2005). It 
is also a way of increasing the amount of modelled ICT usage that the student 
experiences. Sandholtz (2001), Dawes (2001) and Yelland et al (2000) all support 
this as a way of exploring the use of ICT in teaching and learning. 
Finally staff skills, appearing most frequently in the Established and Advanced 
categories were compared to subject usage of e-learning devices through BREO. 
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Characteristic of---- - 7 Technology Enhanced 
E-Learning Levels Learning Strategy 2008-2011 
-~ 
Core English, D&T, Geography, History, 
Content and PE, RE, School Experience, Foundation-
, Support on VLE Year2 
i 
i 
Art, Early Years, Professional Studies 
I Wraparound Core Maths, Core Science, Core Year 4, 
(VLE+ E portfolio) English, Primary Language, Science 
ICT 
Integrated 
I 
IDistance 
I 
' 
I 
Table 4.7.3 Subjects Containing Characteristics of E-Learning as described in the 
University's Technology Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008-2011 
2-3 times 4-5 times 6-8 times 
9 8 9 
(Names of individuals in each category are anonymous here, just totals provided) 
Table 4. 7.4 Frequency of Appearances in Established/Advanced Personal ICT Skills 
from Self Evaluation 
It was found that where staff confidence is generally high with a range of ICT skills, 
the subjects for which they are responsible are more likely to include Characteristics 
of E-Learning Levels as described in the University's Technology Enhanced Learning 
Strategy 2008-2011. This is important as it identifies the staff and subject areas 
readiness to take on board new teaching and learning initiatives in line with the start 
date of 2008. 
Also identified are staff who require personal ICT skills training in order to increase 
confidence before undertaking new initiatives with learning and teaching with ICT. 
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Pre-emergent Emergent 
~--·"·-···-
BuddyingI 
Training Level 
1 Training Level 2 
1 Word Processing 0 4 7 
i 
Spreadsheets 6 7 I5 
Databases 2 5 13 
Presentation 0 2 1 
Scheduling 2 8 8 
'Email 
i 
0 2 6 
Internet 2 0 3 
File Management 2 0 2 
1 Personal Access 2 0 2 
Table 4.7.5 Numbers Required for Training at Each Level 
The training levels were identified from the staff responses. Training Level 1 can be 
defined as needing an introduction to a particular application. Training Level 2 can 
be defined as requiring subject specific training that is meaningful and in context of 
their role and responsibilities (Lavonen et al, 2006). The Buddying level means that 
staff skills would benefit from seeing how others incorporate ICT in a particular area, 
into their practice, so that they can share ideas. Clegg (2002) recognises these CPD 
needs as essential to being able to improve ICT in their own teaching and learning as 
there needs to be an understanding of what is to be taught. 
4.8 Benefits and Barriers of Staff Using ICT in Teaching and Learning 
From the responses to the staff questionnaire, there are positive and negative 
attitudes towards ICT in teaching and learning. 
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Question 11 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
I Unanswered 
b The more I use 
ICT the more I 
am enthused/ 
motivated by it 35% 54% 12% 0% 0% 
e I am confident 
that I'll be able 
to keep up with 
future 
developments in 
ICT 15% 27% 46% 12% 0% 
f I question 
whether the 
time and effort 
required to 
master the use 
of ICT is worth it 
in term of the 
returns 0% 15% 50% 35% 0% 
i The more I use 
ICT the more I 
can see how it 
can extend and 
enhance 
learning 46% 46% 0% 0% 8% 
j I would like to 
learn more 
about ICT 58% 42% 0% 0% 0% 
k ICT skills ought 
to be taught by 
specialist ICT 
lecturers 4%. 27% 54% 12% 12% 
Table 4.8.1 Staff Attitudes towards ICT in General 
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85% of staff believe that ICT is worth the time and effort learning and mastering skills 
to include in their practice; with 100% agreeing that they would like to learn more 
about ICT. This is a very positive note, as staff recognise that ICT is an aspect of 
their teaching and learning role, which needs development. Additionally, 66% see it 
as the job of all staff to be incorporating ICT, rather than leaving it to ICT specialist. 
However, there is a concern amongst over half of the staff (58%) that they will not be 
able to keep up with the rapid changes that occur in ICT. This shows that the 
majority of staff appreciate that ICT is an area which needs to be continually 
reviewed and are generally supportive of ICT as a tool for teaching and learning. 
Additionally, 92% can see more benefits of ICT the more they use it; and 89% 
become more motivated and enthused by ICT the more that they use it. This finding 
concurs with the work of Eriksen (2006) and Lunenberg et al (2007) who explain that 
generally teachers have supportive views towards the use of ICT for teaching and 
learning. Further remarks were made about the need to understand '/GT as part of a 
range ofmethodologies', both in terms of teaching and in modelling so that students 
understand the need to be discerning about reliability and prepared to analyse, 
evaluate and synthesise the information obtained using ICT, '/GT is as good as it's 
user'. Pianfetti (2001) agrees. Matthew et al (2002) add that in order to become 
discerning users, students must see the benefits and limitations of ICT modelled for 
them. 
If staff generally have positive attitudes towards ICT, then there must be reasons why 
there is a lack of inclusion of ICT into their programmes. This will be considered 
now. 
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Question 12 Yes No Unanswered 
a Do you feel you have 
adequate ICT 
equipment to support 
the work you do with 
your students? 46% 54% 0% 
b Do you have 
technical support? 58% 38% 4% 
C Do you have support 
during your planning 
for ICT use? 35% 62% 4% 
d Do you have time 
allocated to plan, 
prepare and practice 
using ICT? 4% 96% 0% 
e Does ICT support 
your delivery of the 
curriculum? 100% 0% 0% 
g Do you have an 'ICT 
buddy' 
(peer/mentor/partner) 
who will discuss ICT 
with you 
supportively? 19% 73% 8% 
h Is ICT use fluent and 
unproblematic for 
you? 27% 69% 4% 
Table 4.8.2 Factors Affecting the Use of ICT in Teaching and Learning 
100% of staff agree that ICT supports their delivery of the curriculum; however, the 
majority feel that they do not have the time (96%), the resources (54%) or the 
support (62%) to plan ICT into their teaching and learning. Additionally 73% 
responded that they have no one to collaborate with over the use of ICT in their 
practice. Moreover, whilst the majority did acknowledge that there was technical 
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support available (58%), 69% said that ICT brought problems with it that hampered 
their practice. Comments made to elaborate on this included having to 'set up 
rooms', 'lack of resources' or 'access to equipment', all of which added to the burden 
of teaching and learning with ICT, particularly for those who are less confident users. 
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Question 13 Strongly I Agree 
Agree 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
Unanswered 
g ICT is going 
to be 
essential for 
h 
continuing 
professional 
development 
ICTshould 
62% 35% 0% 0% 4% 
be avoided 
because it is 
unreliable 0% 0% 38% 62% 0% 
--·-
Table 4.8.3 Staff Views on the Requirements for ICT use in the Future 
More positively however, the staff are in 100% agreement that there is a need for 
CPD with ICT and that despite not being the most reliable resource available in their 
methodologies, ICT should not be avoided. This is important because it continues to 
indicate the staff intention to use ICT as far as possible. 
Staff also commented that their use of ICT in teaching and learning could be 
facilitated by: 
• increased availability and reliability of resources including standardised room set 
ups 
• Greater technical support and time to share with colleagues ideas and best 
practice 
• CPD activities to strengthen understanding 
The need for more robust systems is acknowledged in the new Technology 
Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008-2011 (Draft 2008) for the University, however, it 
must be remembered, from earlier in the discussion, that this only focuses on e­
leaming aspects of ICT, and not the broader ICT discussed by PGCE students and 
the TOA (Draft 2007). Access to ICT that works is of paramount importance (Uys, 
2007). This, therefore, will only go some of the way to improving ICT in teaching and 
learning. Pan (2000) highlights that the obstacles to good use of ICT include a lack 
,.:c 
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of time, funding, planning and CPD, with Eriksen (2006) adding that a lack of 
technical support can hamper good practice too. Overall this situation leads lecturers 
to feel unprepared (Jones, 1998). However, the studies of Lavonen et al (2006) 
found that through the development of a strong infrastructure and CPD activity skills 
of staff increased from 20% being competent users of ICT to 40%, in the short period 
of 18 months. They also added that before making these changes 69% of staff felt 
that they had no support or opportunities to collaborate, whereas after the 18 months 
later this reduced to only 39% feeling that way. Littlejohn (2002) says that CPD is the 
single most contributing factor to improved practice with ICT. The TDA (Draft 2007) 
also recognises that ITE institutions should look to the Self-Review Framework for 
ICT (BECTA) as a means of ensuring structure is in place for future development. 
This evidence should be a guide to the development of future practice with ICT in this 
University as the merits have already been seen in other studies. 
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4.9 Summary of Findings 
It is important to reiterate that there are pockets of good practice already in place 
across the Primary BEd and PGCE courses; however this is inconsistent. Therefore 
the main objectives of action taken from this report will be to make small, yet effective 
changes to practice, rather than instigate radical change. This a strong starting point 
on which to build good practice with ICT in all its varied forms for Primary education. 
1. Make explicit the use of ICT in Teaching and Learning - The sharing of aims for 
learning with and about ICT has been highlighted as important. This can be 
included in course handbooks and should include elements the Characteristics of 
ICT in Table 4.6.1, as applicable. 
2. Minimum Coverage in Subject Areas of National Curriculum ICT for Key Stages 1 
and 2 - This would currently be ideal in Year 1 of the BEd and throughout the 
PGCE year and would ensure that all students had an understanding of ICT in 
the ages ranges for which they will qualify, across the curriculum. This will allow 
students to see how ICT is supported in a particular field (Sandholtz, 2001 and 
Yelland et al, 2000). This will involve a curriculum review and there are resources 
(Appendix 0) to start the process moving forward. Stevens and Lonberger 
(1998) emphasise the importance of this explaining that ICT cannot just be a 
subject in its own right and should be shown through the curriculum. This point is 
supported by Judge and O'Bannon (2008) and the views of staff (Table 4.8.1) 
and students. Additionally a curriculum review of ICT as a subject in its own right 
is important to ensure specific skills for encouraging learning with ICT and for 
teaching with ICT are developed as appropriate for Key Stages 1 and 2. 
3. Continuing Professional Development of Staff (Table 4.8.3) - This would develop 
staff skills in weaker areas, both at a personal level and for their embedding of 
ICT in their curriculum (Edmonds, 2007). This has already been highlighted as a 
need in the Action Plans 2007-2008 for the BEd and PGCE courses (Appendix 
G). This will allow confidence to grow at a progressive rate and, in turn, improve 
the modelling of ICT as a methodology in teaching and learning. This will then 
lead to greater strength in practice of the students. Individual skill levels and 
requirements for development activities have been identified specifically, as well 
as areas of strength that can now be built on to incorporate the University's new 
Technology-Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008-2011 (Draft 2008) and the CRE08 
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(2007) agenda. However, it must also be recognised that there are different 
levels of 'readiness' amongst staff which must be taken into account if change is 
to be successful. Equally, there is more to ICT in Primary education than e­
learning and this needs to be considered at all times. 
3a. Time Allocated for Collaboration and Development of Ideas -This would 
involve opportunities to discuss specific aspects about ICT in a subject e.g. set 
up and organisation, management or the development of ideas. Goos and Moni 
(2001) advocate a 'team-teaching' approach, which Sinkinson (1997) also 
favours explaining that staff can work together to model practices and reinforce 
principles according to their own strengths. Both Dawes (2001) and Uys (2007) 
found that staff benefited from working with more experienced colleagues (Table 
4.8.2). Lavonen et al (2006) advocate this too as a means of planning together 
and exploring ideas. Edmonds (2007) explains that this does not need to be face 
to face discussion, it could happen in the virtual world, thus strengthening staff 
skills in and through the principles of e-learning, in line with the Technology­
Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008-2011 (Draft 2008). Whichever method is 
adopted, Uys (2007) explains that it must be at regular intervals in order to keep 
up to date. 
4. Modelling of Practice-This has been a reoccurring theme from the analysis of 
the data. Loughran and Berry (2005) advocate the need to understand the 
thinking behind the use of ICT, that is the pedagogy, as well as the practice of 
using ICT for learning and teaching. They believe that this can only be achieved 
through modelling. This provides an understanding that ICT is one of a range of 
methodologies and should be implemented in an appropriate way (Table 4.8.1 ). 
This could be enhanced through a more directed approach towards using and 
exploring ICT during School Experiences. This would link closely to the 
Standards for QTS (2007) (Appendix I) and would also help to ensure that 
Learning Objectives relate closely between school and university work. 
5. Technical Support, Reliable Equipment and Easy Access - This is an area that 
requires review, as advocated by Judge and O'Bannon (2008), Dexter et al 
(20020 and Somekah (1992). It has already been highlighted in the Technology­
Enhanced Leaming Strategy 2008-2011 (Draft 2008). However, it must be 
stressed again that this needs to be altered to be 'sympathetic' to the needs of 
ITE courses, as the TDA (Draft 2007) point out. Lavonen et al (2006) advocate 
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that it needs to be staffed by people who understand education and its 
complexities, rather than simply technical experts. They should also be available 
to join sessions in order to increase staff confidence and improve student 
learning, this therefore makes it meaningful as it is in context (tables 4.7.7 and 
4.7.8). 
6. Recognition that ICT is not Standing Still and Planning for its Development - It 
has continually been highlighted that technology is changing rapidly and staff are 
concerned that they will be unable to keep up to date (Table 4.8.1 ). The TOA 
(Draft 2007) (Appendix K) makes the suggestion that ITE institutions should 
consider using the BECTA Self-Review Framework as a model for planning for 
change with ICT. This framework (Appendix M) helps to map out CPD, 
resources, policy development and practice as advocated by Lavonen et al 
(2006). Judge and O'Bannon (2008) and Dexter et al (2002) emphasise that ICT 
development requires whole department impetus. This is concerning from the 
existing policy documentation as it does not cater for ICT in education, only ICT 
in HE. 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion 
5.1 Context 
In concluding this study it is important to remember the reasons behind it. 
[ 
t • To investigate further the responses provided by the Primary PGCE cohort of 
I 2006-2007 when evaluating the ICT content of their course (Appendix P). This 
concluded that greater modelling of ICT in teaching and learning required across 
the curriculum in order that they had more strategies to use during their school 
experiences. They felt that there was good practice in some elements of the 
course, however, this was not consistent and as they were seeing much usage of 
ICT in schools, they would have benefited from greater opportunities during their 
University learning experience. 
• To ensure courses meet the requirements of the new Standards for QTS 
(Appendix I) in 2007, which encourage the use of ICT across the professional 
teaching and learning range and include e-learning, there is a need to find out 
what exists on the Primary education courses and what improvements are 
needed. Added to this is the local agenda of the University adopting a new 
teaching and learning strategy in the form of CRE08 (Appendix D) which 
advocates the inclusion of ICT in a meaningful and relevant way to the course; 
thus raising the profile of ICT at this level of study, in line with the increased use of 
ICT in an ever-changing technology-rich society, where increasingly student 
teachers, and equally the pupils they teach, are more digitally literate. 
Boyd et al (2006) point out that ITE courses should therefore have an understanding 
of this as this gives them credibility with the students they teach because it 
demonstrates an understanding of their 'real-world'. Vibert and Place (2006) added 
that it is therefore obvious to students when this good practice is not embedded into 
their teaching and teaming experiences and consequently may have negative effects 
on their development. It is therefore important that ITE courses get the ICT right for 
. their needs. 
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5.2 Answering Research Questions 1 and 2 
• How is JCT already used in teaching and learning across the Primary BEd and 
PGCE courses? 
• Where and what is the existing good practice that can be shared with all members 
of the School of Education? 
The study found that there is wide variety of good practice within the Primary 
education courses, which is dependent on staff personal skills however, as the 
PGCE students had highlighted this is inconsistent. A major area of weakness was 
that, through auditing the subject areas (Appendix N), the recommended national 
curriculum content, for ICT within subjects, was not explicit. This can simply be 
addressed by auditing the curriculum in each subject area and using example 
materials (Appendix 0) altering learning activities to accommodate the ICT element. 
It would also be beneficial if handbooks make explicit the learning intentions 
(Appendix N) with ICT including the links to the professional standards for QTS. 
Staff attitudes are generally positive towards using ICT for teaching and learning 
(Appendix S) and they would welcome greater understanding, recognising that ICT 
will be part of the students' teaching experience. However, successful integration of 
ICT into teaching and learning activities was hampered by a number of factors 
including, access, resources, technical problems and personal skill levels. Indeed 
there was found to be much encouragement about using ICT, but in comparison, little 
actual content coverage, which is likely to be due to the staff member's personal ICT 
skill levels. 
5.3 Answering Research Questions 3 and 4 - FINDING 2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• How can teaching and learning with JCT by improved across the Primary BEd and 
PGCE courses? 
• What is needed to ensure that improvement can happen? E.g. training, resources 
etc 
The study concludes therefore that there are two main points of action required in 
order to improve the teaching and learning with ICT on the Primary education 
courses. 
, 
; , l 
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1. Continuing Professional Development - This needs to be in the form of skill 
specific training as well as opportunities to spend time collaborating with 
colleagues. This process is vital in order for staff to keep up with the 
demands of the constantly changing ICT developments in education, which is 
a concern they have (Appendix S). It is now possible from the data collected 
to identify specifically those staff who are ready to engage with the 
Technology•Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008-2011 (Draft 2008-Appendix 
F), and those who require greater personal skills based training and support 
with embedding ICT into the curriculum before becoming involved in new 
initiatives. This enables a personalised approach to CPD, making staff 
learning meaningful and contextualised for all. 
2. Structure for Ongoing Development- It is now acknowledged that ICT is an 
ever-changing area and so contingencies for this must be put in place. The 
TOA (Draft 2007 - Appendix K) recommends adopting the BECTA Self 
Review Framework for ICT (Appendix M) in order to ensure that this change 
can be managed effectively. It allows for the planning of resources and staff 
development as well as technical support. This is particularly important as 
the University's Technology-Enhanced Learning Strategy 2008--2011 (Draft 
2008 - Appendix F) does not currently cater for all the varied needs for ICT in 
education; it hones in one-learning techniques alone. The TOA (Draft 2007) 
supports this study and acknowledges that ITE should include a-learning, but 
that it is not the only reason for ICT which needs to be supported. Having a 
structure for development in place would provide meaningful direction to the 
integration of teaching and learning with ICT in all its forms, thus developing 
staff and students needs in an ever-changing world. 
5.4 Final Remarks 
Drawing on the work of Pan (2000), it can be concluded that the University should 
support all students to be competent in using ICT for teaching and learning in all its 
various forms. They will need to be equipped with a level of understanding that 
enables them to make an impact during their school experiences. This is equally true 
of all staff members, thus creating an environment conducive to modelling the 
practice and pedagogy of ICT in teaching and learning. The University should show 
leadership in their community for the development of ICT in teaching and learning 
through developing programmes and structures which meet the needs of today's 
Kate Hudson 
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digital society. It should be recognised that the School of Education should be 
technology-rich, but not dominated by technology as there are a great many other 
methodologies to utilise in learning and teaching, other than ICT. 
5.5 Future Studies 
As this study is limited to the Primary BEd and PGCE courses, a review of all ITE 
courses, using similar methods would be beneficial in order to create an 
understanding of the needs of the whole School of Education. Then in order to 
create a study that would have generalisable results similar studies could be 
conducted in other Schools of Education in England. This would help the 
development of common practice ensuring quality and rigour across all ITE 
programmes. 
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Appendix A 
Staff Questionnaire -
Parts A and B 
Spring 2008 
Dear Participants 
This questionnaire forms the basis of my MA study which is a case study to 
investigate the role modeling of ICT by teacher educators in teaching and learning 
during Primary PGCE and BEd courses at the University It is hopes 
that the findings will serve as recommendations for the new BEd degree and to 
inform requirements for support with ICT in the future. 
You have been selected to participate as you teach on the PGCE and/or BEd primary 
programmes; however your participation is voluntary. 
There are two aspects to the questionnaire. The first centres a round the use 
of ICT specifically in Teaching and Learning; whilst the second is a self­
evaluation of your personal ICT skills. Neither is intended to make, 
judgements but rather to inform future practice. In total, it should take 15-20 
minutes to complete. 
The main advantage of participating is clearly to help me complete my MA! 
However, I hope also that the self evaluation aspect of the questionnaire, in 
particular, will enable you to see the level of ICT skills you already have. I 
hope that the first part will help to find out just what good practice already 
exists in the use ICT across the curriculum, which can then be shared; but 
also to ascertain the barriers to the effective use of ICT so that these can be 
eradicated (well certainly minimised!) in the future. 
At this point it is important to note that results will be completely confidential 
and your participation is anonymous. Questionnaires will be kept for one 
year and then destroyed. 
As participants you will have access to the final outcomes when they are 
complete. Should you wish to see them, please just ask, they should be 
available from September 2008. 
You should also be aware that my MA is funded by the University of 
Bedfordshire; however, this research project is my personal undertaking for 
academic purposes. 
Finally, I must thank you for your help in completing this questionnaire. It is 
very greatly appreciated! Should you enquire any clarification whilst 
completing the questionnaire, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Please return completed questionnaires to my tray ASAP or if you are 
completing this digitally to my email box ASAPf 
With all good wishes and much gratitude 
Kate Hudson - Extension 4067 
I 
From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
kate Hudson 
13/02/2008 17:35 
ICT Questionnaire 
Hi All 
I am today sending out my questionnaire about ICT on the Primary BEd and PGCE courses. 
There are hard copies in your tray for those of you who like to work on paper. 
Alternatively, there are electronic copies attached to this email for you to complete, if you prefer to 
work in that way. 
However, please do not complete both the paper copy and the electronic copy ...as this would be too 
much for my brain to cope with! 
The attachment labelled 1 explains the purpose of my study, however, should you have any queries, 
please do not hesitate to ask. 
Thank you in advance for your time, it is greatly appreciated. 
Kindest regards 
Kate Hudson 
Senior Lecturer Primary Education 
B.Ed. Head of Year 1/ Admissions Tutor 
University of Bedfordshire 
Polhill Avenue 
Bedford 
MK41 9EA 
Telephone 01234 793067 
Email kate.hudson@beds.ac.uk 
Questionnaire - Part A 
Background Information 
1. Female/Male 
2. Age. Please ring. 
56 or31-35 136-40 141-45 146-50 151-55130 or 
OverIUnder 
' i 
3. Qualifications and year obtained. (e.g. Cert Ed 1974, MA 1982) 
4. Year appointed to this University (under all it's various names) 
5. Full Time/ Part Time 
6. Number of years spent in Initial Teacher Education in total (include other 
institutions) 
7. Current status (SL, PL etc). Any responsibilities, e.g. course leader? 
8. Primary Schools teaching experience. Please give the total number of years 
experience in each sector. 
INursery Reception Key Stage 1 
~fYears 
\ ~~~~rience 
---------------
9. What was your main reason for entering Teacher Education? 
10. Which aspects of your work in Teacher Education do you enjoy the most? 
i 
12. Situational factors and ICT use in Teaching and Learning (please circle) 
a Do you feel you have adequate ICT equipment to 
support the work you do with your students? 
b Do you have technical support? 
C Do you have support during your planning for ICT 
use? 
Do you have time allocated to plan, prepare and 
practice using ICT? 
d 
I 
I 
e . Does ICT support your delivery of the curriculum? 
f Do you have time to use ICT with students. or is it 
restricted by other curriculum demands? 
g IDo you have an 'ICT buddy' (peer/mentor/partner) 
Iwho will discuss ICT with you supportively? 
I 
Is ICT use fluent and unproblematic for you? h 
I Yes No 
I 
Yes No 
! 
I 
! 
I 
Yes No 
NoYes 
Yes No 
I 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
! 
What do you think are barriers to further use of ICT with your students? 
What would facilitate your use of ICT with students?j 
. 
i 
14. How do you help students to appreciate how ICT can be used in teaching and 
learning? (Please circle) 
I encourage 
my 
students to 
do this 
I cover this 
with my 
students 
I do not 
cover this; it 
is covered 
elsewhere 
in the 
· course 
a ; How ICT suppo~ourage I Cover ) Elsewhere 
learning 
I feel this is 
best 
covered on 
school 
experience 
School 
! 
b How to integrate ICT Encourage Cover Elsewhere School 7 
I 
!into the curriculum ii 
I! 
C How to differentiate 
1 
: Encourage I Cover IElsewhere School 
tasks using ICT 
Management of ICT Encourage Cover Elsewhere School 
resources in the 
classroom 
d 
----··----
--
···-~-- -~ 
! 
~ 
.. 
Other - please commente 
i 
I 
_JI 
15. If you have ticked that you do encourage students to do any of these (listed 
above); what techniques do you use to encourage your students to use ICT in 
this way? 
Appena1x 1Strategic Leadership of ICT Questionnaire - Part B 
Self-evaluation tool for personal ICT skills Name (optional): 
The purpose of this is not to judge your competencies, but to gather information about the skills you possess and to find if this affects the use of 
ICT in the Department. This may also provide an insight into useful training opportunities for the future. This tool is use on the Strategic 
Leadership of ICT courses run by the National College of School Leadership over the last few years, now uses widely in schools with all staff. 
Use a coloured highlighter pen to mark those statements which best apply to your skills. You can mark statements in more than one box in 
each line. 
Word processing • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
create and save in 
appropriate locations 
use edit, copy, cut and 
paste 
change paper size, 
margins, font styles and 
sizes 
format paragraphs 
use spellchecker 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
use existing templates, 
create templates 
insert headers and 
footers 
insert page numbers 
use bullet and 
numbering styles 
use tab, create tables, 
format tables 
change borders and 
shadin in tables 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
use columns in a 
document 
use print preview 
print part of a 
document 
print multiple copies 
create labels 
• 
• 
• 
mail merge 
use auto text 
create footnotes, 
indexes, cross 
references 
Spreadsheets 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
create and save in 
appropriate locations 
use edit, copy, cut and 
paste 
change paper size, 
margins, font styles and 
sizes 
format paragraphs 
use spellchecker 
• 
• 
• 
use fill command 
use simple formulae to 
perform simple 
calculations ( eg sum 
multiply) 
sort data 
• 
• 
• 
• 
use auto filter 
use more complex 
formulae 
inset links to other 
sheets 
Format columns 
• 
• 
• 
• 
import data from other 
applications 
use look-up tables 
design macros 
create pivot tables 
access internet for use Favourites to store download software and 
Strategic Leadership of ICT 
Internet 
File management 
• share computer access 
with administration staff IPersonal access 
personal and professional 
,. use I 
1· 
use a search engine 
save and retrieve 
documents or other files 
• 
websites community use e.g. resources and use for 
discussion forums etc I other work 
le I.create new foldersI 
• intentionally delete 
folders/files 
• have personal access 
to computer at school 
I• have personal computer at home 
rename folders/files change access rights to• I
move/copy files files and folders • I
• structure and manage 
files in folders 
• can remotely access 
university system from 
home 
• use shared files 
• use a network 
-'-------------
I 
-1 
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Ethical Approval Form 
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Appendix B 
RESEARCH PROPOSAL: ETHICAL APPROVAL FORM 
(Printed version is for reference only, please complete electronically and print for 
signatures) 
:IStudent Kate Hudson 
' 
L-o-c-at-io_n_o_f_r_e_search School of Education, University 
Outline of proposed research project 
Working title 
A case study to investigate the role mode/ing of JCT by teacher educators in teaching 
and learning during Primary PGCE and BEd courses. 
Brief description of context 
See Attached - Introduction 
Purpose of study (including key research questions) 
See Attached - Introduction 
Key literature 
See Attached - Reference list and Bibliography 
Proposed methodology (attach draft questionnaires, interview schedules etc) 
See Attached - Research Methodology 
Appendix A and C 
Identification of research population (including sampling procedures) 
See Attached - Research Methodology 
Identification of potential risks to participants (including anonymity) 
See Attached - Research Methodology 
i Statement of how risks will be minimised /avoided 
· See Attached - Research Methodology 
Ethical Research Issues Checklist 
The BERA guidelines have been consulted to inform ethical practice D 
Has the research proposal identified any of the following research procedures? 
(Circle/Underline): 
1. Gathering information about human beings (and organisations) through; 
• Interviewing 
• Surveying 
• Questionnaires 
• Observation of human behaviour 
• Taking human tissue/fluids 
• Interfering in normal physiological and/or psychological processes 
2. Using archived data in which individuals are identifiable 
3. Researching into illegal activities 
If any of the above are circled/underlined, does the proposal satisfactorily identify the 
ways in which the following will be dealt with the following (tick boxes for "Yes"): 
□ Voluntary participation without inducement; 
□ Procedures for providing participants with full awareness of the objectives of 
the research, the procedures to be followed, and the anticipated outcomes 
particularly in respect of publication of findings; 
□ Proposal has met the criteria for respect for confidentiality and publication 
contained in Research Ethics Committee policy 
□ Research proposal form completed appropriately 
□ Informed consent completed appropriately 
Do the procedures identified in the proposal necessitate full formal risk assessment?YES/NO 
Has the risk assessment been carried out? YES/NO/NONE REQUIRED 
Does this assessment fall within university limits? YES/NO/NONE REQUIRED 
Approved by the organisation hosting the research : 
Head teacher/Manager 
fevvi,1 \)ajll-{ / 
Date ~~1-\~of 
Mentor/supervisor 
Date 
. The student has read and understood the guidelines provided by the School of 
Education on ethical issues related to empirical research. They are aware of 
the need for anonymity for the children and organisation (school), 
confidentiality of data, and the need for a professional approach during the 
investigation. Their research proposal has been approved. 
Student 
K~ 
Date :2CJ ( I / 15 
School Research Ethics Panel 
Date 
Faculty/University Research Ethics Panel 
Appendix C 
Pilot Study Questionnaire 
Appendix A_t::. 
Dear Participants in this Pilot Study, 
Firstly, thank you for taking your time to corn plete this 
questionnaire and thank you in advance for feedback; it is 
very gratefully received I can assure you. 
In addition to completing the questionnaire, please provide 
feedback on the following: 
• How long did it take you to complete? 
• How clear were the instructions? 
• How clear were the instructions? 
• Are there any omissions that you can think of? 
• How was the layout? 
• Any comments? 
Thank you very much once again for your time and trouble. 
.--, 
-- (-1, )
.) ) - 1 c 4C0L -/, Af t_cf~10,:1/1 t,,0t/{l} ~7,·/ ic•L-'-1r rJ h JY - /_( () /_;,( Lj- ') ..._ 
I 
i 
Jli_y)! )j 
/ 
j_ 
Spring 2008 
Dear Participants 
This questionnaire forms the basis of my MA study which is a case study to 
investigate the role modeling of ICT by teacher educators in teaching and learning 
during Primary PGCE and BEd courses at the University It is hopes 
,that the findings will serve as recommendations for the new BEd degree and to 
. inform requirements for support with ICT in the future. 
You have been selected to participate as you teach on the PGCE and/or BEd primary 
programmes; however your participation is voluntary. 
There are two aspects to the questionnaire. The first centres a round the use 
of ICT specifically in Teaching and Learning; whilst the second is a self­
evaluation of your personal ICJ:.skills. Neither is intended to make, 
judgements but rather to in m future practice. In total, it should take 
approximately XXX 1to c plete. 
\ 
The main advantage of participating is clearly to help me complete my MA! 
However, I hope also that the self evaluation aspect of the questionnaire, in 
particular, will enable you to see the level of ICT skills you already have. I 
hope that the first part will help to find out just what good practice already 
exists in the use ICT across the curriculum, which can then be shared; but 
also to ascertain the barriers to the effective use of ICT so that these can be 
eradicated (well certainly minimised!) in the future. 
At this point it is important to note that results will be completely confidential 
and your participation is anonymous. Questionnaires will be kept for one 
year and then destroyed. 
As participants you will have access to the final outcomes when they are 
complete. Should you wish to see them, please just ask, they should be 
available from September 2008. 
You should also be aware that my MA is funded by the University of 
Bedfordshire; however, this research project is my personal undertaking for 
academic purposes. 
Finally, I must thank you for your help in completing this questionnaire. It is 
very greatly appreciated! Should you enquire any clarification whilst 
completing the questionnaire, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Please return completed questionnaires to my tray ASAP or if you are 
completing this digitally to my email box ASAP! 
With all good wishes and much gratitude 
Kate Hudson - Extension 4067 
3. Qualifications and year obtained. (e.g. Cert Ed 1974, MA 1982} 
Aid - ;q1n 
//,A, - J CrJ'5 
4. Year appointed to this University (under all it's various names) 2OJ 2 
5. ~T~/ Part Time 
6. Number of years spent in Initial Teacher Education in total (include other 
institutions} 
7. Current status (SL, PL etc}. Any responsibilities, e.g. course leader? 
SL ~r;1.,i_v-
/f\::J r,(J..i, 
• 
1 
<J{r L1 
(Uow 
8. Primary Schools teaching experience. Please give the total number of years 
experience in each sector. 0 / ( (Jed,.. 
Questionnaire - Part A 
Background Information 
1. Female/Male 
2. Age. Please ring. 
I 
•Under 30 30-35 45-50 50-55 Over 55 
Nursery Reception Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2 
No. of Years 
Experience 
9. What was your main reason for entering Teacher Education? 
/I I I ' • II A/tv/~SJiotCl c(!Lt'.,1..:1,rvvvvr. 
( : ..1 · r 1·c·· 1 - --r /,.. f)(. 1 1,l'-0J, /t{;.; dy o G oi ,l,~di) · t 10;Vl,CLU'1 · · ( 1 (r.J • C. ""' "' . t/ 
li if{ )U<e(J,J, ( · (~(; 1/ /> U/ ;er,,C\,. 
10. Which aspects of your work in Teacher Education do you enjoy the most? 
·1 
t~crt~'Lj 
Perspectives of ICT 
11. What are your general views of ICT? (Please circle) 
a ICT is a necessary tool 
b The more I use ICT the more I am 
enthused/motivated by it 
c I do not enjoy using ICT 
d I can do my work quite competently 
without having to use ICT 
e , I am confident that I'll be able to keep up 
· with future developments in ICT 
f I question whether the time and effort 
required to master the use of ICT is worth 
it in term of the returns 
It is essential that a lecturer shows a 
I g positive attitude towards ICT 
h I think that money spent on ICT would be 
better spent on more traditional resources 
The more I use ICT the more I can see 
/ how it can extend and enhance learning 
I would like to learn more about ICT 
k ICT skills ought to be taught by specialist 
ICT lecturers 
Other - please comment 
-? /11),0 
l;a.,1.(JJ 
Strongly 
Agree 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
,) {91 
l~ 
Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
3 4 
3 4 
2 3 
2 3 
3 4 
2 4 
3 .... 
2 3 
0 3 4 
3 4 
~ 3 4 
2 K..;f'-t/t,£ 1 uu). 
J 
)rca,dsl 
12. Situational factors and ICT use in Teaching and Learning (please tick) 
I 
Yes No 
Do you feel you have adequate ICT equipment to a 
., 
'vsupport the work you do with your students? 
I 
Do you have technical support? b c~., E,L11 
Do you have support during your planning for ICT C ( 
).,{'(.0:,
/ 
use? 
Do you have time allocated to plan, prepare and d 
V Ipractice using ICT? 
Does ICT support your delivery of the curriculum? e ✓ 
Do you have time to use ICTwith studentsf , ·-<-~ v 
..,,,~i~--~.~_,,,unrestricted by curriculum demands? 
:~~ ~ / r_;,..,,::;,-
✓ Ig Do you have an 'ICT buddy' (peer/mentor/partner) ~ 01 .,::_Jµ2)
who will discuss ICT with you supportively? v,fa {))tY tiJ 
Is ICT use fluent and unproblematic for you? h 
V ' 
i i What do you think are barriers to further use of ICT with your students? 
~ 6 ,, ' l' · J,-r.Q;\ - AJ 1-1 ,!{:).l.9,-y;1 i ~ hAruv1 r(?:ct:a.i 1Ye-J~j 
i (tJ cl JuJlt:k /VJ<.u/tA> I tfj/M('~-
I j\ 
j What would facilitate your use of ICT with studhnts? 
I 
I 
I 
{!ttlvi H,l 1h cbc,tfe ~ 
I 
✓ 
I i 
I I 
u;kl 
Ji 
--
13. What are your views about the role of ICT in Teacher Education? (Please circle) 
l StronglyDisagreeAgreej Strongly 
Disagree1 Agree 
I 
41ICT provides an insight into new of differenta I 3\~learning and teaching environments 
I 
i 
.-- i 
b I 431 0ICT enriches/enhances courses or programmes of work 
ICT introduces students to a range of 1 3 4C CVtechniques they are likely to meet in their 
future work 
Id ICT improves the quality of the content of 1 31I 410students' coursework or assignments 
//---1 
, 2 IICT improves the quality of the content of 1 3 4e 0the curriculum materials students produce 
for their pupils I 
1 I 2 IICT reduces time required to cover content 4f G' 
. 4g ICT is going to be essential for continuing 1 I (D- 3 
professional development 
1 2 3h ICT should be avoided because it is I 
~7 
. unreliable 
I 
1 ·-\ 
4i ICT promotes in students attitudes of 1 3(!)
responsibility and autonomy in their 
learning II 
j Other - please comment 
., 
i 
~ 
* 
\J ' . h'i ( /.;<., '{le,) l' l' (\., 
. / \ civ\,·,rJ 0~ (j. ~u C-~7"' 
' :.o ,fi:-~ I", 1 t C·:iri£""J 4 i D:•'-1/1 
' 
, C, 
,i..,- \ (...C., I 
14. How do you help students to appreciate how ICT can be used in teaching and 
learning? (Please tick) 
I encourage I cover this I do not I feel this is 
my with my cover this; it best 
students to students is covered covered on 
do this elsewhere school 
in the experience 
course 
,,a How ICT supports 
~/-learning 
,b How to integrate ICT I ✓' Iinto the curriculum 
i 
v 
..•
/C How to differentiate 
f.-/tasks using ICT 
ii i 
d Management of ICT 
resources in the V 
/ (/ 7classroom 
l 
e Other - please comment 
I 
' ' 
15. If you have ticked that you do encourage students to do any of these (listed 
above); what techniques do you use to encourage your students to use ICT in 
this way? 
[' ' I;!// --~/ 
I IC 1 
16. What teaching/content delivery methods and learning activities do you use 
involving ICT? 
' . 
/ttvY /l0J. 
' 
,' /7
i) 
/QLf txc.l {ev,~~ I u,.nL LJ~ I /ir_J:~U,J 
lW. 
/JKti 
16. What opportunities would you like any future ICT training provide for you? (e.g. 
skills development in a specific area, time to see what others are doing, working 
in small groups) 
'' CJ&)lwv,;
I 
J 
C-. J11...d) 'fl'°"l~ / 
r . 
,) f c;;~J 4,r;,-cl
I 
() rcct.q,
I 
L~i IJ_,'1 c, c,o'j Cl C(...v·i 
J, 
L-1..,, (C1 
Thank you very much for your time 
- It is greatly appreciated! 
Self-evaluati~n tool for personal ICT skills Name: 
The purpose of this is not to judge your competencies, but to gather information about the skills you possess and to find if this affects the use of 
ICT in the Department. This may also provide an insight into useful training opportunities for the future. This tool is use on the Strategic 
Leadership of ICT courses run by the National College of School Leadership over the last few years, now uses widely in schools with all staff. 
Use a coloured highlighter pen to mark those statements which best apply to your skills. You can mark statements in more than one box in 
each line . 
., • " · · · ~ ~,. ~fJ~~ril~me·iiienf-~~~,~-emergenf~~1~~~J:sffiJi1liffi~~,i,vin~1~ 
~ !;;, ~ • N 1 ? 
Word processing 
Spreadsheets 
• create and save in 
appropriate locations 
• use edit, copy, cut and 
paste 
• change paper size, 
margins, font styles and 
sizes 
• format paragraphs 
• use spellchecker 
• create and save in 
appropriate locations 
• use edit, copy, cut and 
paste 
• change paper size, 
margins, font styles and 
sizes 
• format paragrap 
• use spell he er 
• 
• use existing templates, 
create templates 
• insert headers and 
footers 
• insert page numbers 
• use bullet and 
numbering styles 
• use tab, create tables, 
format tables 
• change borders and 
shadin in tables 
• use fill command 
• use simple formulae to 
perform simple 
calculations (eg sum 
multiply) 
• sort data 
• use columns in a • mail merge 
document ., use auto text 
• use print preview / • 
/ 
create footnotes, 
indexes, cross 
document /. 
• print part of a // 
references 
• print multiple opies 
• create la s 
• import data from other• use auto filter 
applications 
formulae 
• use more complex 
• use look-up tables 
• design macros 
sheets 
• inset links to other 
• create pivot tables 
• Format columns 
National f Jllege for PP-PS-SE2 Self evaluation tool for personal ICr skills_v1 .5.doc 1 School leadership 
Databases • keep most records in • set up simple data • use database prepared • create sophisticated 
paper format bases databases using aby others 
range of data types • make complex queries • add my own records 
• set up reporting • use reporting• make simple searches 
systems• make simple qu~ies 
• use output in reports v/ ✓-
• enter text into PowerPoint • animate text and slide • create PowerPoint I• manipulate and order 
Presentation template show settings presentations including slides Imultimedia files 
• link presentations to 
websites and other 
applicati~· 
,· 
• use Outlook (or similar) • keep paper diary and • scheduler linked to• keep addresses or 
Scheduling to keep diary and address book university system, for 
electronically 
appointments 
contacts university and personal 
use tasks calendar• ·✓/ 
• access email daily • have personal email • use digital signatures to• use address books 
Email address send secure information• create distribution lists • add attachments 
• join email lists and 
messages 
• create, read and reply to • direct mail to different 
newsgroups or onlineinboxes✓-
forums 
I j 
PP-PS-SE2 Self evaluation tool for personal JCT skills_ vl.).doc 2 
c,,·. ' w Yi 1~~9re:emergenf~!ffl-""_"'_~emergenf!¥if''H~~1-~1~~Es~aUsfiia~~~ 
~ ~"' , ' ~ 
• access internet for • use Favourites to store • use internet for • download software and 
Internet personal and professional 
use 
websites ✓✓-- community use e.g. discussion forums etc 
resources and use for 
other work 
• use a search engine 
-----· --
• save and retrieve • create new folders • rename folders/files • change access rights to 
File management documents or other files • intentionally delete • move/copy files files and folders 
folders/files • structure and manage 
files in folders V 
• share computer access • have personal access • use shared files • can remotely access 
Personal access with administration staff to computer at school • use a network university system from 
• have personal computer 
at home 
home v ' 
PP-l'S-SE2 Self evaluation tool for personal ICT skills_ vl.5.doc 3 
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,-,
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\IFPll•llllllllll'Q"',..._i_...,. 
This Briefing Paper provides an overview of 
the University's Curr-iculum Review for 2008 
(CRe8). More detailed Briefing Papers provide 
further information on each of the individual 
strands and their implementation. These are 
available on the CRe8 web site at 
!.lttrl1Ll.t;;s.oeds.ac. uk/cre8. 
1 Introduction 
Many of the strands and themes outlined in 
the overarching document will be familiar to 
staff: employability, PDP, the core aspects of 
assessment and the elements of realistic 
learning. CRe8 brings these together but it 
also signifies a change in emphasis. This is to 
see the range of learning opportunities that 
students engage in not as isolated activities 
and interventions but as part of a seamless 
process designed to foster student 
engagement and development. Thus it 
signifies a shift away from a focus on 
individual elements (modules or units) 
towards a focus on the overarching student 
programme with the intention that the final 
learning experience is more than just the sum 
of the various parts. 
In addition, implementing CRe8 focuses on: 
o establishing the primacy of the course 
over the unit, 
o seeing learning as a process, and 
o making explicit the connections 
between units and levels. 
1.1 Background 
In August 2006 the University of Luton 
combined with the Bedford campus of 
- · • lniversity to form the new 
1.;,,.,~, ~··• _, Both institutions 
were rightfully prouo or th.::ir records in 
supporting student learning but the challenge 
presented by the new University's 
development plan was to place It at the 
forefront of developments in teaching and 
learning with a national and international 
record of excellence in supporting a diverse 
student population. 
Discussions with colleagues across the new 
University (assisted by the work of the 
University's Centre for Excellence in Teaching 
and Learning) identified the key issues that 
provided the focus for the work of the team of 
staff responsible for developing the new 
framework. Since the new combined 
institutional framework, alongside a new set of 
regulations, was due for implementation in 
September ;mos it became known as the 
Curriculum Review for 2008 - or CRe8 1 • 
' CReB both represents one of the issues that the 
University is dealing with - an increased use by 
students of text-speak and also one of the core 
ideas - to create the time and space for students 
and staff to be creative with and within the new 
curriculum . 
. 2. 
- - - - -
1.2 Learning in the 21•1 Century 
In the past, learning was defined as a change 
in behaviour. It was approached as an 
outcome • the end-product of some process 
that can be easily recognised. This approach 
highlights a crucial aspect of learning • 
change. However, it does not pay attention to 
students' individual differences, needs or 
preferences and does not respond to society's 
current trends and requirements. Learners are 
diverse in their reasons for, and approach to, 
learning and in their needs and abilities. What 
is required is a commitment to the principles 
of inclusive, flexible and 'personalised' 
education. 
A more recent perspective sees learning as a 
process • what happens when the learning 
takes place is crucial. In this way, learning 
can be thought of as 'a process by which 
behaviour changes as a result of experience'2• 
Learning is not simply a question of learning 
facts, procedures and techniques but it 
involves the achievement of new ways of 
thinking and reasoning. Importantly, 
students' conceptual change is viewed as 
resulting not only from their classroom 
activities but also from their Interactions with 
the surrounding social environment. In this 
framework, learning is seen as an inter· 
personal affair between the teacher and the 
student, the student and his/her peers. 
In today's society where rapid technological 
development has increased the potential 
applications of technology in education and e­
learning has in some cases replaced the 
traditional method of knowledge transmission, 
the role of the teacher changes. 'The teacher 
can give students ladders that lead to higher 
understanding, yet the students themselves 
must climb these ladders'3• Teachers can focus 
on the provision of personalised learning as a 
continuous process of knowledge acquisition, 
transformation and integration which results 
in deep learning rather than the mere 
'Maples and Webster 1980; in Merriam, 5. and 
Caffarella (1991, 1998) Leaming in Adulthood. A 
comprehensive guide, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
'Slavin, R.E. (1997). Eaucational Psychology: 
theory and practice (5th ed.). Needham Helgts, 
MA: Allyn & Bacon. 
acquisition of new skms•. Universities must 
support and promote personalised learning 
and adapt to meet a range of needs and 
Interests •to ensure that every student 
reaches the highest standard possible, 
whatever their background.• (DfES, 2007). 
One of the significant questions that arises is 
the extent to which students are conscious of 
the learning procedures. Are they aware that 
they are engaged in learning and what 
significance does it have if they are? Such 
questions have appeared in various forms over 
the years and tap into students' ability to 
develop autonomous, reflective thought. The 
challenge is to create learning environments 
which enable learners to build more 
meaningful personal interpretations and 
representations of the world; teachers must 
support students as they assess their 
performance using feedback and self· 
assessment tools and intervene in time and at 
an appropriate level in order to improve the 
meta-cognitive skills of the learners5• 
Educating graduates in the 21st century will 
require change - change from the University, 
change from staff and change from students. 
This will not be accomplished overnight. CRe8 
sets a direction of travel for the university 
towards a goal of personalised, reflective and 
collaborative learning which equips students 
for an uncertain and ever-changing world. 
• Leadbeater, c. (2005), The Shape of Things to 
Come: Personalised Learning Through 
Collaboration, Nottingham: DfES. 
5 Johnson-Glenberg, M. (2005). Web-based training 
of metacognitlve strategies for text comprehension: 
Focus on poor comprehenders. Reading and 
Writing, 18, 755-786. 
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1.3 Core issues 
In planning for CReB, the following issues 
were highlighted: 
o A need to respond to the mission and 
values of the new University. An 
access institution, committed to 
widening participation for all who have 
the potential to benefit and to enable 
its staff and students to ASPIRE6• 
o The University's vibrant and diverse 
student body. This is both a strength, 
in that It provides rich and varied 
experiences on which to draw, and a 
challenge In that each student has 
individual needs and priorities. 
o The need to provide a learning 
environment which challenges and 
develops the more able students as 
well as those that traditionally have 
been the focus for interventions and 
activities. 
o The importance of allowing for subject 
differences allowing Individual areas 
to develop within the framework a 
curriculum that meets the needs of 
their students. 
o Developments in technology which will 
play an increasingly important part in 
how students engage with learning and 
with their wider development. The use 
of technology will be an important part 
of the learning experience but it should 
not be the driver - the pedagogy that 
underlies the learning process should 
frame the learning experience. 
1.4 Aims 
Overall the CRe8 has the following inter· 
related aims: 
o to provide a curriculum which excites, 
motivates and engages students; 
o to develop students as independent 
self-regulatory learners; and 
,, to prepare students for life beyond the 
University. 
'Aspire represent.s the University's values and 
stands for Access, Scholarship, Partnership, 
Innovation, Respect, and E:mployablllty. 
2 The Strands 
There are five overarching strands to CReB: 
o Personalised learning 
o Curriculum 
o Realistic Leaming 
o Employability 
o Assessment 
It is not the intention that each strand stands 
alone but that it relates to and supports the 
others. The following sections outline these 
strands, more detailed discussion and 
exemplar material Is available on the CRe8 
web site. 
2.1 Personalised learning 
Personalised learning is an extension of 
Personal Development Planning. It asks us to 
consider how, in a mass higher education 
system, we can respond the learning needs of 
individual students - and where our 
responsibilities end and those of the students 
begin. 
Students must 'personalise' learning for 
themselves but to enable them to do this we 
have to create an environment which helps 
students to understand themselves and their 
needs, and which supports the development of 
the skills and attitudes which will enable them 
to succeed. Recent developments in 
technology (the advent of the Portal, e­
portfolios, web 2.0 technologies etc.) can help 
here and we need to tap into these to help 
support the personalisation agenda. It also 
requires us to have a much richer picture of 
individual students. 
2.2 Curriculum 
The curriculum represents both what we 
design to support students' learning - and 
what they actually experience. Making 
connections between these and emphasising 
learning as a process involving analysis of 
Self, Opportunity, Aspirations and Results 
provides the emphasis for our work in this 
strand and supports the wider CRe8 agenda. 
Being clear about our goals and explaining 
how students can achieve these is at the heart 
of this process. It will require us to be explicit 
about our intentions and to work with 
students on improving their understanding. 
The use of technology also features in this 
strand. Students are increasingly expecting to 
engage with part of their learning on-line and 
through technology, and we need to ensure 
that we can match their expectations and use 
the technology to support deep learning. 
2.3 Realistic Learning 
'Learning is not a spectator sport'7• We want 
students to be actively engaged in the learning 
process not just passive recipients. At heart, 
learning is both a social and a personal 
process. Students may learn from tutors, 
fellow students and other sources but what 
they learn becomes personal for them. 
The notion of Realistic Leaming comes from 
research conducted with students in the 
University and is designed to encompass the 
core characteristics of the learning experience 
at the University of Bedfordshire. Learning 
should be: 
Meaningful - students see personal, social, 
professional, intellectual and practical 
relevance in the curriculum. 
Active • students are actively engaged in the 
learning process and not just passive 
recipients of it. 
Challenging - activities which challenge 
existing constructs, knowledge and 
assumptions and are interesting, but which 
also create opportunities for students to be 
creative and have fun. 
Reflective - occasions for reflection are 
structured within a process of development 
that allows students to internalise their 
experiences and make connections across 
boundaries e.g. between units and with the 
demands of the outside world. 
Collaborative - learning is part of a social 
process where students learn cooperatively 
with peers, tutors and other 'learning enablers' 
creating a learning community. 
'There are several references to this quote so its 
origin is somewhat obscure. For example 'Learning 
is not a spectator sport. Students do not learn 
much just silting In classes listening to teachers, 
memorizing prepackaged assignments, and spitting 
out answers. They must talk about what they are 
learning, write reflectively about it, relate it to past 
experiences, and apply It to their daily lives. They 
must make what they learn part of themselves.' see 
Chickering, A. w. & Gamson, Z. F. Seven Principles 
for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education. 
AAHE Bulletin, March 1987, p. 3 - 7. 
2.4 Employability 
Employability is defined as 'a set of 
achievements - skills, understandings and 
personal attributes - that makes graduates 
more likely to gain employment and be 
successful in their chosen occupations, which 
benefits themselves, the workforce, the 
community and the economy' (ESECT8). For 
the University of Bedfordshire this has the 
following dimensions: 
Subject knowledge and understanding -a 
firm foundation In their subject and a 
curriculum which enhances their creative, 
evaluative, analytical and critical skills. 
Vocational relevance and applicability 
the curriculum helps bridge the transition into 
employment and develops the inter-personal 
and practical problem-solving skills required. 
A career orientation - ambitious but realistic 
career aspirations and the career 
management skills to attain these aspirations. 
Personal skiffs, attributes and 
independence - the life-long learning skills 
required to benefit from education and to 
sustain their continued development. 
Subject contextualisation -a national 
understanding and international awareness of 
the environmental, social and political 
dimensions of their chosen subject. 
A sound value-base - students are exposed 
to the values and ethical expectations of their 
subject and are expected to display these 
characteristics. 
We need to ensure that these aspects of 
employability are fully embedded in our 
curricula and that students can recognise and 
artiCLJlate them. 
• See 
l!'ll!~i:a,.~c1 e, ,w. ac. uk/resou rcesJJ,j,/__Q_]ji:;iWQ!lU!eor 
!li.!19.i!D!RD.lil!Q'llltli!l\'i and references there in for a 
more detailed discussion. 
2.5 Assessment 
Assessment expresses our expectations and 
standards. It governs what students learn, 
how fast they learn and, to some extent, how 
they learn. We need to ensure what they 
learn is helpful and prepares them for future 
challenges. Thus a focus on assessment and 
maximising its potential to develop self­
regulated learners is one of the core strands of 
CRe8. 
Assessment is a time-consuming activity for 
students and staff. We need to ensure that 
we are using this scarce resource to maximise 
student learning. Assessment also has a 
significant impact on how students view 
themselves. We need to acknowledge this in 
how we respond to students and ensure 
assessment is a positive learning experience. 
CReB and the Curriculum 
t'arning as a process 
[~atning is a process not a series of events. 
;e:need to ensure that students have the
Jrefrnii,9 skills to learn from the range of 
':a}?1.1mstances in which they find themselves, 
,J?"University, in work and in their personal 
'ffi.ies. An effective learning environment 
helps and supports students in making sense 
oftheir experiences. Furthermore it helps to 
make connections between past, present and 
future events. What have I learned from this 
·activity? 
we can assist students in developing these 
skills and in being reflective learners, by 
consciously making the linkage explicit at 
lower levels and encouraging the students to 
see those links for themselves as they 
develop. 
, A structured personalised learning process, 
such as the SOAR process, which asks 
students to think about any activity in terms 
' of Self, Opportunity, Aspirations and Results 
can help structure and support learning. 
Self What skills, knowledge and 
experience do I bring to 
this activity? 
Opportunity What does this activity give 
me the opportunity to 
develop, experience? 
Aspirations What do I, personally, want 
to get out of this activity? 
Results What did I learn? What will 
I carry forward? What 
would I do differently if I 
was to do it again? 
~ You can find out more about the SOAR ~ process and its application by visiting theIl.OAR section of the Crea web site. 
7 The Use of Technology 
"We have to know who our students are. We 
must ask them what they want, what excites 
them and what they like, what motivates 
them. We must be aware of their experiences, 
the social trends that shape them, and- in this 
context- the web sites that appeal to them. If 
these ways of thinking are captured as we 
shape technology rich learning environments, 
we will be able to reach out to the student and 
make learning relevant to their everyday 
lives. "6 
Technology enables CRe8 and the pedagogy it 
embodies, it is not the driver. It does, 
however, provide a means of delivering 
personalised learning in the context of a mass 
higher education system. 
Technology can help with a number of the 
elements of CRe8. For example: 
o Responding to differing learning styles 
o Enabling access and the personalisation 
of the curriculum , 
o In providing a me<::hanism for recording 
attainment, views and opinions. 
o Supporting employability and the 
development of appropriate skills. 
Whilst we need to recognise that some of our 
students will be 'digital natives', for others the 
use of technology will be new or appear 
threatening. In the "digital age' we are failing 
our students if they don't leave university as 
effective e-citizens. 
' 
I 
I 
! 
6 Information Technology In the Service of Student 
Learning 2001 PKAL Roundtable on the Future 
www.pkal.org/documents/it roundtable report.pdf 
I 
- Creath, CRe8 
_'-t7flt=;r,j~ Stirin.1latin 
Personalised learning 
Personalised learning has the 
following dimensions: 
Students understanding 
themselves - who they are and 
who they want to be. 
Students learning how to 
·become more effective learners 
through exploring their learning 
styles and developing their self­
esteem and self-efficacy. 
Accommodating students' 
personal learning styles and 
preferences by multiple teaching 
and assessment methods. 
Valuing and acknowledging the 
diversity of students' 
experiences and drawing on 
them in learning and teaching 
approaches and activities. 
Helping students to make sense 
of their learning in terms of the 
behaviours, actions and end­
goals that are expected of them. 
Enabling students to personalise 
their learning and development -
identifying their strengths (actual 
and potential) and understanding 
how these can develop and 
transfer to their chosen futures. 
··· Learnin · 
Teaching 
Effective curriculum design and 
delivery involves: 
Staff understanding students: 
where they are in their 
development and where they 
need to get to. 
An open and transparent 
curriculum with clearly aligned 
goals, expectations, learning 
outcomes and assessments. 
Supporting key transition points 
such as the start of each 
academic year and ensuring that 
early experiences set the tone 
for future activities. 
A 'scaffolded' curriculum which 
provides students with more 
early support followed by 
structured opportunities requiring 
more independent responsibility 
and which focuses on higher­
order thinking skills such as 
analysis, synthesis and 
evaluation. 
A focus on learning as a process 
and making explicit links 
between levels, units and 
activities. 
The appropriate use of 
technology to support learning 
and enhance independent 
learning skills. 
Realistic learning 
The learning experience should 
be: 
Meaningful - students see 
personal, social, professional, 
intellectual and practical 
relevance in the curriculum. 
Active - students are actively 
engaged in the learning process 
and not just passive recipients of 
it. 
Challenging - activities which 
challenge existing constructs, 
knowledge and assumptions and 
are interesting, but which also 
create opportunities for students 
to have fun 
Reflective - occasions for 
reflection are structured within a 
process of development that 
allows students to internalise 
their experiences and make 
connections across boundaries 
e.g. between units and with the 
demands of the outside world. 
Collaborative - learning is part 
of a social process where 
students learn cooperatively with 
peers, tutors and other 'learning 
enablers' creating a learning 
community. 
Em lo abili - ' ,,,, 
An curriculum which supports 
Employability involves: 
Subject knowledge and 
understanding -a firm 
foundation in the subject and a 
curriculum which enhances 
creative, evaluative, analytical 
and critical skills. 
Vocational relevance and 
applicability - the curriculum 
bridges the transition into 
employment and develops the 
inter-personal and practical 
problem-solving skills required. 
A career orientation - ambitious 
but realistic career aspirations 
and the career management 
skills to attain these aspirations. 
Personal skills, attributes and 
independence - the life-long 
learning skills required to benefit 
from education and to sustain 
continued development. 
Contextualisation -a national 
understanding and international 
awareness of the environmental, 
social and political dimensions of 
the subject. 
A sound value-base - students 
are exposed to the values and 
ethical expectations of their 
subject and are expected to 
display these characteristics. 
: ,,, ,, ~; 
·..::~'.:~~?f~/i 
•' ..~. 
Assessment 
Effective assessment involves: 
Assessment strategies which 
focus on developing students' 
wider attributes and skills as well 
as testing knowledge and 
understanding. 
Students developing self­
regulatory behaviours through self­
assessing and peer-assessing 
against criteria set by others and 
being supported and encouraged 
to use feedback to develop their 
skills and improve performance. 
Students having detailed 
assessment briefs which clearly 
articulate the task, the 
expectations and the relationship 
to past and future activities within 
or beyond the University. 
Students having focussed, 
meaningful and timely feedback 
designed to build confidence, self­
esteem, encourage positive 
motivational beliefs and support 
learning. 
Tutors using the outcomes of 
assessment to help shape future 
learning. 
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UNIVERSln 
Education Strategy (2005 - 08): Education for Life 
The University's approach to developing its Education Strategy has been evolutionary. The process 
started at the 2004 Teaching ane.L"llarning Conference and has involved input from staff within the 
University and panner institutions who were asked to identify their aspirations and how they might be 
achieved. 
Academic Board has approved the aims and direction of the strategy as set out in Section 1 of this 
paper. Section 2 provides an analysis of the current context which Informs the strategy and a more 
detailed discussion of current thinking around the main issues. Section 3 provides a provisional action 
plan for implementation. Academic and professional support departments and individual members of 
staff are invited to respond in detail to the strategy and how ii can be implemented. 
1 Our Vision 
1.1 Our Themes 
1. The Education Strategy (2005 -08) takes as its starting points our mission and 
Development Plan (2004). Our ambition is to establish an international reputation for an 
innovative and applied curriculum which meets the needs of a diverse student body. The key 
themes which have been idenUfied are: 
Access to higher education for all who can benefit: attracting students with potential that 
we can develop and learning needs 10 which we respond. 
Our multi-cultural and multi-national student community: recognising and learning from 
their different perspectives, and prepartng students for global citizenship and the global 
wor1<place. 
All employability-focussed curriculum: preparing students for the transition into 
employment and enabling them to maximise life opportunities. 
Becoming a 'distributed' university: tor our students teaming may occur in a variety of 
environments; the university and its various sites, partner institulions, al home, at play 
and at work. 
The importance of the learning environment: providing students with a chaHenging, 
cohesive and responsive infrastructure which involves the whole of the University - its 
estate, community, and policies and practices. 
Using our staff to maximise student learning: ensuring staff resources are used 
effectively and efficiently, and supporting the development of all those teaching our 
students. 
1.2 Our Aims 
2. The Strategy is wide ranging and has been developed to inform other institutional strategies. 
The aims of the Strategy are to create: 
An engaging and exciting curriculum which supports the transition from further into 
higher education, raises expectations, broadens horizons and provides students with the 
skills, knoWledge and wider attributes required for employment and lifelong learning. 
A teaming process which recognises the needs and priorities of the individual student, 
provides opportunities to develop and practise employability skills in a supportive 
environment, promotes deep learning, and emphasises students taking responsibility, In 
partnership with the university, for their development and achieving their aims. 
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• A blended leaming environment where staff with the experience, skills and knowledge 
required lo deliver a vocationally relevant higher education curriculum provide significant 
added-value to the leaming process and are supported in this by the virtual environment, 
the workplace and life experiences. 
Student support which is integrated into the learning process so that students teaming 
needs are diagnosed, delivered, monitored and reviewed regularly throughout their 
studies. 
• An estate whieh enables staff lo expl0<e innovative and effective approaches to 
supporting students learning, which creates a challenging, vibrant and exciting working 
and learning environment, which fosters social learning and places students and 
supporting their development al the centre of the campus, 
• A vinual environment which enables students, wherever and whenever they are 
studying, to access support, guidance and details of their progress. 
1.3 Our Priorities 
3. To deliver the Strategy ii Is proposed that we: 
Agree a set of principles that underpin our approach to teaming and learning (101). 
ii. Define what an employability-focussed aJrrlaJlum means to us (12) with all students 
having the opponunity of subject-related wor1< experience (30). 
iii. Become more student-centred by using personal development planning as the prime 
means for structuring student learning and developing knowledge, skibs and attributes {16, 
38) supported by an evolving record of their teaming which captures academic and wider 
abilities and attributes (21 -22). 
iv. Place the students 'programme' at the core of considerations of student development 
(20) with learning support Integrated into the core curliaJlum augmented by addifional face­
to-faca and virtual support (54 - 59). 
v. Further develop the first year undergraduate curriculum as distinctive and foundaUonal 
with later years being characterised by greater student independence and less structured 
support (24, 28). 
vi. Review our structures and core practices to ensure that they fully support student 
leaming e.g. the Academic Year (24), February starts (25), the mechanism for Honours 
classification (41), Assessment (41 ). 
vii. Develop a physical environment which is driven by the curriculum and the needs of our 
students, which provides an exciting and enriching learning experience and whidl emulates 
the working environment our graduates will experience (42 - 46, 53). 
viii. Provide all studenlS with a supportive virtual learning environment whidl augmenls and 
extends the classroom environment (47, 48 - 53). 
ix. Use staff resources in a flexible and responsive manner ensuring lhat they have the 
appropriate competences and experience (60 - 68). 
x. Adopt an evidence-based approach to underpin the implementation of the strategy (23) 
and as the basis of establishing our national and international reputation. 
4. Academic Board approved these themes, aims and prtoritles at its meeting in June 2005. 
, Nurnbers indicate the relevant paragraphs in section 2 of the strategy. 
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2 Analysis and Actions 
1. This section sets out some of the premises which have informed !he development of the 
strategy and our current thinking about how we might implement !he vision in section 1. The 
intention is to engage individuals and academic and professional support departments in further 
discussion about how we might implement the strategy' 
2.1 Context 
2. The Education Strategy (2005 - 08) takes as its starting points our mission and 
Development Plan (2004). The Mission states our determination to establish 'an excellent 
reputation for high quality and vocational distinctiveness', and our 'commitment to providing 
innovative opportunities to participate in higher education for all those able lo benefit'. The 
Development Plan identifies nine strands which this strategy will support. 
i. The development of HE in FE. 
ii. Growth in selected subject areas. 
iii. Improved conversion of applicants. 
iv. Improved retention. 
v. Enhanced international recruitment. 
vi. Growth of NHS business. 
vii. Strategic alliances and possible mergers. 
vin. Information systems and re-organisation. 
ix. Culture change and Human Resources. 
3. Key features of !he ptan of relevance to this strategy are: 
Increasing number of students taught off.eampus3• 
Increasing International students•. 
Increasing postgraduate numbers5 • 
Improved student retention• 
4. Our home students will come largely from the diverse local community which we serve whilst 
international students will come from a more extensive range of countries than al present with 
different educational experiences and expectations. 
5. The strategy takes into account !he national agenda which is likely to be governed by !he 
continuing response to the 2004 White Paper and trends towards greater flexibility and 
vocationalism within the pre-university curriculum: 
Increased emphasis on performance measures as evidenced by retention and 
completion rates, student attainment, employability, value-added indicators, etc. -with 
associated league tables. 
Student fees and student choice in an increasingly competitive environment. 
Increased 'professionalisation' of academic staff being driven by the HE Academy; 
' In this section of the document 'will' is used to indicate issues which received broad support in developing the 
strategy whilst those designated 'should' are fOC' more detailed consideration. 
'By 2007 42% of students will be taught away from the Park Square and Puttendge Bury campuses. This includes 
Nursing and Midwifery, Foundation degrees in FE Colleges, Majan College, SCITTs, ani:I !he increasing number of 
other bodies with which the Univen;~y has arrangements (e.g. Kensington Consultation Centre, BMtish School of 
Osteopathy, National Child-Birth Trust and the Institute for Optimum Nutrition). 
• By 2007, 40% of those studying al Park Square CC' PutteMdge Bu-y will be International students. 
• By 2007, 22% of students at Park Square or Puttern;tge Bury wih be s!l.ldying at postgraduate level. 
• A continuing cohort progr8"sion of 84% by 2007-08. 
3 
• The Burgess review, Bologna process and an emphasis on recording students' wider 
attributes. 
• A developing 16-18 curriculum which provides a broader and more flexible education 
than traditional A-levels. 
6. The changes we have made to simplify the structure of our programmes coupled with 
investments in technology and our academic infrastructure open up new opportunities for the 
way in which we structure our curriculum and support our students' development. 
7. Our students' will come from increasingly diverse backgrounds and prior educational and life 
experiences; their needs will be diverse and changing. We need to be aware of, and respond to, 
indivldual needs, circumstances and commitments within a context which is maximising the use 
being made of our resources (physical, structural and human) and which recognises current 
understanding of student learning. To do this we will continue to develop a flexible and 
supportive curriculum which provides students with a relevant, challenging and engaging 
learning experience - whenever and wherever they are studying. 
8. This strategy combines areas covered previously in the Leaming. Teaching and Assessment 
strategy (LTAS, 2002) with aspects of student support, to provide a more holisUc approach to 
education in the context of our commitment to access and widening participation. It has also 
been designed to help define revisions to other strategies (notably those around human 
resources, ICT and Estates) engendering closer alignment. 
2.2 Education at the University of Luton 
9. This section of the Strategy sets out the nature of the curriculum we are seeking lo develop. 
2.2.1 Principles 
1O. The following principles underpin our Strategy. 
We will maintain our commitment to providing an effective and supportive learning 
environment for all our students whatever their background and wherever they are 
studying. 
• We will continuously strive· to raise the aspirations and the attainment of all our students. 
• We believe that effective learning is supported through dlSQlssion and debate. This 
involves students actively engaging with academics, other students, professionals, 
learning resources staff, careers advisers, academic advisers and other staff. 
The focus for considering the educational development of our students is at the 
programme (rather than module) level. 
Our curriculum will prepare students for the transition beyond HE study. 
Our research will inform our teaching and the development or our curriculum. 
• The scholarly and professional activity of staff will be integrated wilh the curriculum. 
Leaming, teaching and assessment requires the effeaive harnessing and nurturing of 
the knowledge, skills and abilities of all our staff: academic, administrative and 
professional support. 
• All our staff will be involved in the scholar1y and professional activity and this will 
enhance and inform their work. 
2.2.2 Curriculum Aims 
11. The vocational distinctiveness and access nature of our mission is supported through a 
curriculum which aims to prepare students for employment In a mullicullural world. It places a 
strong emphasis on employability and personal development planning whether at foundation, 
honours or Masters' level. 
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12. Employability is defined broadly as 'a set of aCh1evements. understandings and personal 
attributes that make individuals more likely to gain employment and be successful in their 
chosen occupations·'. The following six dimensions Characterise our approach to delivering 
employability (eaCh recognising the needs of the particular subject and the level of the award): 
Subject knowledge and understanding - students should have a firm foundation of 
knowledge of their subject and experience a curriculum which is intellectually Challenging 
and academically rigorous, and which develops their creabve, evaluative. analytical and 
critical skills. 
... .. 
Vocational relevance and applicability- the cuniculum should model the practice of 
professionals and quasi-professionals in eaCh subject area to help bridge the transition 
into employment and develop the inter-personal and practical problem-solving skills 
required. 
A ,;;areer otientation students should develop ambitious but realistic career aspirations 
and the career management skills to attain these aspirations. 
Personal skills, attributes and independence - students should display the life-long 
learning skills required to benefit from higher education and to susta,n the,r cooijnued 
development beyond the University. 
Subject contextualisation~ students should have a national understanding and 
international awareness of the environmental, social and political dimensions of lheir 
Chosen subject. 
A sound value-base - students should be exposed to the values and ethical 
expectations of lhose working in their subject area and be expected to display these 
Charactelistics. 
13 We already have sound foundations in all of these areas but the laHer two warrant 
elaboration. In an increasingly global environment. vocational education should mdude an 
element of comparative study across cultures or national boundaries so that our students have 
an understanding of how cultural and national ditterences affect employment opportunities and 
experiences. This is aided by the international and multi-OJltural profile of our students and lhe 
increasingly diverse experience of our statt. The further development of international links at the 
institutional and departmental level will help bring this comparative element further Into our 
curriculum. This element is a core component of our strategy !or cultural integration and our aim 
to build an internabonat reputation !or the University. 
14. Values and ethics have featured within our level desctiptors but have been more prominently 
emphasised in some subjects than others. Companies and public sector organisations 
(induding universities") are being encouraged to embrace ethical principles and professional 
values, and to consider lhe sustainability of their activities. To support our students in U,e 
workforce of the future we need to ensure that they have an effective understanding in lhis area 
as appropriate lo their subject. All programmes, at all levels, as they come forward for approval 
or review, will be required to identify Ille ethical and value-base which underpins their awards 
and their strategy for developing, embedding and assessing these. 
15. Finally, we wiP aim lo make learning challenging but engaging and 'fun'. Positive learning 
experiences can help support engagement with lhe learning process, deepen learning and 
increase motivation. We will do this through providing a varied cuniculum and an exciting 
environment that involves students in the learning process and which emphasises the social 
aspects of learning. 
; Knight P and York• M. (2003) Assessment. Leaming and Employat>lity, SRHE 3Jld Open Universtty Press 
See http./lwww.cahe-uk.com/eU11cs.php 
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2.2.3 The Role of Personal Development Planning 
16. Personal development planning (PDP) is a means of delivering employability and supporting 
students' learning. It provides both a focus around whiCh the cuniculum can be structured and a 
mechamsm by which a student-centred approach can be delivered. PDP: 
emphasizes critical reflection as a core attribute; 
promotes the ability of students to evaluate, analyse and add value to others' ideas and 
to develop and articulate their own; 
recogrnses and supports the needs of individual students; 
enables the development of academic and employability skills and attributes; 
hnks the taught a.iniculum with wider experiences; 
makes students more aware of how they learn; 
increases students' awareness of their skills and abilities; and 
supports students taking greater responsibility for their own learning as they progress 
lhrough their studies. 
17. We will monitor, evaluate and continuously improve the effectiveness of our curriculum. 
Through dissemination of our experiences and those of our students at subject and national 
levels we will further enhance our national and international reputation. 
18. For our work in lhe areas of employability and PDP, and our sustained commitment to 
providing a high quality education, we have been awarded a Centre for Excellence in Teaching 
and Leaming (CETL). The CETL llas its own action plan, aligned with this strategy, foOJssing 
initially on lhe undergraduate curriculum. It will support departmental and Institutional activities 
whiCh enable the PDP and employability aspects of lhis strategy to be delivered and will provide 
a focus for guidance, support and evaluation. 
2.2.4 Programme Profiles 
19. Our curriculum model is built around manying the objectives of the programme to the 
personal objectives and plans of the student. This model of dear objective setting with regular 
critical review and refocussing represents a powerful learning strategy and provides lhe basis for 
developing the skiffs required for lifelong learning. 
20. To support lhis we wiU develop Programme Profiles' specifying the subject specific 
knowledge, subject-specific skills and wider skills and abilities derived from the charactertstics of 
our curriculum as set out in section 3.2. Programme Profiles will incorporate detailed 
assessment criteria, including threshold standards, at each stage of Ille cumculum. Programme 
Profiles will enable students to clearty understand the requirements of each stage of their 
programme, to set realistic but Challenging goals and to provide a means of monitoring their 
progress towards these goals. The threshold critelia will also provide the basis for progression 
and for award. 
2.2.5 e-Portfolios and Transcript& 
21. We will further develop this distinctive curriculum model and tts support, and develop the use 
of e-portfolios as a means for students to record and review their progress. 
22. We will provide detailed transcripts of students' attainment of the attributes covered in the 
Programme Profiles and final transcripts wlll meet lhe requirements of the Diploma Supplement 
of the Bologna declaration'°. 
• Programme profiles would be more comprehensive vensiona of the current Programme Specifications defined t,y 
lhePROGINF 
'" See hUp.itwww.aic.lvlTec/Englleg_et~DSrec_EN.hOTI 
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2.2.6 Students 
23. Our aim is to create a learning environment responsive to the diverse needs of our student 
body. We will engage students in providing feedback through formal and infonnal mechanisms 
and monitor academic performance and engagement with university systems by the major 
identifiable sub groups to ensure that we are providing an effective learning experience for all 
our students. 
...... 
2.3 Curriculum Structure 
2.3.1 The Transitional Undergraduate First Year 
24. Al undergraduate level, the first year allows for the development of the necessary academic 
skills to cope with the transition into higher education and has 'low stakes' assessment in that 
grades do not contribute towards final honours classification. Recent changes now mean that 
the diet of modules in most first year cumcula is prescribed. Rather than fragment the first-year 
curriculum and the student learning experience, we will move towards a more integrated first 
year by removing elements of semesterisation. 
25. This would mean an end to most February start programmes. Except in certain areas, the 
need to accommodate February starters constrains the cumculum for the majority of students 
and places an additional administrative and academic burden on the university which is difficult 
to sustain. 
26. In a restructured first year, students might commence their 30 weeks level I study in 
September and, allowing for two weeks at Easter, final assessments would be complete before 
the last week in May11 • The first year exam period will take place in the week before 
Christmas12 and in the middle of May. Any referral examinations will be sat at the beginning of 
July13. 
27. Within the revised year, programme teams would be able to slrudure and support student 
development towards the desired outcomes as expressed in the Programme Profile. In areas 
with large student numbers we would evaluate the use of 'setting' lo enable the establishment of 
groups of students of similar ab;ity whose specific needs can be more easily addressed. In 
addition, the revised year 1 cunliculum will need to respond to developments in the pre-university 
curriculum ensuring a smooth transition for students. 
28. Students in the first year require additional timetabled lime and additional staff support lo 
that they receive at levels 2 and 3. This does not, necessarily, mean further academic staff time 
but will involve regularised and recognised input from the support areas of the University 
(learning resources, student support and careers) as well as further opportunity for student­
student mentoring and support. Thus, students' formal supported learning lime (their timetabled 
time) should be greater al level 1 than at other levels. 
2.3.2 The Quasi.Professional Years 
29. Years two and three of a career-orientated undergraduate degree require the further 
development of knowledge and understanding and an increasing ability to put this knowledge 
and understanding into practice. 
30. As a vehicle for learning, there is no substitute for real work experience. In addition, 
students with subject-related work experience are more likely to find suitable graduate 
employment. All students should have the opportunity for experience in employment related to 
" We could adept this model aaoH all years but, in principle, there is no reason why the first year might not be 
~metabled differenUy. This would free.up resource where there is bunching but we would need to consider 
whether we could cope With the different mythms (eg In relation to exam scheduling). 
"Where programme teams wish to have examinations at this stage, alternatively It will be another teaching week 
,i AJtemattvely we could remove any right of referral in examinations at year 1 
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their subjed area as a part of their programme and for which they can receive academic credit••, 
Some courses have elements of work experience built in; this should be extended to cover all 
undergraduate programmes by: 
providing a supported and accredited sandwich year for all honours students; and 
providing for a subject-related work experience module (of at least 30 credits) in all 
programmes15• 
31. As well as work experience, students need the opportunity to experience a cuniculum which 
enables them to model professional practice in a safe and supportive environment. We will 
create such an environment in each subjed area and promote inler--disciplinary working through 
projeds and other activities. 
32. Programme approval. review and monitoring will consider the relevance and currency of the 
vocational elements of the curriculum through the range of measures in place. These will 
include: 
The recent professional experience of staff, 
The use ot appt"Qpliate visiting professionals to support curriculum delivery. 
Input trom employers and professional praclitioners to augment the cumculum either 
directly or via on-line discussion. 
Use of real and recent case studies and projects. 
Realistic simulations and role-play. 
The use ot an EBL approach to curriculum delivery. 
Opportunities for workplacements. 
Visits to professional pradice. 
33. Fundamental to the success of our slrategy will be our success in getting graduates into 
graduate employment 1•. We will develop the current Destinations of Leavers from Higher 
Education (DLHE) survey to provide the basis for this monitoring, linked to the annual 
programme monitoring process. 
2.3.3 Foundation degrees 
34. Foundation degrees require students to have work-based learning as an integrated 
component of their cunliculum. We will ensure that our Foundation degrees involve real work 
experience involving at least one semester's study in an appropriate work environment and that 
the learning from this experience is maximised. 
35. We now have growing experience of operating FoundaUon degrees in a number of areas. 
During the period of this stralegy we will enable the sharing of experiences across programme 
teams in key areas (employer links, work experience, skills development, PDP etc) to promote 
and disseminate good practice. We will establish a Foundation Degree Programme Managers 
Group to sustain this activity. 
36. Where Foundation degrees are taught locally, we need to support the higher education 
experience of students and help with the potential transition into honours-level study with the 
University. To do this we will expect that, normally, at least 60 credits of the students' final year 
will involve modules taught on University premises or with input from University staff. 
" Provislan for students to receive c,edil for general work based learning and volunteering is already available 
within lhe Scheme or witl be supported uvough the CETL. 
•• Unless mere are dear professional body requiremenls mat make this difficult to meet. 
•• Tln is likely lo be a key national meaaure ol value-added and one which should be important to the university in 
the context of ,ts vocational mission. 
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2.3.4 Taught Masta,..• provision 
37. Our approach to employabilily and sludent development set out in section 3 applies equally 
to Maslers' level provisi<m. We need to ensure that all students, whalever their background, are 
aware of the demands of M-level study. and thal lhey are helped and supported in achieving 
these. 
38. To do this we will ex1end the use of PDP processes lo Masters· level. However, as befits 
Masters' level study. the emphasis will be on students' taking responsibilily for their own 
development. Our approach will mimic commercial and public sector approaches to staff review 
processes. We will revise our existing induction processes so that all sludents are aware of the 
demands of their programme ..and undertake self-diagnosis against core skills requirements. 
Students will then be expected to undertake actions to improve their performance. This process 
will be monitored and assessed by tulora as part of a module (minimum of 5 credits) as a core 
part of their programme. 
2.4 Assessment 
39. Assessmenl (summative, formative, diagnostic, ipsative 17 ) goes to the heart of the learning 
process. It is the means by which we establish standards, emphasise the knowledge, skills and 
attributes we value, and the way in which we regulate the pace of student teaming and give 
feedba1:k to help and support further development. Asse...ment is resource intensive for staff 
and students, and we need to ensure that ii leads lo student development and the maintenance 
of standards. Over-assessment. under-assessment and poor a...essment can lead to surface 
learning, disengagement and poor student development. Furthermore, lack of engagement with 
assessments is one of the first indicators of students at risk of failure or non-progression. 
40. Much is now known about good practice in assessment drawn from research and 
developmental activities locally and nationally. The recent restructuring of the undergraduate 
scheme together with other activities such as investment in Computer-based assessment (CBA), 
PDP and more integrated student support, mean that nis now appropriate for us to review how 
we assess our students at all levels in the contex1 of employabihty and supporting and sustaining 
student development. 
41. In the area of assessment we will: 
review sectoral practice as a basis from which to revise and refresh inslitubonal 
approaches; 
review the mechanism used for honours classification to ensure that ii helps promote 
engagement throughout a student's studies; 
evaluate the use of portfolio-based approaches for first year students Hnked to PDP 
processes; 
extend diagnostic assessment so that it encompasses greater continuous self­
assessment; 
consider formative and summative assessment processes 18 lo ensure that students are 
challenged to max1mise their abUilies and that designated learning outcomes are met; 
pilot and evaluate the use of e-feedback mechanisms; 
develop generic study skills guides and explore the use of multi-media resources 19 as a 
revision aid on selected modules and, if effective, further extend this practice. 
review transctipling and profiling practices to ensure that the student. and selected staff, 
has a 'rich picture' of her or his abililies. 
" lpsative assessment is !he measuremefll of 'distance tra....,lled' by !he student. 
11 lpsative assessment is_bei:ng considered by the CETL 
"Including increased use of digitizalioo as provided by recenl changes 10 copyrigtll agreements, commentary, 
.audio recordings and interactive programmes indumlig formative asses.sment. 
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2.5.1 The Campus 
42. The learning environment plays an important role in how students perceive lheir Universily. 
themselves and their studies. Providing a creative, well-equipped and stimulating learning 
environment aids creativily and supports student identification with the institution and their 
department. Furthermore, the way in which we leach students is constrained by the physical 
environment in which that leaching takes place. Physical space is limited within the Park Square 
and Putteridge Bury campuses and we need to maximise its use. 
43. The needs of an employability-based cumculum in an instituUon dedicated to innovative, 
exciting and effec~ve teaching, require us to ensure that the Estate is appropriately configured to 
create an enwonment which supports students' learning. This requires us lo improve both the 
standard and nature of the teaching space, and to provide leaming environments which, for 
example, mimic employment scenarios and facilitate the movement from large lo small group 
leaching. 
44. With increasing emphasis on students being identified with linear programmes and less 
module choice, ii is now possible to make flrmer predictions about space needs and to plan the 
development of the Estate to meet teaching expectations. This process should start with a 
departmental-level review of how we wish to teach our students and will consider the needs of 
the different student groups {full-lime, part-time, undergraduate, postgraduate etc.). 
45. The social dimension of the learning process is also one which we will address. Peer­
supported and social learning provide a means of enhancing the learning process and 
addressing issues of alienation through providing a place, within the main University campus, tor 
students to meet together to work on group projects and support each other. Currently such 
space is limited to laboratories and related working areas. The development of space for social 
interaction supports bolh our teaching and learning aspirations and our strategy for student 
retention. 
46. We should reconfigure the layout of the Part Square campus to place students at the centre. 
The Leaming Resoun::e Centre, Careers Service, Corporate Student AdVisory and Leaming 
Support areas should be brought together into one central area to provide a focus for stuCM>nt 
support, guidance and social learning. 
2.5.2 Beyond lh campua 
47. Increasing numbers of our students have little or no contact with the Park Square campus as 
part of their studies. The challenge l)ere is to create an HE comrnunily for these swdents and 
the staff who leach them. Enhancing the virtual environment and ensuring access to all, 
providing staff development al the departmental and institutional level combined with e-zines 
should be used help to cement the relationship with students and those teaching them. 
2.5.3 The Virtual Environment 
46. The virtual environment (Blackboard. SITS e-vision, lhe Student web site, student support, 
learning resources, CMS on-line) will support students learning as part of a blended learning 
approach. It will enhance ctassroom;iiased ac:livities, delivering the background knowledge, 
supponing diagnostic and self-assessment processes and providing access to support and 
information. It provides an important facet of the higher education experience for students 
sludying away from the Park Square campus whether direcily with us or through our 
collaborative partners- thus, for many students, the virtual environmenl will be the Universily. 
We will ensure that it reflects our values and creates a dynamic, stimulating and professional 
environment whieh supports students' teaming. 
49. Blackboard is a core part of our learning infrastructure accessible to students whenever and 
wherever they may be studying. II provides additional support to the learning process, a means 
of communicating with students and support for referral activities - blended learning where the 
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virtual environment supports and enhances the learning undertaken in the dassroom, workplace 
and home. 
50. Blackboard use has been expanding but is not yet fully implemented across an programmes 
in the University. One of the key elements in our strategy is 10 ensure that we maximise lhe 
benefits that a VLE can provide linked to the needs of each subject and lhe support of students' 
learning. As part of a blended-learning approach, all university-based students should have 
access to a minimum level of support via Blackboard'° and we will work with partner institutions 
on integrating the Univers~$ provision with their own VLE lo maximise lhe benefits for 
students. 
51. 'Nhilsl there are advantages in the blended learning approacll, there is a danger (also noted 
elsewhere in the sector) that it can act as a disincentive for students to attend lectures and 
tutorials. Thus action needs to be laken to maximise attendance including ensurtng that there is 
a significant added-value in attendance, student development to ensure lhat the value of 
attendance is stressed and Iha! they are prepared to maximise their learning from engagement 
with staff and fellow sludents, and effective attendance monitortng. 
52. Blackboard also provides a means of delivering the curriculum going beyond a repository for 
course and cuniculum information and for student management. In some specialist areas, such 
as lhe MBA by supported learning, there is already a large component of e-leaming but this is 
always supported by local tutors meeting students and 'flying faculty' together with on-line 
activities such as Viper and discussion boards thus enabling lhe dialogue essential to the our 
view of the learning process lo take place. We will continue to adopt a cautious approach to the 
use of e-leaming. The potential for the use of Blackboard in this way (i.e. as the main part of the 
means of delivering the cuniculum) will vary from subject lo subject and is a matter for 
consideration by programme learns and individual members of staff. Here the needs of the 
cuniculum, and the target student body, will drive lhe use of lhe technology. However, we need 
to ensure that we keep abreast of developments and are aware of the potential which 
technology provides so that new markets and flexible delivery can be exploited. 
53. Increased blended learning (and olhe< developments such as increased use of CSA) require 
changes to lhe institutional estale and Infrastructure. Students will increasingly gain access from 
home using their own PC's and may also wish to bring in laptops lo 'plug and play'. Provision is 
currenUy being made for this within the Park Square campus which will open new opportunities. 
We wm monitor and respond to these opportunities and lhe developing demand from students to 
access the virtual environment as our approach to blended learning develops. Ensuring we 
maintain equity of access will remain a priority. We will provide dedicated suites, training rooms 
and social space (such as an internet cafe) to ensure that all students can access and make 
eflective use of the virtual environment. 
2.6 Learning infrast111cture 
54. The learning infrastructure relates to the areas which support student learning whether 
directly or indirecHy. This includes Leaming Resources, Careers, Student Services, Leaming 
Support, the Corporate Academic Advisory Service (CAAS) and also embraces administrative 
and other functions. 
55. The effective delivery of learning resources in support of learning is a key component of the 
strategy. This is dependent on lhe maintenance of stable and effective links between Leaming 
Resources and academic departments and maintaining a balance in purchasing which responds 
to shifts in academic publishing and developments in technology. 
20 This is currently specified 1n terms of module handbooks, Announcements and key events; Assessment details 
and timing. Reading lists (provi<led ana updated by LR); Support,ng learning materials [lecture notes, handouts, 
ate ); Management of em&I communication: and Monitoring student use of Ille VLE 
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56. We have made significant changes to support procedures, notably through the introduction 
of CAAS and Leaming Support, and are planning developments in the personal tutoring system. 
The challenge for the forthcoming period is to ensure that these are embedded In practice with 
effective links and referral mechanisms between local and corporale structures, and that they 
meel the needs of the different student groups. PDP processes will be important here in 
supporting lhe needs of our students wherever they are studying and in linking to lhe various 
support slructures as well as effective monitoring and student feedback mechanisms. 
57. The Careers Service has an important role in sustaining the employability curriculum. Over 
the past ten years it has changed from being a peripheral and referral activity, lo being an 
important part of the cuniculum. This will be sustained and further developed to ensure thal 
students, at all levels. have lhe necessary career management skills to support their life-long 
learning needs. 
58. Communication skills are one of the key factors in educational attainment (particularly being 
able to write for academic assessmenl) and in gaining employment. The University has recently 
amended ils processes to give greater attention to this area. Specialist language support staff 
working with academic staff - at all levels of lhe cuniculum - will feature strongly in lhe next 
phase of development as we respond to the needs of both home and international students and 
the varying levels of communication skills required as students progress through their studies. 
Standards for communication skills will be written into the Programme Profiles. 
59. In lhe digital age, IT skills and infonmalion literacy are core attributes. To support this we will 
use lhe European Compuler Driving License as our benchmark standan:1 and enable our 
student& lo achieve this and receive accred~ation. We will also ensure that our students have 
the necessary search skills and understanding of copyright and plagiarism issues to function 
effectively in the knowledge economy lhrough the incorporation of these skills in Programme 
Profiles. 
2.7 Human resources, Scholan1hip and Research 
60. Delivering a curriculum which enhances employability and is vocationally relevant requires a 
programme learn which is abreast of current developments academically and professionally, and 
can demonstrate an ability to support students' learning. 
61. The characteristics required embrace academic credentials (research and academic 
scholarship), professional credentials (professional body membership, recent relevant 
experience) and pedagogical underStanding and competence. Al lhe programme team level, as 
a benchmark, we should expect that: 
50% have relevant professional qualifications. 
50% have recent relevant professional experience (within the last five years). 
50% are members of lhe HE Academy or have a professional qualification in education. 
50% are members of Research Institutes (for Masters· level provision). 
62. Eacll department will have a staff development plan to ensure that these targets can be met 
and we will revise our Staff Review and related processes to ensure that their attainment is 
supported. 
63. We will be making greater use of visiting lecturers and visiling professionals to support the 
curriculum and will ensure that our contracts and processes facilitate the temporary engagement 
of such stafl to enrich the curriculum and Iha! we respond to their development needs. 
64. Increasing professional support staff will engage with elements of delivery and we will 
ensure that they get appropriate training and support and thal their revised role is recognised 
through their roles and lhe associated remuneration. 
65. We should develop systems of monitoring and student feedback so that they enable staff to 
obtain detailed feedback on lheir teaching proficiency that can be the focus for their own 
devetopment. 
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66 We will monitor and respond to the development of professional standards currenUy being 
undertaken by the HE Academy. \f\/ithin each teaching team we should expect to find a 
significant proportion of the teaching staff are members of the Academy. We will seek to extend 
our current programme on HE leaching which is accredited by the Academy to include wider 
aspects of Academic Practice. AU new members of staff should be expected to become 
members of the HEAcademy within two years of appointment through either the direct route or 
via our own accredited programme. 
67, We need to respond to 11¥> development needs of the increasingly diverse range of staff 
supporting our students (fu'ir.time. part-lime, VLs, professional support) whether within the main 
campus or in collaborating institutions. To support this we will develop on-line resources 
covering key aspects of the academic and support roles as they impact on student learning. 
68. We will revise our own CPD processes, and work with partners in relation to theirs. to ensure 
that staff can demonstrate not only engagement with these processes but the ability to apply 
them in practice. 
2.8 Implementation 
69. To implement the strategy and deliver a high quality learning experience responsive to the 
needs of our diverse population requires concerted action 1>y all staff: academic. professional 
support and administrative. The delivery of the strategy requires an understanding of the nature 
of our vocational curriculum and the pedagogical approach which underpins ii, plus a dear 
identification of the competencies we require of staff and their roles in delivering the 
employability curriculum. Furthermore. tt requires a culture which puts students' education al the 
heart of what we do and mirrors in our own practices the reflective and evaluative praclices we 
seek to develop in our students. We need to: 
Promote a team approach - whilst effective curriculum design considers the student's 
whole programme. effective curriculum support considers the skills. knowledge and 
attributes of the learn of staff who support its implementation. 
Foster innovation and disseminate practice. 
Adopt an evidence-based approach to policy development and implementation, drawing 
on perceived best practice with careful monitoring of the impact at all levels. 
Publish the outcomes widely to estabfish our reputation. 
Identify and support our own development needs - we should match our expectations of 
students in terms of personal development planning and managing their own learning 
and development with our own procedures, policies and practices. 
Provide coaching, development and support to teams - whilst recognising that there may 
be individual needs that also need to be addressed. 
Ensure that our various strategies, polices and procedures support the implementation of 
the educational strategy. 
70. To help support the implementation of the strategy we need to recognise excellence in 
teaching through the reinvigoration of the current Teaching Fellowship scheme. Teaching 
fellows, working with PDP fellows (supported by the CETL) should support the local 
development and implementation of the strategy in con1unclion with the Sub Deans {Quality 
Enhancement). 
2.9 Monitoring 
71. Overall morntofing the implementation of the Education Strategy is the responsibility of the 
Teaching Quality and Standards Committee and the respective Faculty TQSCs. Institutional 
processes for approval, review and monitofing will be adapted to enable relevant aspects of the 
strategy to be considered as part of core quality assurance and enhancement procedures. 
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3 Objectives 
72. Derived from the overarching aims of the strategy, ten specific objectives have been 
identified with provisional actions plans as set out in the remainder of this document. 
Objective 1 Employability is embedded in the curriculum design of all programmes; in a 
manner appropriate to the subject and academic level. 
Objective 2. Personal Development Planning Is an integral part of the learning process and 
supports the needs of a diverse student body 
Objective 3 Teaching practice, space and the University environment is conducive to 
supporting the employability-based cumculum and creative academic study 
Objective 4 Leaming support is fully integrated into the learning ex~rience providing timely 
and effective guidance and support. 
Objective 5 Full and effective use is made of Leaming Technology and IT systems to support 
student learning and the management of their learning experience. 
Objective 6 Assessment processes support the learning process and the development of 
employabi6ty skills whilst maintaining academic standards. 
Objective 7 The curriculum and its teaching and support, is responsive to the needs of its 
diverse student body 
Objective 8 Staff teams have the necessary expertise to deliver the employability curria.tlum. 
Objective 9 Slaff have the skills set and development to enable them lo leach and support 
student learning 
Objective 10 The University has an international profile in curriculum design. teaching, and 
cultural integration 
73. Professional Support and Academic Departments will be consulted about these actions, Iha 
timescales and any support required for implementation. 
Mark Allay 
September 2005 
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ciagnostic luting, work of STAR boards ate.) to ensure that al 
students at al lavet\ are clreaad to and receive appropriate 
support through departmental or corporate mechanisnw. 
Integrated 
support and 
rafe1Tat 
mechanisrno 
D\IC (A<:adomic) Head of 
Leaming 
Resources, 
HeadolTQE 
◄ .2 Develop on-ine and other support mechanisms to enaUJe that 
n.tclents tt:udying on and ofkampus have access to app-opriate 
looming •upport 
Support 
Integrated 
enduti-
Head of 
Leaming 
Support 
200S/li 
0 Review p,l'M$ion for the development of Engi&h &anguage 5kils 
to &M&Ura thlill al students, throughout their programmes, have 
accoa to appropriate •upport end can demonstrate the required 
competenees 
Engish 
language 
strategy 
ovc (-me) Head of 
Learning 
Support 
200516 
4.4 ~nduc:.Uon arrangamentl for dited entrants rfflsed and relined lnduetion 
plans 
Heads of 
Department 
20()617 
4.5 RtWiew support for Information iteracy end IT skils development 
at al academic: levell&. 
Plan Headol 
Leaming 
Rnourcas. 
HeadolTQE 2006/1 
4.6 Develop S)'1llems fot student~udent mentoring and suppoft Action plan DVC !A<ademie) HeadofTQE 200718 
.... 
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EducatJon Stral.egy Education Strategy 
Objective 5 Full and effective use is made of Leaming Technology and IT systems to support student learning and the management 
of their learning experience Objective I Assessment processes support the '8aming process end the development of employability skils whilst maintaining 
academic standards. 
Action Outcome Lead 
Responsibility 
In association 
with 
Tmescale 
5.1 Implement a single portal to enable al students lo have access 
lo the virtual univer..ity (...vision, Blackboard, Leaming 
resources, '8aming support etc.) 
DVC (Acaden-ic) Director of 
Leaming 
Resources. 
Director of 
Information 
Services 
2006Portal in 
place 
5.2 Ensure that aU modules use Blackboard to rrinimum university 
specifications 
80% 05/06 
90% 06/07 
95% 07/08 
DVC (Acaden-ic) Head of 
Leaming 
Technology 
At.target 
5.3 Support the development of the use of '8arning technology lo 
support student htaming {rather than Information transmission) 
Revised LT 
strategy 
Head of 
Leaming 
Technology 
Heads of 
Department 
2006 
5.4 Develop an institutional strategy for the use of QuestionMart 
perception and/or lo support formative and sunvnalive 
assessment 
Revi&ed CSA 
Ollategy 
Head of 
Leaming 
Technology 
Heads of 
Depanment 
2006 
5.5 Undertake an evaluation or student access lo and use of IT and 
their IT skills 
Report Dean of 
Students 
2005 
5.6 Ensure the use of Learning Technology ts SENDA compliant Review Head of 
Leaming 
Technology 
Continuous 
Action Outcome Lead 
Responsibility 
In association 
wilh 
Tmescale 
6.1 Identify and disserrinate effective assessment strategies 
for the employabiity based curriadum 
Policies 
reviewed and 
assessment 
GLide 
produced 
DVC (Acaden-ic) CETltaam 2005/6 
6.2 Identify threshold criteria against Programme Profiles Criteria 
establshed 
DVC (Acaden-ic) Field and 
programme 
chai,. 
2006l7 
6.3 Review current assesament practice to ensure broad 
comparabilty of student and staff workload 
Curriculum 
level review 
DVC (Acaden-ic) Heads and Field 
and course 
Chairo 
2006l7 
6.4 Pilot &-feedback mechanisnls and review for possib'8 
impaementation 
Review CETL 2005/6 
6.5 Pilot the use of m.11i-media revision guides in selected 
modules 
lmpad review HeadTQE Heed of 
Leaming 
Technology 
2005/6 
6.6 Develop automatic systems for monitoring the non-
completion of assessments 
Warning 
system 
Regi5trar SffS Team 2005/6 
6.7 Develop detailed transcripts based on Programme Profiles 
and Progress Files which meets Bologna requirements 
Revised 
transcript 
Registrar SITS Team 2007/8 
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Obj•ctiw I Staff lea.ms haw the n•cassary expertise to d•liwr the employability curriculum. Objec.tiw 7 Th• curriculum and it's teaching •nd support, is rwsponsiw to the naeds of its diviers• s1uNnt body 
Action Outc:onM l.ud 
ResponsibWty 
In usoc:i.ation 
wilh 
Tll!'IU<&lo 
7.1 Re\liew th• strudure of the level 1 curriculum as e 
foundation year to supporl transitions and aid progr86Sion 
Year 1 review 
and action 
plan 
ovc (Acadlffl"i<l Fmld Cheirs 2005/6 
7.2 Revise methods of gathering feedbaek from students and 
ensuring that that students are informed how their 
feedback contribu1es to evoh'ing practice 
Feedbacl( 
•lratogy 
Oeanof 
Students 
200S/6 
7.3 Pik>t strearring of students in large dasses to help target 
reso~ and to eMufe that aU students are supported in 
de\leloping to their ful potential 
Pilot pn,ject OVC (Acedeim:) Saio<ted Heads 
and course 
lhml 
200516 
7.4 Develop student profiting S)'$tem5 to ensure the effective 
targeting of ruourcu to groups of students 
Sludent 
prolN 
praduald 
OVC(Aeaderric) HHdof 
Planning and 
Head olTQE 
Con1inuoU1S 
7.5 Furthef develop systems for the effective and prompt 
monitoring of student engagement 
Revised 
procaaaea 
ovc (Academe) fleilisllllr 200516 
........ 
Ac1lon Outcome Load 
Rupon•ibllity 
In association 
wlh 
rmesc:N6 
8.1 Ensunt that programme team5 have the necessary recent 
experience of sectoral employment· practices to support the 
delvefY of tha employabiity auriculum 
Departmental 
plans 
OVC (Acaderri<) HR A.nnually 
updated 
8.2 Develop aeeondmenl work shadowing and related schemft to 
provide staff Vf'ith recent relevant sectoral experience to help 
vaidate the Q.Uricuklm 
Schemes 
developed 
and used 
Director of HR 200516 
8.3 Develop guidance on the relationship between the leveB 'l and M 
curricula and schotar.hiplresaarch 
Policy 
&tatement 
and: guidance 
ovc (Acaderrie) PVC Research, 
HeedolTQE 
2II06l7 
8.4 Re\liew of roles, contracts and remuneration to suppor1 mote 
texibkl use of perman.nt and temporary staff 
Revised rok,t, 
and con1tadl 
llire<k>rofHR ovc 
(Academe) 
2005/6 
21 
Eduealion Strategy EtiJcalion Stratog)' 
Objective 9 Staff ha..,_ the skill:s set and dewlopmel"lt to en.able them to teach and support student Naming 
ObjectiYf! 10 The Uniwrsity ft115 an international profile in curriculum d.sign. teaching, and cultural integn.tlon Action Outcome Lead 
Ruponsil>ility 
1n association 
with 
Timescale 
9.1 Identify the acaderric ski!£ set and ensure appropriate training 
and monitoring is provided 
Compe1ency 
framewo~ 
Oirec.torolHR Head of 
Leaming 
T eonnology and 
Hoedo!TOE 
2005J6 
92 Improve IT training faciities to en:aure that IT and tmpk),yment-
related training can take place 
IT training 
faciili.. 
Headotes- Continuous 
9.3 Support membership of the HE Academy CoW'5e teams 
to have SO% 
mombel$hip 
o!lhe HE
--
HeadofTQE ContinuoU$ 
9.4 Revtew tile Field chair and programme menager roN to pn,mote 
their roles in ar;:aderric;; teadership7 
RW\$tt OVC~mi<) Oirec!or of HR 200516 
Action Outcome Lead 
Responsibility 
In association 
with 
Tllnesc.alo 
10.1 ReMarch the ~ ot the curriculum model and the 
effeetivenes.e, or reaching~ 
Internal 
research and 
evaluation 
culture 
Head of 
Teaching Qualty 
Enhancement 
PTF• and PDP,._ Continuous 
10.2 Develop the internationaJ reput,llon through pubtshing in 
lnternationM journak and presentations at conferences 
Ten papers 
per year 
published 
Hood ol 
Teaclling Qualty 
Enhancement 
Ahlaff Annualy from 
2006/7 
10.l Devek>p lnt.m.ation~ inks at the subject and lnstttUlional UnkS'Withlv• ovc (Academe) Deans By 2007 
level 'Ntth similar institutions other 
insdtulion, 
10.4 AJ departments to have intemational Inks which impad 
on students' learning 
ldenti6able 
inks 
I-loads o! 
Department 
Dea"" By 2007 
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Appendix F 
University's Technology­
Enhanced Learning 
Strategy 2008-2011 
I 
~ I 
Draft 
UNIVERSITY 
Technology-Enhanced Leaming Strategy 2008 - 2011 
introduction 
I 'There are increasing and van·ed pressures driving the rise in use of a-teaming within UK Higher 
Education. There is no doubt that new technologies provide exciting opportunities for enhancement and 
innovation in learning" (Higher Education Academy, 2007). 
J The Technology-Enhanced 1 Learning (TEL} Strategy 2008 - 2011 takes as its starting points the 
University's Mission and Vision P!an 'New Futures 2007 -12' and the Education Strategy (2008 - 13): 
Transformational Education. The three-year strategy2 opens access to new markets, supports the 
personalised learning of students and contributes towards enabling the university community to function 
effectively and efficiently in the digital age. 
J While face-to-face learning will continue to remain the cornerstone of learning at the University of 
Bedfordshire, through the considered use of technology every student should have flexible access to 
learning activities and resources that meet their needs. The application of technology should deliver 
improved access to richer resources while contributing to more effective use of staff and student time. 
Technology permits learning to take place in more flexible ways, accommodating students who need to 
study at times and places outside the traditional model. Technology can also provide the means of 
personalising learning, giving students more and better opportunities to identify and engage with learning 
that maps onto their personal learning styles and supports their personal development. The considered 
application of technology has been shown to improve student attainment, retention, inclusion, 
employability and engagement3. It is a vital aspect too, for developing graduates who are 'information 
technology' literate and equipped to cope with a world of increasingly rapid technological change. In its 'v 
current plans to review its Strategy fore-Learning, HEFCE has identified that "technology-based solutions In~ L VY\ <..I. ---'b 
will be integral to institutional learning, teaching and assessment strategies· with the implication that the KA.,f\. -~l) 
use of technologies to support learning should not be viewed as something additional but normalised into ·VJ,, /1.IYVk\H_" I wdJ/
the natural working of the institution. The University's TEL strategy supports such an approach. - vv y ' ..,.. •~Y..J 
Aims 
The key aims of the TEL Strategy are to ensure that technology is used appropriately, effectively and 
efficiently to: 
• support student learning and development; /~·t-\E• support staff in the delivery of the curriculum; 
• prepare students to function in a technologically-rich and changing world; WV)/4\ 
• enhance existing provision; and 
• exploit new market opportunities. 
~~-) 
~ 
1Technology-Enhanced Leaming encompasses e-Leaming, Blended Learning, Distance Leaming and use of Technology in the Classroom (e.g. ~ 
interactive whiteboards, personal response keypads). 
2 Given !he rapidly changing nature of technology and the University's current position, ashorter period for this strategy is proposed than the ~II:,"'-
University's new futures or its Education strategy. 
3 See Explortng Tangible Benefits of e-learning: Does investment yield interest? JISC !ntonet at www.jiscinfonetac.uk/case-studiesltangible ~__e, 
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Draft 
Actions 
There are four strands to our work in the initial phase of our strategy which match the strands of our 
Education Strategy. ... .L 1 ....._.b' 
'7 t...2A"\.J:vW 'f .¼l.-Q...,i -~b~v'I v½,, 
A Curriculum delivery and the learning infrastructure --------,,----- mAA". i: - , 
B Learner development and support 
C Extending and reviewing institutional structures -----------v(~ i(...,T ~k. · 
D Academic staff and processes ----------------7~'\JV-N ~~ Y 
The intended outcomes for each strand are detailed below and the actions which will be taken to '~ -I_- .')1,r,,..,,~ 
implement them are provided in the Action Plan at the end of this document. ~ ,faw Cf' t) . .J 
A. Curriculum delivery and the learning infrastructure 
A 1 Extend delivery to broadly mode 2 across the University4 
f:,.,2 Expand the set of courses and units delivered by mode 3 
A3 Enhance support for online communities of practice 
A4 Ensure technology is used effectively to support assessment processes 
A5 Adopt an evidence-based approach to implementing technology-enhanced learning 
B. Learner development and support 
B1 Extend the use of a-portfolios supported bye-PDP processes across the University 
B2 Provide improved integration of online support systems and tools 
B3 Deliver guidance and support for students to improve their utilisation of online learning 
C. Extending and reviewing institutional structures 
C1 Ensure access to appropriate information technology is readily available 
C2 Develop university systems to support mode 3 delivery 
C3 Continuously develop the real and virtual estate to provide technology-rich learning environments 
C4 Work with partners to develop localised action plans to support technology enhanced learning 
D. Academic staff and processes 
D1 Develop procedures to systematically review departmental use of technology-enhanced learning 
D2 Support the TEL strategy through associated, focused, staff development. 
D3 Develop online staff development materials to support effective practice. 
Relating the strands and actions 
Course provision 
The University already has in place through BREO (Blackboardr114) a range of technologies which support 
curriculum delivery and, when effectively deployed, enhance student learning. Whilst there has been 
significant progress in its use over the past three years, the majority of delivery is currently at mode 1 
Systematic high quality teaching is dependent on the effective use of technology to develop students' 
skills, support different learning styles, enable flexibility of access, provide formative feedback, capture 
student learning, encourage reflective processes and enable the effective deployment of staff resources. 
The effective deployment of technology is fundamental to our approach to personalising learning and thus 
our ambition is to move the majority of our provision, over the lifetime of this strategy, to mode 2 (A 1 ). 
'See Appendix ·e-Leaming Modes of Engagement' 
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~ Technology gives us the opportunity to access new niche markets and to extend current provision by 
Draft 
exploiting online learning for distance learners. We will identify those areas where considered investment 
in an online approach is likely to bring the greatest return (A2) and ensure that university systems can 
sustain a distance learning approach throughout the student life-cycle from initial approach, through 
registration, learning activities, assessment, support, results and graduation exploiting the potential of the 
new portal (C2). 
supporting learning 
our students need to be prepared to function fully in a world which is changing rapidly, where technology 
acts as a mediator between humans and that world, and where graduates are expected to be 
technologically competent. Younger students are deemed to be increasingly comfortable with technology 
but may be less familiar with its use as part of an integrated approach to learning. More mature students 
may, in addition, require help with becoming accustomed to technology and comfortable with its use. We 
will ensure that our students are equipped to function with confidence in an ever-changing, technology-rich 
environment by providing appropriate development supported by improved guidance and online materials 
. and activities linked to developments at the curriculum level (A3, A4, 82, C1 ). 
~ We will use technology to support the CRe8 initiative, with its emphasis on realistic learning and . 
. employability, and !o assis_t in ~aking the li_nk between activities in the Universi_ty and the wider world 1f-!e 
tudents to better personalise their learning. Interactions will be captured online in a range of styles and 
tudents will increasingly gather their own materials using integrated wiki and biog tools, pulling together 
ontent from a broad range of sources, integrating these via e-PDP processes with their electronic content 
epository and publishing evidence of development and learning for internal and external audiences 
· I hrough e-portfolios (B1, C2l.,.. .. .......... .. .......... ....... ............ ....... .. .... .. . 
There are a number of online assessment tools provided by the University and their use should, wherever 
appropriate, take advantage of the feedback mechanisms integrated within them. Computer based 
assessment can support personalised learning by providing formative feedback focussed on individual 
needs at a time controlled by the student. It can help prepare students for assessment, and if necessary, 
for reassessment. Existing systems will be reviewed and opportunities will be identified for the effective 
and efficient use of technology to support summative, formative, diagnostic and ipsative assessment 
processes (A4). 
IT Infrastructure 
. 
The successful growth and development of TEL throughout the University as signified by this strategy is . ~-~ 
highly dependent on underpinning IT systems and associated procedures. We need to ensure that V ;'J" - -· 
systems are sufficiently robust and reliable to maintain staff and student confidence. We will improve our 
central services, systems and processes, using technology to integrate learning systems with identity 
management and user data to improve the targeting of learning activities and the monitoring of student 
development (C1, C3). 
learning and teaching styles which are not limited to traditional didactic modes and which support the -
move towards mode 2 delivery require technology-rich learning spaces. We will continue to develop our 
learning environment to reflect this. ISO has developed a specification for hardware in open-access 
locations together with a software set. A review will be undertaken to identify opportunities for the further 
development of resources that ensure that staff and students can readily access appropriate hardware and 
software and that support and advice can be readily obtained. (C 1) 
Achieving our aims 
In order to facilitate a structured approach to the development of courses and units, we will adopt a 3-tier 
model (see Appendix 1) to represent the modes of engagement with..Qnline learning ai;:rCls~ the curriculu.111. 
The modes are: 
Mode 1: BASELINE; 
Mode 2: INTEGRATED; 
Mode 3: ONLINE. 
(It is important to recognise that Mode 2 as defined represents a general model and that different 
departments and courses will need to interpret the detail of their provision in ways which appropriately 
reflect their own context.) 
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To achieve the planned growth and development the Learning Technology Unit (L TU), in conjunction with I '\j~rft"i<,;,~designated academic staff, will audit the implementation of TEL within departments5 against the model. To 
support this process, L TU will adapt examples of good practice from the HEA Benchmarking and ~ ~ r\1£4 _~ pathfinder Projects to develop specific audit tools and practices (based on the Pathfinder project at the 
University of Reading) which reflect University of Bedfordshire's aims and objectives. (01) ~ U)~ ~Juv· 
Academic departments will work with the L TU to ensure the audit tools meet local needs and then 
undertake a review of departmental TEL effectiveness. This will include an audit of existing practices to ~~ ~ determine the extent to which mode 2 delivery is being achieved, a review against similar departments in other institutions as part of a benchmarking exercise, a review of the current levels of staff and student ~ ~~ 
i expertise and the views of these groups, and an evaluation of the extent to which technology is being 
' deployed to support CRe8. The review will provide course teams with information to enable them to plan 
the evolution of their courses through the development of a detailed plan with associated actions and ~ o.--vr<1 fl...v< 
t1mescales. (A1, 01) p•v v,,,,u..,~ 
The process of engaging with departments as part of the review process will be used to enable staff to 
enhance their understanding of e-learning pedagogies and the opportunities afforded by new technologies. 
Staff development will focus primarily on the needs of departments and course teams through targeted 
staff development in delivering the identified actions plans. (02) 
Wider staff development will focus on developing the understanding of new staff, on the introduction o 
new technologies, on identifying and disseminating good practice through developing a community of 
practice across the institution and its partner organisations. (D2, A3, A5) 
I Partner Institutions All University of Bedfordshire students should be supported in their learning through the appropriate and 
I 
effective use of technology and, where online activities are concerned, this should normally be via BREO 
since it gives access to learning materials and activities and the full range of integrated services to which 
our students are entitled, aligned with their student records on SITS, and library resources online. It is 
therefore expected that staff in partner institutions should take full advantage of the staff development 
opportunities offered by the Learning Technology Unit and that BREO will be used to support the learning 
of University of Bedfordshire students in partner institutions. However, it is recognised that this approach 
presents a challenge in that staff in partner institutions may be more familiar with alternative VLEs and that 
remote staff development is problematic. Link Tutors together with TLU will work with partner institutions 
on developing localised action plans supported by on-line staff development resources (C4, 03). 
5 Departments includes divisions and other sub-groupings. 
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Action Plan 
Lead 
Responsibility 
Heads of 
Department with 
---
TargetAction 
Curriculum delivery and the learning infrastructure A 
Extend delivery to broadly mode • Departments to review status Target: 
--
2 across the University 
A1 
against agreed criteria and 20% of units recognisably mode 2 by Sept 2-J2ill! 
develop action plans (§ee c1lso DJ) 
,. 
40% of.units. recognLsably mode_2_b¥ Septio-10
.. Monito-r- progress a~jalnst • 60% of units recognisably mode 2 by Sept.?.911
departmental plans 
I Expand the set of courses and Development opportunities identified by• Identify development A2 
units delivered by mode 3 September '2008 
\ 
opportunities 
24 programmes of study available by mode 3 by 
guidance and support 
• Provide planning templates, 
2010 
+ Monitor progress 
,___. 
- •-- •-•r-------~,.~-·---
Enhance support online Technology identified and guidance produced • Identify appropriate A3 
communities of practice technologies by December 2008 
Systems embedded and widely used by 
new systems are identified 
• Provide guidance for use as 
December 2009 I 
• Implement and support 
1------
Ensure technology is used • Review use of online Review use of computer-aided assessment andA5 
effectively to support assessment systems and feedback by September 2008 with associated I 
assessment processes action plan processes 
• Develop action plan Develop and integrate feedback mechanisms by 
Sept £Q,1_0_ 
----
.. ,., ... 
--
• Develop and integrate online 
·-· ·- ·-·I 
feedback mechanisms 
-
Evaluation tools identified by December 2008 
approach to implementing 
A5 Adopt an evidence-based • Research, evaluate and 
disseminate the impact of TEL Action Research Group in place by December 
technology-enhanced learning on student learning 2008 
♦ Identify evaluation tool(s) Publish outcomes bi-annually commencing 
February 2009 
_1_ 
-~-
the Head of e-
fjearning 
Heads of 
De12artment with 
Head of e-Learning. 
Head of e-Learning 
Head of e-Learning 
Head of e-Learning 
· ( Deleted: '09, 
(Dei~ed: s 
Deleted: '10 
Deleted: I 
Deleted: '11. 
Deleted: with Heads of 
Department 
{Deleted:' 
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Action "___"_lTa,get I~=~ons;•mry_\ 
B Learner development and support 
81 Extend the use of e-portfolios "~ • Review e-Portfolio tool and 
supported bye-PDP processes identify best option to underpin 
across the University uptake of e-Portfolio in support 
of e-PDP 
• Identify core templates/ models 
of e-portfolio usage
---+--------------+-----------
Provide improved integration of • Identify range of online support 82 
online support systems and tools opportunities 
• Develop activity framework to 
pull together and move towards 
standardization of relevant 
support materials and activities 
• Review annually by student 
feedback 
Deliver guidance and support for 83 • Identify activities prioritised 
students to improve their according to curriculum need 
utilisation of online learning 
• Develop online materials and 
support activities for range of 
BREO tools 
• Review annually by student 
feedback 
Appropriate e-portfolio tool identified by 
December 2008 
75% of all students have structured e-portfolios 
linked to their curriculum by September 2010 
Range of activities identified by July 2008 
Framework in place by December 2008 
Review of student development needs 
undertaken and priorities established by August 
2008 
Roll-out of materials / activities commenced 
September 2008 
Update resources informed by student feedback 
Ass Director CETL 
with Head of e-­
Learning 
Head of e-Learning 
Head of e-Learning 
University of Bedfordshire Technology-Enhanced Leaming Strategy 2008- 2011 
Action Target Lead 
Responsibility 
...... 
C Extending and reviewing institutional structures 
C1 Ensure access to appropriate 
information technology ls readily 
available to users 
.. 
• Review existing provision of IT 
support and infrastructure 
including soft and hardware 
• Develop plan for 
implementation and mechanism 
for continuously updating 
Review undertaken by June 2009 Head of e-Learning 
with Director of ISD 
C2 
' 
C3 
Develop university systems to 
support mode 3 delivery 
.. 
Continuously develop the real 
and virtual estate to provide 
technology-rich learning 
environments 
• Review student life-cycle needs 
• Develop and implement a plan 
• Review sector provision and 
internal plans and produce a 
report 
Review undertaken by February 2009 
Implementation for September 2009 mode 3 
starters 
Report to inform Estates and Facilities 
Development produced September 08 and 
updated annually 
Head of e-Learning 
with Registry, 
Finance and other 
functions 
Head of e-Learning 
C4 Work with partners to develop 
localised action plans to support 
technology enhanced learning 
• Engage with link tutors to 
identify TEL needs and develop 
a plan 
• Yearly action plan for each 
major partner 
Reviews undertaken by December 2008 
Plans for all key partners developed by 
September 2008 
Head of e-Learning 
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TargetAction Lead 
Responsibility 
Academic staff and processesD 
Develop procedures to Tools and processes in place by August 2008 Identify audit tools and processes.D1 Head of e-Learning 
systematically review 50% of departments have action plans
departmental use of technology- developed during 2008/9 
enhanced learning arid develop Remaining 50% have action plans developed 
associated action plans during 2009/10 
D2 Support the TEL strategy Revised PgCAP and induction processes Provide training for new staff on Head of e-learning 
through associated, focused, September 08 appointment 
staff development. Annual series of workshops Evidenced through achievement of A1 and 
Community of practice developed student feedback 
and sustained 
D3 Develop online staff Identify key areas for Priorities established by August 2008 Head of e-Learning
development materials to development and develop online Roll-out of materials commenced by September 
support effective practice. materials and activities for full 2008 
range of BREO tools 
Review annually by feedback 
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AQQendix 1: e-Learning Modes of Engagement b-t'MJvv ~ ~ ~ ~ \ 
.Mgde 1 BASELINE 
ru,seline course administration and learner sutmort 
use BREO to distribute course/ unit information and cariy out course/ unit administration. tyQicalll' including alms and objectives, 
as-sessment criteria/ '2ro formas, timetabling information and announcements, reading lists, tutor contact details, FAQs, additional 
web resources, links to field level resources, course I unit handbook, lecture r1rei:,aration materials and lecture notes. 
,M.ode 2 INTEGRATEP, ....................... ················•···•··············•·:............................................... 
··• Blended leamfng_ le~dlng_ tg_ significant enhimcelirents to leamlnQ and teaching p_rocesses-
:~mt1,rehen.sive onllne e.ro'{_lslon integ_ratedwithface-fo.(ace learning_ ______ .......................... 
Communication Activities 
Provide int~rated communication channels (text and voice- Provide an environment that fosters collaborative student 
tiased) to enable students, esQecialt}' in disQarate grouglngs 11rojects, involving shared res~onsibili!Y for resources and 
imd locations, to exchange information and ideas, ask outcomes, groviding significant 01mortunities for students to 
guestions and discuss issues relating to their learning. gersonalise learning. 
Provides (1ecific OQ!2ortunities and channels for students to Students use communication tools and shared sr2aces lo 
manage and develoQ their own collaborative working and collaborate on task 11rocesses and outcomes. OQQ0rtunities for 
l!larning communities, including the ogQortunili' to build social reflection and e-PDP int~rated and guidance given on 
~ning networks. methodolQgies (e.g. blogging) and best (1ractice. 
Provide on-line unit evaluation opportunities, coupled with Provide integrated structure for students to evidence learning 
feedback on actions taken as a result of Qrevious feedback. and 11ersonal develogment planning {PDP) collected online and 
11resented at a11grogriate i:ioint(s) by means of e-gortlolio. 
-
<;ontent Assessment 
Provide flexible access to high-guality, reusable learning Provide structur!!lJ and 1:1ur11oseful feedback to students on 
materials: may include structured gateways to web and other their learning via com11uter-aided assessment for either 
resources with accom11anying self-11aced inde12endent learning formative (self-assessment and monitoring of QrQgress) or 
activities, adaQtive release, interactive tutorials with feedback, summative {examination and grading) Qur11oses or bo!h. 
simulations, study and learning resources and activities Provide Qast assessment and/ or exam guestions and model 
fostering inde11endent learning. answers. 
Provide content In a broad range of media formats Including May involve electronic settiQg, submission and feedback and 
oodcasts and videocast to deliver rich learning ogQortunities. return of student assignments using digital artifacts. 
Learning materials Qrimarily_ delivered online - face-to-face I Likely lo involve some assessment by e-Qortfolio.
tutonals reserved 12rimarily for interaction. 
Mode 3 ONLINE 
. ·• ~ 
Onllne course I units - stug_ents ma!!: undertake entire p_rog_ramme ofstudr. b~ online means 
ManagementOnline Leaming 
Student lifecycle online - all forms, documentation andLearning is structured ini;;or11orating all of the above (Modes 1& 
grocesses available via on-line means. 
enable learners to learn at limes and 11laces of their own 
2) in ways that facilitate flexible and sUQ[lorted learning 10 
Pre-session 11regaration guidance and activities available 
choosing, within a clearly-defined, structured learning online for gre-start engagers. Guidance for all tools, together
l[Qgfamme. with diagnostic activity tests to ensure familiarity and 
~""' a<'1Mties aod tcru, to fosW the de,etoQmo>t of a .,,;a, confidence with s12ecific tools. 
arning ex11erience for learners who may never meet other 
an online. 
This framework will be develoged and amended in line with changing technologies and exi:1erience of 
brnlementing. Adapted from work at Oxford Brookes University 
{§§e www.brookes.ac.uk/mediaworkshoi;ilbrookesvirtuallmodesofengagemenl/index.html} 
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Appendix 1: e-Learning Modes of Engagement 
Mode 1 BASELINE 
Baseline course administration and learner support 
Use BREO to distribute course/ unit information and carry out course/ unit administration, typically induding aims and objectives, 
assessment criteria/ proformas, timetabling information and announcements, reading lists, tutor contact details, FAQs, additional 
web resources, links to field level resources, course/ unit handbook, lecture preparation materials and lecture notes. 
Mode 2 INTEGRATED 
Blended learning leading to significant enhancements to learning and teaching processes -
comprehensive onlineprovision integrated with face-to-face learning 
Communication 
Provide integrated communication channels (text and voice­
based) to enable students, especially in disparate groupings 
and locations, to exchange information and ideas, ask 
questions and discuss issues relating to their learning. 
Provide specific opportunities and channels for students to 
manage and develop their own collaborative working and 
learning communities, including the opportunity to build social 
learning networks. 
Provide on-line unit evaluation opportunities, coupled with 
feedback on actions taken as a result of previous feedback. 
I Content 
Provide flexible access to high-quality, reusable learning 
materials: may include structured gateways to web and other 
resources with accompanying self-paced independent learning 
activities, adaptive release, interactive tutorials with feedback, 
simulations, study and learning resources and activities 
fostering independent learning. 
Provide content in a broad range of media formats including 
podcasts and videocast to deliver rich learning opportunities. 
i learning materials primarily delivered online - face-to-face 
tutorials reserved primarily for interaction. 
Mode 3 ONLINE 
Activities 
Provide an environment that fosters collaborative student 
projects, involving shared responsibility for resources and 
outcomes, providing significant opportunities for students to 
personalise learning. 
Students use communication tools and shared spaces to 
collaborate on task processes and outcomes. Opportunities for 
reflection and e-PDP integrated and guidance given on 
methodologies (e.g. blogging) and best practice. 
Provide integrated structure for students to evidence learning 
and personal development planning (PDP} collected online and 
present at appropriate point(s) by means of e-portfolio. 
Assessment 
Provide past assessment and I or exam questions and model 
answers. 
Provide structured and purposeful feedback to students on 
their learning via computer-aided assessment for either 
formative (self-assessment and monitoring of progress) or 
summative (examination and grading) purposes or both. 
May involve electronic setting, submission and return of 
student assignments using digital artifacts. 
Likely to involve some assessment by e-portfolio. 
Online course/ units - students may undertake entire programme of study by on/Jne means 
/ Online learning 
[ Learning is structured incorporating all of the above in ways that 
facilitate flexible and supported learning to enable learners to 
learn at times and places of their own choosing, within aclearly-
defined, scaffolded learning programme. 
Provide activities qfld tools to foster the development of a social 
learning experience for learners who may never meet other 
than online. 
Management ---------------1 
Student lifecycle online - all forms, documentation and 
processes available via on-line means. 
Pre-session preparation guidance and activities available 
online for pre-start engagers. Guidance for all tools, together 
with diagnostic activity tests to ensure familiarity and 
confidence with specific tools. 
I 
This framework will be developed and amended in line with changing technologies and 
experience of implementing. Adapted from work at Oxford Brookes University 
(See www.brookes.ac. uk/mediaworkshop/brookesvirtual/modesofengagement/i ndex. html) 
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University's IT Policies 
IT policy documents 
overview 
ISO 
Month Year 
Introduction ................................................................................................... 1 
Software Licensing policy ............................................................................. 1 
Network use policy .: ..................................................................................... 1 
Anti-Virus Policy ............................................................................................ 1 
IT Provision for Home Workers policy ........................................................... 2 
IT provision for Working from Home policy ................................................... 2 
Desktop Computer policy .............................................................................. 2 
Physical IT Security policy ............................................................................ 2 
Individual Data Backup policy ....................................................................... 2 
IT Asset policy ............................................................................................... 3 
Web Policy .................................................................................................... 3 
Conclusion .................................................................................................... 3 
Introduction 
This document provides a quick overview of the main University IT relaled 
policy documents. Staff should always read the current version of each policy 
in its entirety (from the staff website), but this overview will give staff a general 
idea of what the policies cover. 
Software Licensing policy 
This policy details the University's stance on the installation of software 
applications, be they freeware, shareware, commercial or any other type. In 
general, only correctly licensed or free software can be used on University 
equipment. 
Staff can load evaluation and demonstration software but it must be removed 
upon completion of the evaluation period. 
Network Use policy 
The Network Use policy covers the purposes for which staff can and cannot 
use the University Network. It also ties in with the Joint Academic Network 
(JANET) Acceptable use policy, and includes the implications lo staff or third 
parties of breaking the terms of usage. 
Anti-Virus Policy 
This document describes the various types of Malware (viruses, worms, 
trojans, backdoor, spyware, exploits), and then describes the IT security that 
is in place al the University to deal with them, including Firewalls and Anti-
Page 1 
Virus. scanning (Perimeter, On-Access and On-Demand scanning). Staff are 
expected to be cautious when running unknown applications or selecting web 
links of dubious origin. 
IT Provision for Home Workers policy 
'Home Worker' refers to anyone who is employed by the University of 
Bedfordshire who works from home as part of their contract of employment. 
This policy covers a number of different aspects relating to Home Workers 
and the use of University supplied IT. This includes Health & Safety, 
Equipment, Software Application~. the University Network and IT support. 
IT provision for Working from Home policy 
This policy covers staff who work from home with the agreement of their line 
manager, where it is not a contractual requirement of their employment. 
The policy covers the possibility of IT equipment loans, non-guarantee of 
connection to the University Network, remote-only IT support and other 
related issues. 
Desktop Computer policy 
This document describes the current University policy to buy Intel-based PCs 
and Windows XP as standard, with PowerPC-based Apple Macintosh 
machines for specialist applications. 
Physical IT Security policy 
This policy document describes the steps that ISD take to physically secure IT 
equipment in the University, and also details sensible steps that all University 
staff should follow to help maintain security for IT equipment. 
Individual Data Backup policy 
This policy describes the responsibilities individual staff members have for 
ensuring the integrity of their work-related data. II also outlines the steps that 
staff can take to help themselves and the help that Information Services can 
provide. 
In a nutshell, staff are responsible for ensuring the safe storage of their 
general data files. The U: drive on the Network is the recommended location 
for backing up data, with writable removable media another option (e.g. CD­
RW/DVD-RW, Memory sticks, USB hard drives. etc.). 
The Network drive is backed up by the Systems & Networks team, so your 
data will be safe and can be retrieved if necessary. 
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IT Asset policy 
This policy describes the lifecycle of hardware and software and how it is 
managed within the University; from specification and procurement through to 
disposal at end-of-life. 
The document also explains why most staff are assigned as an XP 'power 
user' instead of an 'administrator'. 
Web Policy 
The Web policy document explains the purpose of the University's web 
presence, and the responsibility that members of staff have towards the 
information presented on it. 
All University Web sites must conform to a number of standards, including 
W3C (for accessibility), and 'Communications and Marketing'. The websites 
must also be developed using the University's chosen Content Management 
System. and any web-related issues must be discussed with the University 
Webmaster. 
Conclusion 
The above policies are all IT related. They should be read and understood by 
all members of staff who use the provided IT services al the University. If you 
have any queries regarding any of the policy documents, you should contact 
ISO via the helpdesk at 
http :/lhelpdesk.beds.ac. uk 
To learn how to register and use the IT helpdesk, please refer to the Using 
the ISD Helpdesk document. available from the ISO website. 
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DCFS Professional 
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Teacher Status (2007) 
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I 
Professional Attributes 
~/t1'.1~. // '/\MI-J\f'J . t;-~~.. ;tu'( ~ ll-1.,(... /j;ffef h~-.✓l ;1~tt sh¼t.c 
\,_J ~ • T 
01 Have high expectations of children and young people including a commitment to(~ 'r·">r 
ensuring that they can achieve iheir fuil educational poiential and to establishing fair~ i.,\J{,{j.l~\ 
respectful, trusting, supportive and constructive relationships with them. . .,_.,_,,.1-, r \At'~~1 
xJU1 Q2 Demonstrate the positive values, attitudes and behaviour they expect from 
children and young people. -··-~:-~...... ,,,,,,,.c-,,,,,_ r 
Q3(a) Be aware of the professional duties of teachers and the statutory framework 
within which they work. ....,..,,,r ,,.~•. ,-,l..c·,> 1 ,_, 
Q3(b) Be aware of the policies and practices of the workplace and share in collective 
responsibility for their implementation. · i , t t ,<- -1 
Q4 Communicate effectively with children, young people, colleagues, parents and 
carers. 
QS Recognise and respect the contribution that colleagues, parents and carers can 
make to the development and well-being of children and young people and to raising 
their levels of attainment. 
Q6 Have a commitment to collaboration and co-operative working. 
Q? {a) Reflect on and improve their practice, and take responsibility for identifying 
and meeting their developing professional needs. •' · -
Q7(b) Identify priorities for their early professional development in the context of .,, : - , 
induction. 
QB Have a creative and constructively critical approach towards innovation, being 
• ..;,. ·r1 ·,, ?,.,i.,,1,,-VJ . v·A, 11\ prepared to adapt their practice where benefits and improvements are identified. 
' 
Q9 Act upon advice and feedback and be open to coaching and mentoring. 
Professional Knowledge 
Q10 Have a knowledge and understanding of a range of teaching, learning and 
behaviour management strategies and know how to use and adapt them, including 
how to personalise learning and provide opportunities for all learners to achieve their 
potential. 
Q11 Know the assessment requirements and arrangements for the 
subjects/curriculum areas in the age ranges they are trained to teach, including those 
relating to public examinations and qualifications. 
Q12 Know a range of approaches to assessment, including the importance of 
formative assessment. 
Q13 Know how to use local and national statistical information to evaluate the 
effectiveness of their teaching, to monitor the progress of those they teach and to 
raise levels of attainment. 
Q14 Have a secure knowledge and understanding of their subjects/curriculum areas 
and related pedagogy to enable them to teach effectively across the age and ability ',1 . 
range for which they are trained. 
Q15 Know and understand the relevant statutory and non-statutory curricula and 
frameworks, including those provided through the National Strategies, for their 
subjects/curriculum areas, and other relevant initiatives applicable to the age and 
ability range for which they are trained. 
Q16 Have passed the professional skills tests in numeracy, literacy and information 
and communication technology (!Cn. 
017 Know how to use skills in literacy, numeracy and ICT to support their teaching 
and wider professional activities. 
018 Understand how children and young people develop and that the progress and 
well-being of learners are affected by a range of developmental, social, religious, 
ethnic, cultural and linguistic influences, 
019 Know how to make effective personalised provision for those they teach, •· ,>✓, 'c r "\·"''·'•'·" 
including those for whom English is an additional language or who have special 
educational needs or disabilities, and how to take practical account of diversity and 
promote equality and inclusion in their teaching. 
020 Know and understand the roles of colleagues with specific responsibilities, 
including those with responsibility for learners with special educational needs and 
disabilities and other individual learning needs. 
Q21 (a) Be aware of current legal requirements, national policies and guidance on the 
safeguarding and promotion of the well-being of children and young people. 
Q21(b) Know how to identify and support children and young people whose progress, 
development or well-being is affected by changes or difficulties in their personal 
circumstances, and when to refer them to colleagues for specialist support. 
Professional Skills 
Q22 Plan for progression across the age and ability range for which they are trained, 
designing effective learning sequences within lessons and across series of lessons ',Vl• i ,~ , 
and demonstrating secure subject/curriculum knowledge. 
023 Design opportunities for learners to develop their literacy, numeracy and ICT 
skills. 
Q24 Plan homework or other out-of-class work to sustain learners' progress and to 
extend and consolidate their learning. 
025 Teach lessons and sequences of lessons across the age and ability range for 
which they are trained in which they: 
(a) use a range of teaching strategies and resources, including e-learning, taking 
practical account of diversity and promoting equality and inclusion. 
Q25 Teach lessons and sequences of lessons across the age and ability range for 
which they are trained in which they: 
(b) build on prior knowledge, develop concepts and processes, enable learners to 
apply new knowledge, understanding and skills and meet learning objectives. 
Q25 Teach lessons and sequences of lessons across the age and ability range for 
which they are trained in which they: 
(c) adapt their language to suit the learners they teach, introducing new ideas and 
concepts clearly, and using explanations, questions, discussions and plenaries 
effectively. 
Q25 Teach lessons and sequences of lessons across the age and ability range for 
which they are trained in which they: 
(d) manage the learning of individuals, groups and whole classes, modifying their 
teaching to suit the stage of the lesson. 
Q26 (a) Make effective use of a range of assessment, monitoring and recording 
strategies. 
Q26(b) Assess the learning needs of those they teach in order to set challenging 
learning objectives. 
Q27 Provide timely. accurate and constructive feedback on learners' attainment, 
progress and areas for development. 
Q28 Support and guide learners to reflect on their learning, identify the progress they 
have made and identify their emerging learning needs. 
Q29 Evaluate the impact of their teaching on the progress of all learners, and modify 
their planning and classroom practice where necessary. 
Q30 Establish a purposeful and safe learning environment conducive to learning and 
identify opportunities for learners to learn in out-of-school contexts. ,.:-,,,.:,.,1) ,,,,,_,,:.,11,,, 
Q31 Establish a clear framework for classroom discipline to manage learners' 
behaviour constructively and promote their self-control and independence. ;'-<-••',., l'' m,.y '-11 , 
Q32 Work as a team member and identify opportunities for working with colleagues, 
sharing the development of effective practice with them. 
Q33 Ensure that colleagues working with them are appropriately involved in 
supporting learning and understand the roles they are expected to fulfil. 
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DFES 4/98 Annex B: 
Initial Teacher Training 
Curriculum for the Use of 
ICT in Subject Teaching 
-------------------- Circular number 4/98 
Annex B: Inidal Teacher Training Curriculum for the Use 
olIn[ormaiiiiiiaiul CommunicatiiiiisTechnologyiii~---·-··---
Subject Teaching ·· 
INTRODUCTION 
IMPORTANT 
This curriculum is different from those for primary and secondary English, 
mathemaIcsan science cause oesno reae oapa 1cuarsu Jee. .·\~i·:;., ;,, .,:,.1 .•1>t. d . be it d t I t t rt· I b" t It ·- l~yn ,, + ' . { l . i' 'I .... 
is concerned with the ways in which Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) can be used effectively in the teaching of other subjects in 1 ;•Y ,.):~'<j1, r,r JJ.-
the pupils' National Curriculum. 
ICT is more than just another teaching tool. Its potential for improving the quality 
and standards of pupils' education 1s significant. Equally, ifs potential 1s 
considerable for ~urmQ.rt!!J~~fEers~ tiotflTfftheir everyday classroom role, for 
8..!..~Ple I;>.)' reqy_ciogJ_heJin:!~_oc;cupiea6ytnffadministratron associateoW1tn it; 
and in their continuing training and development. It covers the wide range of ICT 
now available, e.g. computers, the Internet, CDROM and other software, television 
and radio, video, cameras and other equipment. While it is recognised that ;\t\...•..:.vJ,t,h 
many teachers will also be responsible for developing pupils' IT capability 
using ICT, that is not the focus of this document. 
The requirements will come into effect from September 1998. The final year of 
undergraduate courses will be exempt from this requirement for 1998/99 only. 
For primary trainees, this curriculum applies to training in the core subjects 
(English, mathematics and science) and their specialist subject(s). For 
secondary trainees, this curriculum applies to training in their specialist 
subject(s). 
The curriculum aims, in particular, to equip every newly qualified teacher with the 
knowledge, skjll_s and understanding to make sound decisions about when, when 
.•,-~-1, ,· , _I,,,~-,,·.,~• \ .1· \' . • ,·.• 
~dhow to ~,;~J~"fettectively in-teach"fng· particular sub~cts. Although 
1, \_.'-this curnculum applies to all trainees, the knowledge, understanding and skills 
required will o!f:en differ between subjects or ~ases. Some examples are given in 
the document to illustrate particular points, but it~espansihilit)Lof.tb8"l.TI 
' P!.!>Vider to e'!_sure that tfJ!.Y!.@YS trai~ees are....t@!l9btto use ICT ~~Jjrmly_ ,......,_ 
roofecfWiffim th~. relevijn_tsubject and phase. rather than teaching how to use 
ICT generically or as an end in itself. In order to support providers in this, the TTA 
proposes to produce separate exemplification, by subject and phase, which can 
be used in conjunction with this document. 
With the introduction of the National Grid for learning, it becomes even more 
important for newly qualified teachers (NQTs) to be confident and competent in 
using ICT effectively in their teachjng. The ITT cumculum will also form the basis 
of the Lottery-funded training for serving teachers in the use of ICT. 
http://www.dfes.gov.uk/publications/guidanceonthelaw/4_98/annexb.htm 08/11/2007 
Providers of ITT must ensure that only those trainees who have shown that they 
have the knowledge, understanding and skills to use ICT effectively in teaching 
subject(s) are judged to have successfully completed an ITT course leading to 
Qualified Teacher Status (QTS). Detailed requirements of what trainees must 
demonstrate they know, understand and can do before being awarded QTS are 
set out in the Standards for the Award of Qualified Teacher Status (Annex A). 
J 
The National Curriculum for the use of ICT in subject teaching should 
th_erefore be read alongsid!t!:!~.r~lttYaollTI_Nai!QJ1.@B::_1,1_r~icutt1,mLwt"l~r~ 
app!i£!tbl.@,J!,Od the Standards for th_9-_~V'(_c1r_c!_c,LQ'ltJlified Teache!.~~c1tµ~. 
·(Annex A). 
Every attempt has been made to "future-proof the content of this document, but 
ICT is Qbang)!lJJ rapidly and it wil!_~!J].~£~~-~~ryj:_q_kE!ee the curric.l!tY.m u_ndetclo.se. 
review. In order to ma1«rn1erequirements of the ICT curriculum clear to a wide 
readership, the use of jargon and technical language has been avoided, but the 
correct terminology has been used where appropriate. 
The curriculum is in two sections. 
Section A EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT METHODS 
This section sets out the teaching and assessment methods which, as 
part of all courses, all trainees must be taught and be able to use. This 
curriculum focuses on teaching and assessment methods which have 
a particular relevance to the use of ICT in subject teaching. Trainees 
must be given opportunities to practise, in taught sessions and in the 
classroom, those methods and skills described in this section. 
Section B TRAINEES' KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF, AND 
COMPETENCE WITH, INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY 
This section sets out the knowledge and understanding of, and 
competence with, ICT which trainees need to support effective 
teaching. Providers of ITT must audit trainees' knowledge and 
understanding of the ICT specified in paragraphs 12-19. 
Where gaps in trainees' knowledge are identified, providers must make 
arrangements to ensure that trainees gain that knowledge during the 
course and that, by the end of the course, they are competent in 
using their knowledge of ICT in their teaching. ITT providers will decide 
how best to teach the content of Section B. While some of the content 
may require direct teaching, some could be taught alongside aspects 
of section A. 
The ITT National Curriculum for ICT does not attempt to cover everything that 
needs to be taught to trainee teachers if they are to use ICT effectively in their 
teaching. It is expected that providers of ITT will include in their courses other 
aspects of ICT, which are not specified in this curriculum, in relation to particular 
subjects. 
This document specifies a curriculum. It is not a course model. AIUTT courses 
must in~u_c:i_~ the.cor1t~11_tsp~f~fi_e_dL t;>u_t it i_s fgr providers to _de_~de how and where 
thevarfous aspects should be included. For example, although this curriculum is 
setout in separate ·sections, tnere is n·o expectation that providers will teach these , 
discretely. Indeed, it is expected that many providers will integrate aspects of the 
sections when designing courses. Similarly, there is no intention to impose on 
providers of ITT the way in which the curriculum should be delivered and 
assessed, nor to specify the mJterials or activities which should be used to 
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support the training. Providers should use this curriculum as the basis for devising 
courses which are coherent, intellectually stimulating and professionally 
challenging. 
Initial teacher training is the first stage in the professional preparation of teachers 
and this curriculum provides the foundation of knowledge, understanding and skills 
which will enable every NOT to use ICT effectively in their first teaching post. 
Providers may, if they wish, go beyond the minimum standard specified in this 
document. They should, however, guard against over-interpretation of the content 
if the curriculum is to remain manageable, e.g. in Section B, the content listed in 
paragraph 12 should be interpreted at a level appropriate for a general JCT user 
and not at a level which would be required by a network or system manager. The , 
content specified should therefore be interpreted at a level which supports 
effective teaching by a newly qualified teacher in their first post. 
,:)) . 
The TTA Career Entry Profile will enable a summary of each NQTs strengths and 
priorities for development during the induction year to be conveyed from initial 
teacher training to his or her first teaching post. During their induction year, NQTs 
will have the opportunity to consolidate and build on what they have learned in 
initial training. It is expected that, throughout their careers, teachers will continue 
to improve their teaching skills, and keep up to date with ICT and its application to 
subject pedagogy, so that they can teach rigorously and in a way which 
communicates their enthusiasm for the subject to pupils, in order to stimulate 
pupils' intellectual curiosity and to maintain and raise standards of attainment. 
Throughout the document, the examples printed in italics are non-statutory. The 
numbers and letters throughout the curriculum are for reference purposes only, 
and do not necessarily indicate a particular teaching sequence or hierarchy of 
knowledge, skills and understanding. 
INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR THE USE OF 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY IN SUBJECT 
TEACHING 
A. EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT METHODS 
1. Trainees must be taught how to decide when the use of ICT is beneficial 
to achieve teaching objectives in the subject and phase, and when the use 
of ICT would be less effective or inappropriate. In making these decisions, 
trainees must be taught how to take account of the functions of ICT and the 
ways that these can be used by teachers in achieving subject teaching and 
learning objectives. This includes: 
~ a. how the speed and automatic functions of ICT can enable teachers to 
\"'-.ft '\f\-1 "!,;;~ \:--,('~ C-1v' :J_ ' demonstrate, explore or explain aspects of their teaching, and pupils' 
learning, more effectively; 
b. how the capacity and range of ICT can enable teachers and pupils to gain 
access to historical, recent or immediate information; 
c. how the provisional nature of information stored, processed and presented 
using ICT allows work to be changed easily; 
d. how the interactive way in which information is stored, processed and 
presented can enable teachers and pupils to: 
1. explore prepared or constructed m°-~j_~J~ ~!!~_::.i_i::n1.1Ji;1Ji.on§, where 
relevant to the subject and phase; 
11. communicate with other people, locally and over distances, easily 
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and effectively; 
111. search for and compare information from different sources; 
1v. present information in ways which are accessible in different 
forms for different audiences. 
Trainees should be taught what the implications of these functions are for 
achieving teaching objectives in the relevant subject(s), e.g. in mathematics 
and science, the use ofa calculator or a spreadsheet may remove the tedium of 
repetitive calculations and enable pupils to focus their attention on an emerging 
numerical pattern or the relationship between successive readings. However, 
trainees must be made aware when pupils' skills in mental or written calculation 
are not being developed and therefore the activity may not suit the particular 
teaching objectives in hand. 
2. Trainees must be taught how to use ICT most effectivell..!,n relation to 
subject-related objectives, includtiig: ·---·-·-··---
a. using ICT because it is the most effective way to achieve teaching and 
le~~g_objectives, not simply to motivate pupils or as a reward or ·sanction 
for good or poor work or behaviour; 
b. avoiding the use of ICT for simple or routine tasks which would be better 
accomplished by other means; 
c. knowing that, where ICT is to be used, ap__gropriate preparation of equipment, 
content and methodology is required; 
d. avoiding giving the impression that the quality of presentation is of overriding •, 
importanceandsupersedestheimportanceofQ.Q.Q!ent; ;zt,~ /h,..(,r\..l..·,..,: ,th-1 ;..;_,_,,,, .. >>, 
e. structuring pupils' work to focus on relevant aspects and to maximise use of 
time and resource, e.g. teaching pupils to refine searches rather than 
allowing pupils to search freely on the Internet or on CD-ROM; 
f. having high expectations of the outcomes of pupils' work with ICT, including: 
-·.--.----~~.,_____ ------~-
• expecting pupils to use ICT to answer valid questions appropriate 
to the subject matter being taught; 
• when appropriate, requiring pupils to save work, and evaluate 
and improve it; 
g. making e_>ee!icit~ks between: 
1. the ICT application and the subject matter it is being used to 
teach; -
u. ICT ~d_i!_s impact ~m everyday applications. 
3. For those aspects of lessons where ICT is to be used, trainees must be taught 
to identify in their planning: 
a. the way(s) in which JCT will be used to meet teaching and learning 
obj~v~s in the subject; 
b. key questions to ask and opportunities for teacher inteivention in order to 
stimulate and direct pupils' learning; , 
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the way(s) in which pupils' progress will be a~~ssed and recorded;
-.,...,______ --..-
criteria to ensure that judgements about pupils' a~inment ~!l_Q_ ~rogr~~ in 
the subject are not masked because ICT has been usea;· -
any impact of the use of ICT on the or9!nisation _and -~nduct of the subject 
1~n and how this is to be managed; 
t: how the ICT used is appropriate to the particular subject-related objectives in 
hand and to pupils' capabilities, taking account of the fact that some pupils 
may already be very competent, e.g. because ofhome access or through 
participation in extra-curricular ICT activities, and some may need additional 
support. 
4. Trainees must be taught the most effective organisation of classroom ICT 
resources to meet learning objectives in the subject, including how to: 
a. use ICT_~....Wb.QW...cla.~ or a group for intrgdugog or reviewing a topic 
and ensuring that all pupils cover the key conceptual features of the topic, 
e.g. through the use of a single screen or display; 
b. organise individualSJ)airs or groups of children working with ICT to ensure 
tnat each participant is engaged, that collaborative effort is balanced, and 
that teacher intervention and reporting back by pupils takes place where 
appropriate; 
c. make I_CT resources avail@.ble..to pupils for research or other purposes which 
may arise either spontaneously during lessons or as part of planned activity, 
ensuring that the resource is used profitably to achieve subject-related 
objectives; 
d. position resources for ease of use, to minimise distraction, and with due 
regard to h_~~Jth and safety; 
e. ensure that work done using ICT is linked to work away from the screen, 
allowing I CT to support teaching rather than dominate activities, e.g. 
providing sufficient desk/floor space around the hardware to enable the JCT 
to be used with othermaterials; providing space to write as well as input 
from the keyboard; positioning JCT so that pupils are able to sit facing the 
teacher when required. 
5. Trainees must be taught to recognise the specific contribution that ICT 
can make to teaching pupils with special educational n~~_ds in mainstream 
classrooms based upon the need to: 
a. provide access to the curriculu.!!1 in a manner appropriate to pupils' needs; 
b. provide sublect-specific sU_E?po_~. 
6. Trainees must be taught how to choose and use the most suitable ICT to 
meet teaching objectives, by reviewing a range of generic and subject­
specific software critically, including how to: 
a. assess its potential for helping to meet teaching objectives; 
b. judge its suitability for the age of pupils, their stage of development, and their 
priofexpenerices, taking account of language, social and cultural 
background; 
c. evaluate the success of its &se in relation to teaching objectives. 
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7_ Trainees must be taught how to contribute to the development and 
consolidation of pupils' ICT capability within the context of the subject being 
taught through: 
a. explicit discussion and, where necess~~J~ching of the ICT ski_lh; and 
applications which are useaTn-lhe suoject; 
b. using ICT terminology.accurately and appropriately, and explaining to pupils 
any ICT terminology which arises from the application of ICT to the subject; 
c. using tCT in ways which provide modl'.'ls of good gractice for puru_ls, and 
insisting that pupils employ correct procedures when using applications. 
8. In order to understand how to monitor, evaluate and assess their teaching 
and pupils' learning in the subject when using ICT, and to evaluate the 
contribution that ICT has made to the teaching of their subject, trainees 
must be taught: 
a. how to monitor pupils' progress by: 
1. being clear about teaching objectives and the use of ICT in 
achieving them; 
11. observing and intervening in pupils' ICT-based activities to 
monitor and support their progression towards the identified 
objectives; 
m. asking key questions which require pupils to reflect on the 
appropriateness of their use of ICT; 
b. how to recognise standards of attainment in the subject when ICT 
resources are used, including: 
1. recognising how access to computer functions might change 
teacher expectation of pupil achievements, e.g. automatic spell­
checking, image-making, graphical representation; 
u. identifying criteria by which pupils can show what they have 
learnt as a result of using ICT-based resources from the Internet 
or CD-ROM, and insisting that pupils acknowledge the reference 
sources used in their work e.g. requiring pupils to interpret and 
present the information gained from a CD-ROM for a specific 
purpose rather than simply printing off information; 
111. how to determine the achievement of individuals when the 
"product" is the result of a collaborative effort, through 
observation, record keeping, teacher intervention and pupil­
teacher dialogue; 
1v. how to ensure that assessment of ICT-based work reflects pupils' 
learning and the quality of their work within the subject(s) rather 
than just the quality of presentation or the complexity of the 
technology used; 
c. how to use formative, diagnostic and summative methods of assessing 
pupils' progress in the subject where ICT has been used, including how 
to set up ICT activities with targeted objectives for assessment and make 
provision in those activities for all pupils to demonstrate achievement, 
conceptual understanding and learning through the use of ICT. 
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9. In addition, trainees on courses providing for pupils aged 3-8 and 3-11 
must be taught the importance of introducing pupils in nursery and 
reception classes to the use of ICT and to recognise the contribution that 
ICT can make to this age group, including how to: 
o. encourage pupils to become familiar with ICT and positive users of it; 
b. ensure that all pupils have opportunities to use ICT, and that their 
experience takes account of any home use or other previous experience of 
ICT; 
c. identify and teach the skills necessary for handling input devices effectively, 
e.g. switches, mouse, keyboard; 
'.
.i., !i 
d. use ICT to support the development of language and literacy, through the 
use of programs which develop reading and writing, e.g. to reinforce 
Jetter/sound correspondence, and encourage pupils to engage with stories, 
songs and rhymes presented on the screen, as well as through the use of 
high quality educational broadcasts; 
e. use ICT to support the development of numeracy through the use of 
computer programs and robots which develop and reinforce the use of 
mathematical language, and the recognition and exploration of numbers, 
simple mental operations and patterns; 
f. use ICT to support pupils' creative development through the use of computer 
programs which encourage them to explore and experiment with pattern, 
shape, pictures, sound and colour; 
g. encourage pupils working collaboratively with ICT to share responsibilities 
for making decisions and reaching conclusions, e.g. as they progress 
through a simple computer adventure game. 
10. Opportunities to pra~J~,§ 
Trainees must be given opportunities to practise, in taught sessions and in the 
classroom, those methods and skills described above. 
B. TRAINEES' KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF, AND 
COMPETENCE WITH, INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY 
Knowledge, understanding and skills in using ICT in subject teaching 
Trainees enter initial teacher training with a variety of experiences in ICT. For 
many, their own knowledge and understanding of ICT may not be sufficient to 
ensure that they understand how to use ICT in ways which support good teaching, 
as set out in the QTS standards, including, for example, good pace, challenge, 
questioning and high expectations of pupils. It may also not be sufficient to ensure 
that they feel confident about, and are competent in using, ICT to secure progress 
in pupils' learning within the phase and in the subject(s) they are training to teach. 
It is likely that most trainees will be familiar with more traditional forms of ICT, e.g. 
television, video, tape-recorders, and will have experienced their use in education. 
The content of Section B, therefore, gives greater emphasis to computer-related 
ICT because it is new, and because trainees' knowledge, understanding and skills 
in this area may vary considerably from what is required. 
Audit 
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Providers_~!}Ql,lld {UJc:i_i! tr_~in eE!s~_l5n9w,~gge, .i:~!'lderst,~Jld!fl9. a_nd ~lsil!~J11J<;T_
agamst th~ relevant ICT content set out in paragraphs.12to 19 below .. Where 
gaps in trainees' ICTknowledge, understanding and skills are identified, providers 
must make arrangements, for example through supported self-study, to ensure 
that trainees gain the relevant knowledge and understanding during the course 
and that, by the end of the course, trainees are competent in using the ICT 
specified within the relevant phase and subject(s). 
11. In relation to the ICT content set out in paragraphs 12 to 19, trainees 
must be given opportunities to: 
a. _ev_aJ1,1~te a range_ of informa_~o,i~d CO!!!!.!l.':J.!Jj_~_tiQ!IJ~t:~n_<:>tog)~s.,. and the 
content associated with them, e.g. television and radio, video, computers, 
the Internet, cameras and other equipment, justifying the selection and use 
of ICT in relation to aspects of their planning, teaching, assessment and 
class management, including for personal professional use, e.g. in 
downloading on-line materials for teaching or writing reports; 
b. understand and use correctly the specialist tenns associated with the ICT 
used in the subject which are necessary to enable them to be precise in their 
explanations to pupils, to discuss ICT in relation to the subject at a 
professional level, and to read inspection and classroom-focused research 
evidence with understanding. 
Several of the following sections have been divided into two columns. The left­
hand column specifies the knowledge and understanding of ICT which all trainees 
are required to demonstrate by the end of their course. The relevance of 
different aspects of the specified content will depend on the subjects and 
ages of the pupils being taught, and providers should pay particular 
attention to those aspects which are most relevant in each case. The right­
hand column has been included to indicate the level of knowledge and 
understanding required and to give it relevance to teaching in different subjects. 
The TTA will provide, separately, more detailed subject-specific exemplification 
which can be used in conjunction with this document. 
12. Trainees must demonstrate that they are competent in those areas of ICT 
which support pedagogy in every subject, including that they: 
. can employ common ICT tools for 
heir own and pupils' benefit, e.g. 
word processing, e-mail, presentation 
oftware, data handling and can use a 
range of ICT resources, at the level of 
eneral users (rather than as network 
r system managers), including: 
. the common user interfaces, using 
enus, selecting and swapping between 
pplications, cutting, pasting and 
pying files, and cutting copying and 
pasting data within and between 
lications; 
i. successfully connecting and setting up .g. connecting a printer to a computer 
ICT equipment, including input devices, with the correct driver, connecting an 
.g. a mouse, touch screen, overlay overlay keyboard and ensuring that it 
eyboard, microphone and output works; 
evices e.g. printers, screens and 
ouds eakers; 
ii. loadin and runnin software; 
v. file management; ·ng, deleting, naming and 
files 
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lausibili , bias; 
i. that information takes up memory and .g. a colour image contains more 
hat there are implications when saving nformation than its black and white 
nd compressing files; uivalent and can be saved in different 
ii. that information has to be stored 
omewhere· 
v. that ICT systems can present static 
nformation or changing information; 
ways to increase the amount of available 
emory, on disc, on a local 
on the Internet" 
tatic information e.g. a picture on the 
creen or a page oftext; changing 
·ntormation, e.g. simulations, control 
ro rammes· 
. that information can be directly and .g. changes to numbers in a 
. seeking and using operating 
nformation, including from on-line help 
acilities and user uides· 
i. coping with everyday problems and .g. including checking the power is on; 
undertaking simple, routine ecking for loose connections; 
maintenance, with due consideration to anaging and replacing consumables; 
health and safety; d practice in avoiding viruses; e.g. 
rawing information from a CD-ROM 
(encyclopaedia or newspaper 
llection · 
ii. understanding the importance of 
passwords and the general security of 
nsurin 
quipment and access to it. and 
that it works· 
b. know and understand the 
characteristics of information, 
includin : 
. that information must be evaluated in 
erms of its accuracy, validity, reliability, 
ynamicatly linked between applications; preadsheet can link directly to changes 
·n a word processed report; a video clip 
n be linked to a button on a 
ultimedia application; a picture or text 
ay be linked to on-line information on a 
etwork or the Internet· 
i. that applications and information can .g. for a collaborative project between 
be shared with other people at remote upils or teachers in the same or 
locations. 'ifferent locations· 
13. Trainees must demonstrate in relation to the subject and age(s) of pupils 
to be taught that they: 
. know how to use ICT to find things 
ut, including, as appropriate for the 
ubjects and the age ofpupils to be 
au 'ht: 
. identifying sources of information and 
iscriminating between them; 
i. planning and putting together a search 
trategy, including framing useful 
uestions, widening and narrowing down 
earches; 
.g. disk, CD-ROM, Internet; upto-date 
·ntonnation from a weather station; low 
scrutin 
tatus sources on the Internet with no 
editorial scrutiny; CD-ROM information 
which has been through some editorial 
but ma be out ofdate; 
.g. translating enquiries expressed in 
rdinary language into forms required by 
e system; 
ii. how to search for informatio , e.g. in searching a database or 
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ncluding using key words and strings 
and logical operators such as AND. OR 
and NOT, indexes and directories; 
iemploying an Internet search engine; 
v. collecting and structuring data and 
storing it for later retrieval, interpretation 
and correction-
v. interpreting what is retrieved· 
vi. considering validity, reliability and 
reasonableness of outcomes; 
'e.g. knowing the probable outcome of a 
icatculation rather than just relying on the. 
(;8/culator: 
b. know how to use ICT to try things 
~ut, make things happen and 
!Understand how they happen as 
iappropriate for the subject(s) and the 
aae ofpupils to be tauaht: 
j. exploring alternatives; e.g. changing the variables in a spread 
sheet or a simulation; 
·1. modelling relationships; ie.g. exploring how changes in variables 
~uch as weather and market forces 
might influence the crop rotation cycle 
planned by a fanner· 
ii. considering cause and effect; ie.g. in text editing andpresentation; 
idetermining the effect of increases in the 
cost ofraw materials when costing 
l)fOduction on a spreadsheet; designing 
a weekly diet to meet nutritional 
requirements; programming a simple 
model using LOGO· 
v. predicting patterns and rules 
recognising patterns, and hypothesising; 
e.g. hypothesising about a rule that 
underpins a pattern;, predicting and 
simulating; evaluating outcomes e.g. 
'r}raphical outcomes, exploration of 
k:Olour shape and form, exploration of 
sound· 
v. knowing how to give instructions; ie.g. knowing the importance of the 
~rammar and syntax of instructions in 
~CT; 
Vi. sequencing actions; e.g. moving floor turtles or robots; 
following a sequence ofactions to 
oroduce a result; 
Vii. defining conditions e.g. "if this 
happens, do that.."; 
e.g. programming feedback into a 
'COntrol device or putting conditions into 
a spreadsheet formula; 
viii. understanding how feedback works 
and the difference between things that 
do and do not rely on feedback; 
e.g. an automatic window opener on a 
greenhouse; an appliance that will not 
work until the lid is closed, such as a 
'dishwasher; 
c. know how to use ICT to 
communicate and exchange ideas as 
appropriate to the subject(s) and the age 
Pf ouoils to be taught: 
. presenting ideas, including: 
Identification of audience and purpose; 
deciding the best means with which to 
communicate; 
ie.g. text, numbers, images, sounds or a 
k:Ombination; selecting the appropriate 
1echnology to produce the material; 
i,adapting the material to ensure that it 
~chieves what it set out to do; 
i. exchanging ideas, including identifying 
he most appropriate medium, and 
nformation. r 
e.g. fax, e-mail or a conferencing 
system, taking into account the number 
ofpeople involved, urgency and cost-
effectiveness. 
I 
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14. Trainees must demonstrate that they know those features of ICT which can 
be used, separately or together, to support teaching and learning in subjects, 
including: 
. speed and automatic functions -
he function of ICT which enables 
routine tasks to be completed and 
repeated quickly, allowing the user to 
oncentrate on thinking and on tasks 
uch as analysing and looking for 
atterns within data, asking questions 
nd looking for answers, and explaining 
and presenting results, as appropriate to 
e subject(s) and age ofpupils being 
aught, including how ICT can be used 
o: 
. measure events at long or short time 
ntervals in order to compress or expand 
vents which would normally take very 
hort or long periods of time, and 
llustrate them to pupils at speeds 
appropriate to their pace of learning; 
i. measure and record events which 
might otherwise be impossible to gather 
·thin a classroom environment; 
.g. measuring and recording the 
ucing height of a bouncing ball using 
eeze-frame video; ormeasuring and 
rding the changes in temperature 
ndpressure throughout a weather 
ont; performing rapidly repeating 
lcu/ations in a spreadsheet to illustrate 
attems ofnumbers; illustrating changes 
·n the distribution ofworking populations; 
vents with the control of actions· 
.g. collecting data on the movement of 
pie around a school over the period 
fa week; recording weather data from 
e ssa ofa weather front-
ii. explore sequences of actions and link .g. building and controlling a working lift 
he sensing of events with the control of r programming the movement of a 
ctions: u 
b. capacity and range - the function of 
ICT, as appropriate to the subject(s) and 
ge of pupils to be taught, to access and 
o handle large amounts of information; 
hange timescales, or remove barriers 
f distance; give teachers and pupils 
ccess to and control over situations 
hich would normally be outside their 
ve da ex erience, includin 
. the range of forms in which ICT can .g. voice, text, images, sounds or 
resent information; video; 
i. the range of possible appropriate ICT 
ources, including local sources such as 
D-ROM, and remote databases such 
s the Internet and the National Grid for 
earnin ; 
ii. how to judge the accuracy of the .g. discussing the fact that anyone can 
nformation and the credibility of its et up a website and there is no quality 
ource; ntrol over its content; 
v. how ICT can be used to gain access 
o expertise outside the classroom, the 
chool and the local community through 
ommunications with ex erts; 
. provisionality - the function of ICT 
hich allows changes to be made easily 
and enables alternatives to be explored 
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(, !readily, and as appropriate to the subjectj 
l'1s and a of u ils to be tau t: 
. how to make best use of the ability to .g. word-processing, computer aided 
ake rapid changes, including how to sign and manufacture, spreadsheet 
reate text, designs and models which ode/s, animations, sound or video 
y be explored and improved in the resentations; 
i ht of evaluation; 
i. 
' · · 
.g. the changing values in a 
how to judge when and when not to whether the clarity and accuracy of 
encourage exploration and change using ight be improved 
ICT; and redraffin · 
ii. how saving work at different stages 
nables a record to be kept of the 
evelo ment of ideas; 
. interactivity - the function of ICT 
hich enables rapid and dynamic ,xeadsheet or the feedback provided 
eedback and response, as appropriate m a simulation or measurements of 
o the subject(s) and age ofpupils to be actors in an experiment; the responses 
aught, including how to determine the queries ofan Internet search engine. 
t a ro riate media to use. 
15. Trainees must demonstrate that they are aware of the potential of ICT to 
nable them to prepare and present their teaching more effectively, taking 
ccount of: 
• the intended audience, including matching and adapting work to subject matter 
nd objectives, pupils' prior attainment, reading ability or special educational 
needs; recognising the efficiency with which such adaptations can be made using 
ICT; 
b. the most appropriate forms of presentation to meet teaching objectives, e.g. 
·I1ustrating or explaining using: text; sound; still or moving pictures; live video links; 
'/lustrations, graphics or animations; numbers, graphs or charts, separately or in 
mbination. 
Trainees must demonstrate that the 
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n relation to the and sub·ect ht; 
b. are familiar with the standards as set out in the pupils' National Curriculum for 
T, relevant to the phase for which they are training to teach, and know the level o 
T ea · · ICT in the sub ·ect s . 
17. Trainees must demonstrate that they know how each of the following is 
relevant to the specialist subject and phase for which they are training: 
ncludin 
. generic procedures and tools, 
. understanding the key features and .g. word-processors, graphics and 
nctions used within the subject; sk-top publishing packages, 
spreadsheets, databases, multimedia 
ndweb a e authori tools; 
i. using ICT to prepare material for pupil .g. the use ofa word-processing 
ckage to create templates to help 
upils to write in a modem foreign 
anguage; setting up a spreadsheet to 
elp pupils explore relationships and 
attems; preparing a video ormusic 
se uence· 
·- .1\\.<\," 1"\: bt (.. ~"' t. f "t. ( l 
i \1, v t7v \_~ I~'\ , (), t.; .,, 
i . 
· • ,,. VVV\ ,~ C\.,l,\.,'1., v\,\" 
t i'-..:>_ ~\ ✓ \ 
http://www.dfes.gov.uk/publications/guidanceonthelaw/4_98/annexb.htm 08/11/2007 
jb. reference resources. inctudinfl:. 
,r· how to search reference resources; le.a. reference CD-ROMs and World 
IWide Web sites on the mre~· 
r,L now to incorporate me use of 
,reference resources into teachino; 
·.:::. tne ICT specific to the subject; !e.g. graphics packages and scanners in 
art; computer-aided design (CAD) 
software and computer-controlled 
equipment in Design and Technology; 
sequendng software and midi 
keyboards in music; dynamic geometry 
software in mathematics; 
~- the major teaching programs or 
"coursewareff to ensure that material is 
matched to the pupils' competences· 
. where content and activities are ~.g. multimedia distance learning 
presented in sequence to teach specific !activities; a series of educational 
topics; television proarammes; 
i. where teaching activities are ~.g. integrated learning systems (ILS); 
combined with assessment tasks and idistance learning packages. 
ests. 
18. Trainees must demonstrate that they are aware of: 
. the current health and safety legislation relating to the use of computers
and can identify potential hazards and minimise tisks; 
, I 
!b. legal considerations includina those related to: 
. keeping personal information on computers, as set out in the Data Protection 
Act; 
i. copyright legislation relating to text, images and sounds and that relating to 
copyinQ software; 
ii. material which is illeg~I in this country; 
' 
c. ethical issues including: 
. access to illeaal and/or unsuitable material through the Internet; 
i. acknowledaim1 sources· 
ii. data confidentiality; 
v. the wavs in which users of infonnation sources can be (and are) monitored; 
11. material which mav be sociallv or morally unacceptable . 
. Jj 
19. Trainees must demonstrate that they know how to use ICT to improve 
their own professional efficiency and to reduce administrative and 
bureaucratic burdens, including: 
a. using ICT to aid administration, record-keeping, reporting and transfer of 
nformation; 
b. knowing about current classroom-focused research and inspection evidence 
iabout the application of ICT to teaching their specialist subject(s), and where it 
can be found; 
c. knowing how to use ICT to join in professional discussions and to locate and 
access teaching plans, material and other sources of help and support, including 
hrough the National Grid for Learnina; 
d. knowing how ICT can support them in their continuing professional 
development. 
http://www.dfes.gov .uk:/publications/guidanceonthelaw/4 _ 98/annexb.htm 08/11/2007 
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Appendix K 
TOA (Draft 2007) 
Characteristics of ICT in 
ITT 
develt>pin9 peopu,, improw,gyoung lives 
.£. ,ICtc£& E.-1. .!lLLW!!LUU!. Ji u' RATIONALE FOR THE CHARACTERISITICS 
Characteristics of ICT in ITT To have a measure of agreement between the TOA and providers on where we 
should be going in the use of JCT. 
2. To give a base-mark which wiU Jnd.lcate improvements in provision and use andTim Tarrant Third draft - 29 March 2007 which will inform the cnteria ior funding rounds. - ... . . • . . 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ICT LEVEL WE SHOULD BE ATTEMPTING 3. To establish links between ICT provision and use in ITT and other sectors to identify 
TO ACHIEVE FOR ALL ITT PROVIDERS areas of improvement in ITT against policy initiatives such as Harnessing 
Technology, the Sell Review Framework. etc. 
1. AU trainees have personal access .to .a !!}>toe or. use _l!!W.QO' slick$ or their equivalent to 4. To create a list of characteristics which can be tested against new policy areas withtransfer and use data between the school(s) their home and their training centre. 
ICT implications such as Building School for the Future and which can be amended 
to take account of the new policy areas and also changes in new technology. For2 Trainees and trainers are offered opportunities to use digital capture and analysis, PDAs 
that reason the characteristics will need to be kept under review. and videoconlerencing. 
3 The training provider is pro-active in ensuring that the trainee h~§.~!Q,.~~\) 
in. llle.Wi!LQf.anJ.Wl3. · 
4. The training provider u~~ VLEJhat is sympathetic to needs of ITT. 
5. The training provider is prQ-active in ensuring that a trainee has access to whatever VLE 
is available - e.g. school.~ RBC - ~en, the trainee is on a school placement 
.:.i-.:...:: f._i3o"'-l 
6. t;-Rs!~~g §HPPQrt is an i!ll!;lQ.[A!~.Q.Ul~.provider's training programme and all 
documentation and materials are available on-line. 
7. The traioiog.pmiader.~~gi~ lll.illUI.LJliD lhat.triiioea.~ gppQ[lyni~ll to rna.lse 
up f9.r !i!DY .Q9£!: or 1!18.9Log-~/llle~.they. ha-.e. bal:linJJslng l.CI.w.u:ing theic.sci:J.Qpl 
placement(s). For example, to visit schools that make innovative use of ICT. 
8. Trainers and trainees are encouraged and assisted in developing a P!~fessional level~ 
~C)~i~ 
9. Trainees have opportunities to research into innovative use of ICI-
1O, There is an integrated approach to the professional development of teacher trainers, 
. 't particulany ICT trainers, which is reviewed on an annual basis. 
11. There are regular.~ive,?_n_c:l_productive links with other training provider! ~i::! I.QT 
issues. ) " . _ 
'-"VW''\j...__ .• (.,1.-.. ... .,, 
EXPLANATION AND RATIONALE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
______,_ _,,_~,,d"1. PERSONAL ACCESS 
a Research indicates that, above all else, personal access is the ll]2il~. 
v.:i¥..2! i!'.!g~~s[,:ig 19T ;;~Ills . . . 
b. Consistent with the Govemf!lent:i.. PllfSQO~lQ.QP..QI~.
--- ---.. ···~--- ..... ~-- ...... ~---
Note: There is a case for saying laptops for all students and that is the case at The 
College of St Mark and St John (Marjon) and for several teacher trainers in Scotland. 
However, we are not advocating that because (i) an increasing percentage ol 
trainees are now purchasing their own laptop, (ii) there is evidence, still anecdotal 
rather than researched, that trainees with a laptop are sometimes reluctant to take 
them into the classroom - weight. etc, and (iii) wtien a trainee is confident about the 
ICT facilities in a school they might well prefer to prepare their work on their PC or 
laptop and use a memory stick. 
2. DIGITAL CAPTURE, PDAs, VIDEOCONFERENCING 
a. Digital capture and analysis has proved to be a powerful tool in ar1<1!}'!;i"lt <I. 
trairi~_es' ~rforJ11aru:e and in showing trainees effective practice. 
b. It is important that trainees receive a ~ro,!d ~~ruin~ in the use of ICT before 
they take up their first teaching post - the opportunities thereafter may well be 
limited. 
c. Schools expect trainees to be knowledgeable in the use of ICT_lr:!. !!_~~_gf 
areas. 
3. INTERACTIVE WHITEBAORDS 
a. IWBs have not been included with the PDAs, etc, because, for IWBs, 
·opportunities to use• is not sufficient The level of investment by Government 
and schools in their use and the amount of time it takes for a teacher to become 
confi~~t in using the if1t~aE!i'!i'Y C>f ~ 11"{!L~yggru;ts that i;t4~ te~-
should actually re~t~inl!J.g_in~an.J.Wa. 
4. VLE - f>'(~eAftiEIJC.TQlTI 
a. Evidence suggests that the VLEs used across a University are not entirely 
suitable for ITT unless they have been modified for that purpose. Some VLEs 
can be adapted within the original suite of programmes to provide a more 
relevant offer to ITT. 
5. VLE - TRAINING PROVIDER PRO-ACTIVE 
a. Use of VLEs in schools is part of Government policy (E-Learning strategy) and 
there is now a Becta approved list of VLE providers. 
b. Over 90% of trainees currently use a VLE - the relatively few wtio do not need to 
have experience of using one so that they understand the concept wtien they are 
on teaching practice and when they take their first appointment. 
6. E-BASED SUPPORT 
a. E::Qli.~JaURQQ.rt..is becoming an essential part of teacher training - allowing 
tutors to maintain contact \I/Ith student teachers on teaching practice. 
b. Providing aH !llilli!l:ii!JU2I!~!!.r:!4} does not preclude hard copy but should be the 
preferred choice now that trainees' personal access to ICT is over 90% and 
personal access to laptops is over 50%. 
7. §QHOOLS INNOVATIVE USE OF!£T 
a. Some training providers already ensure that their trainees see practice in the 
most effective schools in the use of ICT e.g. Southampton University and PE. It 
helps to offset the fact that not all trainees will have the opportunity of the best 
schools for their teaching practice. 
8. E-PORTFOUOS 
a. A number of ITT providers are looking ate-portfolios for their students. The logic 
is that ii a student teacher is preeariQ.9 i!.!Older_.Q.f1\~~tt:1 4:st~_~lish th~I lht:!1 
meet the QTS standards it makes sense if that evidence is in a format that will 
help them in the rest of their career. 
b The E-learning strategy states that learners should be encouraged to develop 
and a-portfolio. 
9. RESEARCH 
a. ITT providers often make access to additional ICT kit - video capture and 
analysis, PDAs, etc - dependent on the student teacher analysing and reporting 
on the impact on their practice. 
b II would be difflCU~ for teacher!! !Q.!!!91& th.fQ!.J.!lh ttie. i.!~nda_rq!; '!'filllQUt 
developing thelrlCT skills and the use ol lCT_.i!l their teachiO!Ll!!lJi.!he.. 
rr,ianagemenror !!!!!!r wrt:=----
10. INTEGRATED APPROACH TO PD 
a. The need for this is self-evident. 
11. CONTACT WITH OTHER TRAINING PROVIDERS 
a. Teacher trainers in tCT and those supporting ICT should be active members of 
ITTE and_M8g!; so that their professional expertise is updated and tested. 
!I!E. supplies the ICT in ITT focus and NAACE the broader issues of ICT. 
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DEVELOPING THE HE SECTOR-OWNED STANDARDS 
This paper describes the new National Professional Standards framework for Teaching and 
Supporting Learning in Higher Education. 
The idea of a framework for professional standards for teaching and supporting learning in 
higher education was proposed in the White Paper The Future of Higher Education (2003). In 
response to this the UUK, SCOP and the UK HE funding bodies invited the Higher Education 
Academy to consult with the sector to develop such a framework. 
Following extensive consultation with the sector a National Professional Standards 
Framework has been developed for institutions to apply to their professional development 
programmes and activities and thus demonstrate that professional standards for teaching and 
supporting learning are being met. 
At the heart of this framework is acknowledgement of the distinctive nature of teaching in 
higher education, respect for the autonomy of higher education institutions, and recognition 
of the sector's understanding of quality enhancement for improving student learning. The 
framework recognises that the scholarly nawre of subjee< inquiry and knowledge creation, 
and a scholarly approach to pedagogy, combine to represent a unique feature of support for 
student learning in higher education institutions. 
The standards framework aims to act as: 
• an enabling mechanism to rnpport the professional development of staff engaged in 
supporting learning 
• a means by which professional approaches to supporting student learning can be fostered 
through creativity, innovation and continuous development 
• a means of demonstrating to students and other stakeholders the professionalism that staff 
bring to the support of the student teaming experience 
• a means to support consistency and quality of the student learning experience. 
THE STANDARDS FRAMEWORK 
The framework is a descriptor based approach whereby HE institutions determine their 
own criteria in the application of the standards framework. In order to demonstrate 
application of the standards, six areas of activity, core knowledge and professional values (all 
derived from the Higher Education Academy's existing Accreditation Scheme) are applied to 
learning outcomes and assessment activities within the institution's professional development 
programmes. 
THE STANDARDS 
I. Demonstrates an understanding 
of the student learning experience 
through engagement with at least 2 
of the 6 areas of activity, appropriate 
core knowledge and professional val­
ues: the ability to engage in practices 
related to those areas of activity; the 
ability to incorporate research, schol­
arship and/or professional practice 
into those activities 
2. Demonstrates an understanding 
of the student learning experience 
through engagement with al I areas 
of activity, core knowledge and 
professional values; the ability 
to engage in practices related to 
all areas of activity; the ability to 
incorporate research, scholarship 
and/or professional practice into 
those activities 
3. Supports and promotes student 
learning in all ar-eas of activity, 
core knowledge and professional 
values through mentoring and 
leading individuals and/or teams; 
incorporates research, scholarship 
and/or professional practice into 
those activities 
Postgraduate teaching assistants, staff 
new to higher education teaching with 
no prior qualification or experience, 
staff whose professional role includes 
a small range of teaching and learning 
support activity 
Staff who have a substantive role in 
learning and teaching to enhance the 
student experience 
Experienced staff who have an 
established track record in promoting 
and mentoring colleagues in learning 
and teaching to enhan<:e the student 
learning experience 
ARE.6.5 PFACTIVITY, CORE KNOWLEDGE AND 
PR9FE~~l9NALVALUESW,ITHIN"l'HE FRAMEWORK 
Lqesign and planning ~le~rn~ ~!'.£'!.!ties ~!1_c:i!.9-~ P:9&:~~~s of study 
2.Teaching and/or supporting student learning 
3.Assessment and giving feedback to learnet'l 
◄. Developing effective environments and student support and guidance 
5. Integration of scholarship, research and professional activities with teaching and 
supporting learning 
6. Evaluation of practice and continuing professional development 
I. The subject material 
2~_eJ)ropriate m ethod~ _ _for teaching ~n_q ~ni!lg io. !'.!!!! subjet:!_ ar"e_~ .and at the level of 
the academic programme 
3, How students learn, both generally and in the subject 
!The use of appropriate learning technologies. 
5. Methods for evaluating the effectiveness of teaching 
6.The implications of quality assurance and enhancement for professional practice 
I. Respect for individual learners 
2.Sommitment ."1. inc2r~ ~~ gfQ.W$...ifilQ Q_\!.~c;Q.,f!l.l::i of relevant research, 
scholarship and/or professional.£._'!~~ ··L:... /v--~-~ \ J-. ~ , l. / r',' ~ .:.~ ;._ ~"" 
3. Commitment to development of learning communities 
4. Commitment to encouraging participation in higher education, acknowledging 
divenity and promoting equality of opportunity 
5. Commitment to continuing professional development and evaluation of practice 
REl.ATIONSHlPTOTHE HIGHER EDUCATION 
ACADEMY NATION.ALACCijEO-ITATION SCHEME 
Guidance and sµpport is offered through the work of the Higher Education Academy for HE 
institutions tCJ be accredited for ch~ir applicatlon and use of the new standards framework. 
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BECTA Self Review 
Framework - ICT Mark 
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To print this page: Go to your file menu, select print then click here to return to the 
previous page. 
Benefits of ICT Mark accreditation 
Schools accredited with the ICT Mark standard are demonstrating that they are 
committed to using technology to improve their overall effectiveness and efficiency. 
School experiences 
Find out how other schools have benefited from ICT Mark accreditation in these four 
video clips: 
Why apply for the ICT Mark? 
The benefits of the ICT Mark to staff 
The ICT Mark and celebration 
The impact of getting the ICT Mark 
What the ICT Mark can do for your school 
Applying for ICT Mark assessment and achieving accreditation can offer your school a 
number of benefits: 
• Provides an opportunity to celebrate success 
• Verifies your own self-review judgements 
· ,f¥: tj.tu14r • Recognises whole school improvement 
¥1,,'l .;--
. 
• Provides an opportunity to be seen as centre of excellence-
~ 
• Tells suppliers that you are an informed customer 
• Provides you with credibility for hosting visits and providing services 
• Provides an opportunity for learners to celebrate their use of ICT 
r~t' 'vutiJ il( • Gives parents confidence that technology is being used effectively 
s,ii~ • Informs parents that you offer better communication to families and homes 
• Informs other schools and organisations that you are a potential partner for 
extending opportunities for learning through technology 
Raises public recognition of good practice in the use of ICT 
• Strengthens your bids for involvement in new initiatives 
• Recognises your commitment to self.'.review and evaluation 
• Recognises your commitment and hard work 
• Includes promotional material and guidance on how to use the ICT Mark to 
promote your school. 
Links: 
• Why apply for the ICT Mark? [http://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php? 
section=srf&catcode=ss_to_srf_suc_icm_ben_04&rid= 14212] 
• The benefits of the ICT Mark to staff (http://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php? 
section =srf&catcode=ss_to_srf_suc_icm_ben_04&rid = 1420 7] 
• The ICT Mark and celebration [http://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php? 
section=srf&catcode=ss_to_srf_suc_icm_ben_04&rid= 14208] 
http:/ !schools. becta.org. uk/index. php?section=srf&catcode=ss _to_srf_ sue _icm _03&ri. .. 03/12/2007 
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Self-review framework 
Becta's self-review framework offers you a route for assessing and improving your 
school's use of ICT. The framework is free to use via an on!ine tool and is linked to 
the national standards for ICT. We can help: 
• show you what "good" use of ICT looks like 
• benchmark your progress against other schools 
• identify your strengths 
• produce action plans for improvement. 
Sign up 
Signing up is easy and it's free: 
Self-review framework for England, Scotland and Wales 
Self-review framework for Northern Ireland 
Self-review framework for Early Years 
Where to start 
Watch an introductory video 
How will the framework benefit my school? 
The framework is divided into eight categories which will support and challenge 
your school. You can work through these at your own pace. 
1, Leadership and management 
• Develop and communicate a shared vision for ICT. 
• Plan a sustainable ICT strategy. 
2. Curriculurll 
• Plan and lead a broad and balanced ICT curriculum·. 
• Review and update the curriculum in the light of developments in technology and 
practice, 
• Ensure pupils' ICT experiences are progressive, coherent, balanced and 
conslstent.11 
3. Learning and teaching 
• Plan the use of ICT to enhance learning and teaching. 
• Meet pupils' expectations for the use of ICT; 
• Encourage teachers to work collaboratively in identifying and evaluating the 
impact of ICT on learning and teachlng'il 
4. Assessment 
• Assess the capability of ICT to support pupils' learning. 
http://schools.becta.org. uk/index.php?section=srf&catcode=ss _to_ srf_int_ 02&rid= 11... 03/12/2007 
Printer-friendly: Bee ta Schools - Self-review framework - About - Self-review frame... Page 2 of 3 
• Use assessment evidence and data in planning learning and teaching across the 
whole curriculum. 
• Assess the learning in specific subjects when ICT has been used. 
5. Professional development 
• Identify and address the ICT training needs of your school and individual staff. ,, 
• Provide quality support and training activities for all staff in the use of ICT 
sharing effective practice. 
• Review, monitor and evaluate professional development as an integral part of 
the development of your school. 
6. Extending opportunities for learning 
• Understand the needs of your pupils and community in their extended use of 
ICT. 
• Ensure provision is enhanced through informed planning resulting in quality of 
use of ICT within and beyond the school. 
• Review, monitor and evaluate opportunities to extend learning within and 
beyond your school. 
7. Resources 
• Ensure learning and teaching environments use ICT effectively and in line with 
strategic needs. 
• Purchase, deploy and review appropriate ICT resources that reflect your school 
improvement strategy. 
• Manage technical support effectively for the benefit of pupils and staff. 
8. Impact on pupil outcomes 
• Demonstrate how pupils can make good progress In ICT capability,. 
• Be aware of how the use of ICT can have a wider positive impact on pupils' 
progress. 
• Review pupil attitudes and behaviour and how the use of ICT can impact 
positively on pupil achievement. 
Reward your success 
Once your school has reached a certain level on the framework, you have the option 
to apply for the ICT Mark, a national quality accreditation which celebrates 
achievement in the use of ICT in working towards whole-school improvement. 
You may also want to enter for Becta's ICT Excellence Awards, which are closely 
aligned to the self-review framework and offer further recognition. 
Links: 
• Self-review framework for England, Scotland and Wales 
[http://matrix.becta.org. uk/selfreview] 
• Self-review framework for Northern Ireland 
[http://matrix.becta.org.uk/niselfreview] 
• Self-review framework for Early Years 
[http ://matrix.becta .org. uk/rebrand/home/index.cfm#MatrixCategory _29] 
• Watch an introductory video [http://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php? 
sectlon=srf&catcode=ss_to_srf_int_02&rid= 12970] 
• How will the framework benefit my school? 
[http://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=srf&catcode=ss_to_srf_ben_02] 
1ttp://schools.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=srf&catcode=ss_to_srf_int_02&rid=l l... 03/12/2007 
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Appendix N 
Analysis of ICT in 
Subject and Year 
- HE and School context Subject/Year Group 
Core En~ lish Core Maths Core Science Core Year 4 
Characteristic 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 
1 Learning objectives include ICT X X X X X X X 
2 Useful websites supplied X X X X X X X X X 
3 VLE/BREO hiqhliqhted for information X X X 
4 Useful reading includes ICT X 
5 Video used X 
6 CD ROMS hiqhlighted X X 
7 Tasks involve ICT X X X X 
8 ICT assessed X X X 
9 Academic consideration of JCT in subject X 
10 Workshops on ICTskills in subject X ? 
11 QTS ICT standards X X X X 
12 Submissions to BREO X X X 
------
HE and School context Subiect/Year Group 
Art D&T Geoaraphy Histor,t Perfromini Arts 
Characteristic 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 
1 Leaming objectives include ICT X X X 
2 Useful websites SUPPiied X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
3 VLE/BREO highlighted for information X X X X X X 
4 Useful readina includes ICT X 
6 Video used X 
6 CD ROMS hiahli,:ihted 
7 Tasks involve ICT X X X X X X 
8 ICT ;;ssessed X 
9 Academic consideration of ICT in subject X 
10 Workshops on ICTskllls in subiect X X X X X 
11 QTS ICT standards X X X X X X X X 
12 Submissions to BRED X X 
-
ICT PE Primar, Lanauaaes Year 2 Foundation 
Characteristic 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 
1 Learning objectives include ICT X X X X X X 
2 Useful websites supplied X X X X X X X X X X 
3 VLE/BREO hiQhljghted for information X X X 
4 Useful readina includes tCT X X X X 
6 Video used X X X 
6 CD ROMS highlighted X 
7 Tasks involve ICT X X X X 
8 ICT assessed X X X X 
9 Academic consideration of ICT in subject X X X 
10 Workshops on ICTskills in subiect X X X X X X X X 
11 QTS ICT standards X X X X 
12 Submissions to BREO X X X X 
HE and School context Subject/Year Group 
English Maths Science 
Characteristic 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 1 2 3 4 p 
1 Learning objectives include ICT X X X 
2 Useful websites supplied X X X X X X X 
3 VLE/BREO highlighted for information X 
4 Useful reading includes ICT X 
5 Video used 
6 CD ROMS highlighted 
7 Tasks involve ICT X X X X X X 
8 ICT assessed X X X X 
9 Academic consideration of ICT in subject 
10 Workshops on ICTskills in subject X X X X X X 
11 QTS ICT standards X X X 
12 Submissions to BREO X X X 
HE and School context 
Characteristic 
1 Learning objectives include ICT 
2 Useful websites supplied 
3 VLE/BREO highlighted for information 
4 Useful reading includes ICT 
5 Video used 
6 CD ROMS highlighted 
7 Tasks involve ICT 
8 ICT assessed 
9 Academic consideration of ICT in subject 
10 Workshops on ICTskills in subject 
11 QTS ICT standards 
12 Submissions to BREO 
Early Years 
1 2 3 4 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
p 
Subject/Year Group 
Professional Studies 
1 2 3 4 p 
X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X X X 
X X 
School Exoerience 
1 2 3 4 p 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
1 
Multi Agency 
2 3 4 
X 
X 
p 
Appendix 0 
Analysis of ICT coverage 
against the National 
Curriculum 
National Curriculum 
Listenin-q to /Watching recordings 
Listenino to /watchinq live presentations/talks 
..._ 
.~ 
-
"'- ~
-
CD ROMS/Web pages/hotlinks/menus 
ICT Based information texts '.i.:: {. { -
Comparing 2 copies own work for revisions/ 
improvements 
Retrieving information on screen - search/find 
Searchino usino kev words 
Summarisinq information rather than printing page 
Moving image to support literarv texts ' '-- ";_, I°'', -;. 
Understand organisational features of text - hyperlinks, tables, bullet points, 
icons 
Planning and proffing on screen - thesaurus, spell 
check , grammar check 
Compose writing on screen 
Fax and email communication 
Communicc;rte results using mathematical symbols 
Dioital and analoaue devices to measure weiaht and time 
Proaramme a toy involving 1 /2 and 1 /4 turns / #c --1 ' l· ' ,!. \ ?, -:, ~t / , ,y-. .;· 
Select and use aoorooriate maths ICT eauioment '/(<.'< U, ~ 
Construct and useiormula to transform one li.st of data to another 
Drawina software to olan alternative room lavouts 
Use software to create repeating patterns, 
such as tessellations 
f I(,;, 
Represent and interpret discrete data using -
araphs and diaarams and ICT 
Use a varietv Of ICT resources to exolore 'I~ I line. '/k -t ' J.. • 'i 7' ' -
Use multimedia sources to make comparisons 
Compile a database usino data collected 
Use software to combine words and pictures about 
,,L., c E 
materials and objects 
Use sensors to detect and compare sounds made under different 
conditions 
Use a range of sources of information and data, I~ h 10,.M j ~ ,-A t:. 11r ....1 ~,~ ' . I :, ,. ~'.'I -, 
including ICT-based sources ~ 
Make svstematic observations and measurements usinQ data locoing 1-' G ~f 
Communicate data using graphs and diagrams and ICT 
Use a speadsheet or database to analyse data 
e.g food in school lunches 
·-Use video/CD ROM to see things that cannot be observed/ ·/ I-.. :. ....v l ~ 
non local environments e.g. solar system 
Use a branching database to create a key 
Use simulation software to show changes in populatio11 of micro I 
organisms in different conditions 
Sensors to record temperature change 
Use Internet/CD -ROM to research e.g water supplies I"' - ( [ 
Use software to extend investigation into circuits ' Ii •• ~I...., p:,. C.. E 
Use WPtOTP to · pl~n and displav ajld «mmurncate idea$ . ~,..,__ t ~ 2 
Use paint package ta produce aoattern for a fi~lshing a product 'fl.. :. 
Use ICT for CAD ~ 
Use ICT in a controrcroaram ;.;i 
Use Internet/CD ROM to research e.Q siQnificant people and events 
' .. 'i 1-
Order events on timeline on screen 
Use a census database to search for information and identify patterns ,.., ! 
Communicate understanding using ICT 
Use diQitised maps to colour code features in local study 
Use a programmable toy to develop instructions to follow a route 
Use secondary sources of information e.g CD ROMS, Internet 
e.g. investigate a contrasting locailty, compare weather condition~ 
Use digital camera to record places, people events observed 
Use a database to sort, question and present information e.g 
about different countries 
Use ICT in Qeographical investigation e.g . analysing fieldwork data \/,;.. ': 
Exchange email about settlement with other schools 
Use paint package to explore shape, colour and pattern 
,Use digital media as a material and process ' I 1-.. I - t ,,. • .,J ' I
-
IUse diQital camera and video to record observations 'f R:. 
~Use digital images as a starting point for creative work '/(2.. I .. .J 
Develop digital art for school website 'y(!__ _'-1- ' (. ,,,/,/) 
Use software to explore sounds 
Use recording equipment to recall, identify and make impro ements to 
sounds 
Use ICT to produce music caoture, change and combine sounds 'it-- - '1., ·,/• ··, 
-~--
"/t'-4Use videos of movements to de11eloo actions, comoare ideas and aualitv 
Use a concept kevboard to order soecific actions in seauences 
.Use video and CD ROM to improve performance / I- 4-
Use Internet to look at different reports about the same issue '/<-::. ( woJ'.lt) hf(\ tn·¥· Qc 
CJWork with authentic ICT based materials to learn about other countries /ls~'
and cultures 
Key Staae 1 
Finding things out 
lJ Pupils should be taught how to: 
a) gather information from a varietv of sources 1:n.~ , .,..,, L . (•, ( t . 
' ' 
r,. 1,,. , .., J - wvl '1121 1~1 ' (< ;:: f.¥ 
b) enter and store information in a varietv of forms ' ll<. 11 0 
c) retrieve Information that has been stored I/.. I IL 1 
Devetooing ideas and making thinos haDDan 
2) Pupils· should be taugnt: 
a) to use text, tables, ima.aes and sound to develoo their ideas H1 ·11,-:, 'I I·, ·- I 'i.! - ( I ,, r-0 .: : t , 1,, ,, "' H :; T 'i ,< I 1.:. (., i:.,. 
101 now to se1ect rrom ana aoa to 1qrormat10n ttle.Y nave 
retrieved for particular purposes 
cl how to plan and give instructions to make thlnas haoaen '1 i<""!i. -tit ~ tr .fA)._Nv ( ' - , . . I ({ -~ • , •• ' v-_ 
-
a) to try tnings out ana explore wnat hqppens l,n real alld '1 L ,.- e-D..J ' It-. i I C-, --, 
imaginary situations 
Exchangina and sharing lnform.ation 
3) Pupils shoul!'l be tauoht: 
a) now to snare tne1r 1aeas py presenting mro'rmatfon In a variety "t f'. ; I ,- _-, , I ( 
'--" '".... ' 
of forms 
b) to present their completed work effectively 
Reviewing, modifying and evaluating work as itproaresses 
4} Puoils should be tauaht to: 
al review what they have done to help them .develop their ideas 
b) describe the effects of their actions 
c} talk about what they miaht chanoe in future work. \· ,.: I ,_ l 
Brea"th of study 
I!>) During tne Key stage, pupils snou1.o De taognt the 
Knowledge, !likllls and understandina throuah: 
a) working with a range or Information ta Investigate tne 
different ways it can be oresented . 
b) exploring a variety of ICT tools '/ !-l I 0..4t . 'I /.i... '2. l, ' ' I . ' 
' .. 
• -....J {4', - :. i f' ,6),,/.r ., . " (~ ~ 1 f-$,C ( F 
c.) talldn<i-about the uses of ICT Inside and out.side school. 
ow t ey can 
including selecting suitjsble sources, finding information, 
re evan an reasona e 
and to think about what might happen if ther:e were any errors or 
omis 
Dev 
2) 
a ~ 
organising and reorganising text, . tables, images and sound as 
crea e, es , improve an re mi; sequences o 
instructions to make things happen and to monitor events, and 
res and to them 
c) to use simulations and explore models In order to answer 
'What if ... ?' questions, to investigate and evaluate the effect of 
c erns and relationshi s 
ion 
comparing t e uses o 
ha._, /f<. .) 'f r-... 1., . · 
' /,<I c.T , ' /, ' I c..; 'T 1 " '.-· 
'hC.. ~ - ~ ~r- .1.•.,-tlC
'/ ~·ro-, 
1• I ,:._,f I f- 6 [ I _:, / f.-_£ ' "'- ._ 
' I r:_ -,_ i ' / H.:, 
, II-
I , I /<... '..j- --<J"" (•t, 
;t~ h,, ~ 
Appendix P 
Results from Primary 
PGCE questionnaire 
2007 
PRIMARY PGCETRAINEE ICT EVALUATION 
J• urpose of this questionnaire is to gather information that will help design a welHocused and 
~ ssful ICT experience during PGCE training in the future. 
\ 
.· ~\ \ 
. l 
I ' 
......._,,,,,·Female 
,.J-·-:, lUnder 25 1,~_::>' 
26-35 i ~}
·._,. 
36-45 '\ .t I .i 
.__./ 
Over 45 "-. { ·'>')
-· 
· w would you rate your ability to use a computer? ;';-~ c.;2... - ~ r \ ;,1 :\ 
icr:es are: good, fair, poor, no answer) , •. !i :'li ;Ji! Kt i Ni , "':. Nl i 
::d. ,i:\.•).l jli,..;_,.~u1 ,N_ilf!-l 
you have a computer at home, how oft~n diJti~]~~repari~~)Dlt~~~hing when on 
. I Experience? 
(Ce are: several times a week, several times a month, a few times, never, 
,' puter) 
V 
:ow often did you use ICT tools (not the Intemef) for the following purposes: -m 
I 
i 
'aching-learning for specific subjects 
' 
·;aching computer ski_lls 
ding/accessing information and educational materials 
-'king presentations/lectures 
mmunicating with students 
'.mmunicating with other teachers 
;rtimunicating with parents 
;-n,toring and evaluating students' progress or keeping 
'ck of student's perfoliTTiance 
Often 5 1~ (tw· euom Very often ice <, few 
(everyday) or trmes a Never 
more a fuonth)
week 1 
!:====l~====::![L] 
ill.JI// 
7iJlf'i-11 Tti 
1·RIJl#l 
nt 
CI) /VI f)/0.,/0, 
of the course developed this? 
uld the University course offer to enhance this? 
vu, )c.,$'>-o~ 1,uc:Lt2.~ t~ 11 l/ 
_fu,~f\Y..,,.) I,~1...<..l.tlM I I / 
;~\W ·~~ '™--
\
·j).' C,1,,\,,'\()~,V I c·r II (~, St.v+v<a) 
~~ 1,.lL,cvS 11{1 r1;{ \ ~~~¼\.f:v~ l/ 
/~")'le 
M N f l.fA,V\, I ' ' 
"N!,,,1) l I 
·t1lLVVb\liv, / '~h..A.,-,L4 :fvt1--,:) Iftfl-{U!./) I 
i 
.' 111 
I / 
\ ·- ' \., '-1 \,,'\.; ,,,, _.\ 3 
·· 
:se tick under the appropriate column if the following ICT facilities were available in your 
in the schools you worked in on placements B and C. 
Available 
Yes No 
Overhead projector 
TV 
.I~ . VHS/~ 
DVD 
Video camera 
Photo camera 
Radio/cassette player 
Photocopier 
r·
,. 
How has the University part of the course developed this? 
What could the University course offer to enhance this? 
'i'f~-,. 1\.1, 1 1,1;V\11,,..t..,~;V_ i"~U J 
J ., 
:~ ,l (\'L- t I},-,!) 
Digital projector 
Interactive Whiteboards 
Desktop 
Laptop 
Handheld/PDA 
Printer 
Programmable 'toys' 
Scanner 
Other, please specify 
5 
•• 
fust the core software that you saw in use in your schools 
:. ank you very much for you time. 
; r~l\i.,-r--(. [1/vr if'(\ t,V\Ah'> ,\J\,Vvvv-
n1\c"-" iJ >'.)\.,,,C) .-r,_ !I 
{ 
[111 ~ ' ' ( _,.-1f'~ '('..AJ1 N .\✓1'i l( ! ·_ 
I 
I j ,"'I I ..,-t ~, '~ {'l ;\) : (, di.., r, V\. ' \_ I r ..•f'~ )y(_J_ .l , ) h1 :.,~ 
, ' . __/ 
,- J';}vt"-,i:..'',.,f- 't\i\,l,V\/\·., 
[ ' \ ('_;, !,,,)JJ.___;, ;r"f',,\ /(' 
:/ 
p ./ ' 
t: P, 1t i, t ~_.,,.. {,.,- t ~..-1 // {_ ..:2. · ,; I 
'(\ '-:.C.~' ✓.J, J 1 ·.'..,::.~-;, 
t 
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7 
Negative comments - course not built skills/competence = 57 
Reliance on previous knowledge/School Experience = 40 
Interactive Whiteboard Lecture useful but earlier 24 
More advanced features of word - not basics 3 
Seminar on whiteboard and Textease 6 
Powerpoint 16 
Web page 1 
Graphics 1 
Simulations 3 
New literacy and numeracy lecture 1 
Spreadsheets 1 
Good staff 6 
Science core lectures for resources 1 
Personalised learning 3 
More whiteboard seminars/software/info sheets 58 
How to teach ICT /class managemenUwhat to do if fails/troubleshooting 17 
Follow up audit and plug knowledge gaps/ differentiation/ choose 
sessions/supervised sessions for confidence 21 
Relate personal skills to curriculum skills 6 
Databases help 3 
Publisher help 1 
More cross curriculum - especially foundation 18 
Spreadsheet help 2 
More hands on 21 
More on simulation 1 
More on technology to collaborate 2 
More on report writing tools 1 
Reschedule cancelled sessions 4 
MFL issues 6 
Resources locations/held on web page/forum 9 
Review software/uses/variety 5 
Recording/monitoring ideas 1 O 
How to plan 3 
BRE02 
Networks/shared folders 1 
Other ICT - digital recorders/tools etc 2 
Video in English, Websites/Resources in Science-fab Maths covered 
Course timing/move nearer to block/more sessions/order of lectures/put together at 
start/shorter sessions/more regular sessions 13 
Internet usage/safety 1 
Smaller groups 1 
Precourse ICT tasks 1 
Hardware reliability 2 
Collaborative groups and ICT 2 
School Experience to offer opportunity 1 
Programmable toys 
Cameras 
70 
hp1::.(Nv1~/\fx
'. 
,~----.J--VC:11\JCI 
60 
50 1 -~· 
40 ·------ -·-·- -··----
□ Gender· 
30 
20 
45 1 
40 
35 
30 
25 1--
20 [ 
' 15 
10 
5 
0 
,· 
i □ Age_i; 
Male Female 
Figure 1: Graph to show gender split in group 
Age 
<25 26-25 36-45 45+ 
Figure 2: Graph to show age ranges in group 
Ability to use a PC 
60 
Good Fair Poor No Answer 
Figure 3: Graph to show self assessed ability of group to work with a 
computer 
Frequency of Use On SE at Home 
1i □ Frequency of Use On 
I SE at Home i 
Weekly Monthly Few Newr No PC 
limes 
Figure 4: Graph to show frequency of use of a computer by the group during 
school experience at home 
50 
40 
30 □ Ability to use a PC: 
I 20 
10 
0 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 L_ 
0 
A"v-cf./rvrAAr< ~~-
~:·cv~ 7::c,~ 
% I Excellent VG Good Fair None I 
WP 45.45 33.77 16.88 2.60 1.30 
Soreadsheets 10.39 14.29 29.87 36.36 9.09 
Presentation 25.97 29.87 27.27 I 15.58 1.30 
Email 54.55 36.36 9.09 0.00 0.00 
Internet 45.45 40.26 12.99 1.30 0.00
~·~-
Graohics 9.09 16.88 28.57 29.87 15.58 
Web Paaes 0.00: 0.00 18.18 32.47 49.35 
Database 1.30 1.30 19.48 29.87 42.86 
Simulations 1.30 1.30 19.48 29.87 I 41.56 
Collaboration 1.30 7.79 27.27 24.68 31.17 
Whiteboards 22.08 31.17 25.97 18.18 2.60 
Table 1: The self assessed percentage of skills in the group 
'% Everyday 2x pw Few x pm Never I 
Specific Subjects 55.84 27.27 9.09 2.60 \ 
Teachina ICT 10.39 50.65 36.36 2.60 
Finding Information 49.35 35.06 12.99 2.60 
Presentations 32.47 35.06 12.99 2.60 
Preoaration 80.52 16.88 0.00 2.60 
Communicate Students ! 24.68 12.99 20.78 41.56 
Communicate Teachers 9.09 25.97 28.57 36.36 
Communicate Parents 2.60 2.60 18.18 71.43 
Monitor PrOQress 11.69 38.96 31.17 11.69 
Reoorts 7.79 14.29 67.53 6.49 
Personal Development 19.48 42.86 22.08 7.79 
Table 2: The percentage of use of computers during school experience 
Fewx I% Never 
Specific Subiects 
Evervdav 2xow om 
29.87 58.44 0.0011.69 
Teaching Online 
Assessment 11.69 10.39 35.06 42.86 
9.09Presentations 29.87 36.36 24.68 
Preparation 48.05 41.56 6.49 0.00 
Communicate Students 9.09 15.58 61.0412.99 
: Communicate Teachers 9.09 11.69 37.66 42.86 
10.39Communicate Parents 1.30 0.00 81.82 
Preparing Papers 1.3037.66 50.65 9.09 
9.09Collecting Materials 18.1820.78 49.35 
Table 3: The percentage of use of the Internet during school experience 
1% I 
OHP 92.21 
TV 98.70 
i VHS 94 81 
DVD 87.01 
Vid Camera 67.53 
100.00Still Camera 
Radio Cassette 97.40 
Photocopier 100.00 
Digital Projector 87.01 
Whiteboard 97.40 
Desktop 87.01 
Laptop 77.92 
PDA 7.79 
Printer 97.40 
Toys 71.43 
Scanner 51.95 
Table 4: Technology available for use in schools during school experience 
-
% Always Sometimes RarelyA lot Never 
3.90 I 0.0077.92 18.18I ICT 0.00 
Maths 15.58 38.96 38.96 3.90 2.60 
Science 14.29 24.68 44.16 11.69 3.90 
Historv/Geoaraohy/RE 12.99 48.05 11.6923.38 3.90 
Modern Lanauaaes 6.49 10.39 12.99 5.19 38.96 
literacy 38.9616.88 23.38 15.58 5.19 
7.79 6.49 36.36 28.57I Art/D&T 20.78 
0.00I PE 2.60 6.49 22.08 68.83 
Music 20.786.49 2.60 23.38 40.26 
Table 5: Usage of technology on school experience in different subject areas 
1 Whiteboards 
2 Word ProcessinQ 
3 Powerpoint 
4 Internet Searching and Downloading 
5 
Spreadsheet - Simulations• Technology to 
collaborate 
Table 6: Top 5 teaching tools 
1 Whiteboard - SMART, Active Primarv, Easiteach etc 
2 Microsoft Office 
3 Espresso 
4 Video/Photo software 
5 Textease 
6 Art oackaoes 
I 
-,;: 2 Simple 
8 Abacus 
9 Variety of subiect specific software 
i 
I 
Table 7: Most common software found on school experience 
} Gender: r 
PRIMARY PGCE TRAINEE ICT EVALUATION 2006 - 2007 
,. , e purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information that will help design a well-focused and 
·· ccessful ICT experience during PGCE training in the future. 
Male r Female 
t Under 25 
'C 26-35 
C 36-45 
t Over 45 
How would you rate your ability to use a computer? 
oices are: good, fair, poor, no answer) 
.If you have a computer at home, how often did you use it for preparing for teaching when on 
·ool Experience? 
oice are: several times a week, several times a month1 a few times, never1 
computer) 
·"::: How often did you use ICT tools (not the Internee; for the following purposes: 
Often 
Very often (twice 
( everyday) or 
more a 
week) 
Seldom 
(a few 
times a Never 
th) 
man 
i!:::::~=ea=c=h=in=g=-le=a=r=ni=n=g=fo=r=s=p=e=ci=fic=su=b=je=cts========'I r .• ===!;::::i=r=.==Ii[D;:::[D=r  
lr~eaching computer skills ii r /[D 1 r ICU 
i{!=F=in=di=n=g/=a=cc=e=s=si=ng=in=f=or=m=a=ti=o=n=a=n=d=e=d=uc=a=ti=on=a=I=m=a=te=n=·a=ls=I C [£JI C [[O 
~~aking presentations/lectures II C IITI[D~
i; freparing lessons II C r,=~-7 r,=-1r,=-1ji:i';::::-===================·· L'.:..:_JL...:.._JL__:_j1
'~ !communicating with students II □ II r ~~ 
1l~ :communicating with other teachers ii C /; r I~\ r I 
l:/communicating with parents I\ r l'. r [D~ 
~Y Monitoring and evaluating students' progress or keeping ~I I~~ ~,~ track of student's erformance ii C IU~ 
~~'!Preparing reports II C ilSTI[D 
JJurther personal development C1\ IID[D~ 
·, !Others, please specify II 
,. How has the Ur1iversity part of the course developed this? 
··... What could the University course offer to enhance this? 
3 
e tick under the appropriate column if the following ICT facilities were available in your 
le in the schools you worked in on placements B and C. 
Available 
Yes No 
Overhead projector C C 
1V D r 
VHS D r 
DVD C: r 
Video camera C r 
Photo camera C C 
Radio/cassette player □ C 
Photocopier C r 
Digital projector C C 
Interactive Whiteboards IJ C 
Desktop C r 
Laptop C r 
Handheld/PDA C r 
Printer C r 
Programmable 'toys' C r 
Scanner □ r 
Other, please specify 
How has the University part of the course developed this? 
What could the University course offer to enhance this? 
5 
. List the core software that you saw in use in your schools 
························ .. ······· .. ··········.............................................................................................................................. . 
······ .. ······· .. ······••t1••·· ........................................................................................................................................................ . 
What other information can you give us which would help us to plan PGCE ICT Training? 
Thank you very much for you time. 
7 
Appendix Q 
. Example Resources for 
Teaching and Learning 
with ICT across the 
curriculum 
Primary teachers 
with children in 
Years 1 to 6 and 
practitioners in the 
Foundation Stage 
Status: Recommenaed 
Date of issue: 09-2004 
Ref: DIES 0315-2004 G 
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Wh1.:o?j Curriculum kequirem~_nt______________ 
1Pupils should oe raugr1t how tc c;eot\J 
' musical patterns and explore, choose and 
i organise sounds and musical ideas 
-------·------------------1---------- --
; Pupils should be 1augnt how lo rnoke ' 
! improvements to their own work 
,-i'v\"'~!$ Key Stage~-:·---- ---·---·-·------------r------·..--------------- ______________________ 
. f'.. -. . i. .Kn. owleage, Skul:. and. j 1c1 0 . r1.. ·t Cuni.culum R.equirement What?'1ii __ ~-~ ___J !-!_nderstonding ______________ _!P0 um Y 
: 4c1 ILi:.tening, and . '. Opportunity I Pupils should be taught how rnusic 1s · · · · 
: applying knowleag0 I i produced in different ways [e.g. rhrougr1 
: i and understanding ! : the use of different resources, including 
1 I : I ICTJ and described through relevant 
>--·--i·---------------· __J_____________ _Jestablished and invented notations ____ 
: 5ci) , /jr~od!h of ~tudy · Statutory I During the key stage, pupils shouid bt: I ! taught the knowledge, ski:ls and1 This requirement builds I understanding through using lCT to , 
________ . _______ _________ I on ICT/1 b _;__capture, change and combine ~ounds ___ J___ ----~--------
iC.:i in Mu.:.ic KS l & 2 
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L-,1mmu1111.J.lff)lf.} 11•1lu1~1f,,tfl./ ICT in Music in Key Stages 1 & 2 
JCT can be used to develop practical skills and musical understanding, t?J helping pupils to: 
• use and investigate sounds and structures 
• refine and enhance performance and composition 
• extend their knowledge ofdifferent styles ofmusic BECTa (http://c11m·cutum.be,1a.org.11k) 
MUSIC. Kev Stage 1 
-----
Knowledge, Skills and 
understandlna PoS ICT Opportunity Curriculum Requirement Suggested Acttvitles 
Creating & developing 2b Opportunity Pupils should be taught how to create Pupils could use electronic keyboards to play 
musical ideas - musical patterns and explore, choose or listen to the sounds created by the 
composing skills and organise sounds and musical ideas keyboard. Use CD ROMs or music programs 
ICT Opportunity:- Pupils could use Pupils could use tape recorders to sample 
software designed to enable exploration sounds around them and organise them in 
of sounds. relation to musical elements 
Use the windows sound recorder to record 
sounds or music and then look at how that 
sound can be changed by altering the pitch 
and the speed 
Responding & 3b Opportunity Pupils should be taught how to make Pupils could use a software program such as 
reviewing - appraising improvements to their own work Compose World Junior or 2 Simple Music T oolkit 
skills ICT Opportunity:- Pupils could use tape to create a musical phrase and after playing 
recorders, computer programs or the phrase back, make amendments to 
keyboards to recall sounds and make improve it ensuring it has suitable sounds for the 
improvements beginning, middle and the end 
Listening and applying 4d Opportunity Pupils should be taught how music is used Using a music composition program such as 
knowledge and for particular purposes 2Simple Music Toolkit or Compose World Junior, 
understanding create a piece of music to accompany a story 
written in Literacy or related to their topic or to 
accompanv a dance in PE 
ICT in Music KS 1 & 2 
-----
Music Key Stage 2 
Knowledge, Skills and Curriculum Requirement Suggested ActivitiesPoS I 1cr Opportunity
understandina 
le Opportunity Pupils should be taught how to practise, 
··--
Controlling sounds Pupils could present their performance in the 
through singing and rehearse and present performances with form of a video using Digital Movie cameras. 
playing - performing an awareness of the audience This way they are able to evaluate the 
skills performance of themselves and others and see 
whether their performance meets the need of 
their intended audience 
Creating and Pupils should be taught how to explore, 2b Opportunity Using a music composition program such as 
developing musical choose, combine and organise musical 2Simple Music Toolkit or Compose World Junior 
ideas - composing skills ideas within musical structures create a piece of music for a specific purpose 
which has a clear structure, Pupils should be 
encouraged to select musical phrases that will 
complement the one before unless creating a 
specific effect. Ensuring there is a clear 
beginning and end 
listening, and applying 4c Opportunity Pupils should be taught how music is Pupils could use electronic keyboards to recall 
knowledge and produced in different ways [e.g. through sounds and make improvements on an 
understanding the use of different resources, including increasingly sophisticated level 
ICT] and described through relevant Pupils could use sound files from the internet to 
established and invented notations incorporate into music composition 
4d Opportunity Pupils should be taught how time and Use a variety of images as a stimulus to Listening, and applying 
place can influence the way music is creating music using a keyboard or 
created, performed and heard 
knowledge and 
composition software. understanding 
Pupils could use Digital Movie Cameras to take 
footage of some areas of the school and 
create some music to accompany this to 
reflect feelings of their film using music 
composition software or using other sounds 
and combining them in Audacity 
Breadth of study Pupils could use electronic keyboards to play 
taught the knowledge, skills and 
5d During the key stage, pupils should beStatutory 
or listen to the sounds created by the 
This requirement builds keyboard. Use CD ROMs or music programs 
on ICT/lb 
understanding through using ICT to 
like Compose World Junior, 2 Simple Music 
Toolkit or Compose World 2 or Audacity 
capture, change and combine sounds 
Appendix R 
Analysis of Staff Skills 
Unanswered Pre-Erner ent Erner ent Established Advanced 
0 4 7 11 4 
6 7 5 8 0 
Databases 2 5 13 6 0 
Presentation 0 2 1 7 16 
Schedulin 2 8 8 6 2 
Email 0 2 6 11 7 
Internet 2 0 3 1 20 
File Mana ement 2 0 2 16 6 
Personal Access 2 0 2 5 17 
Total 16 28 41 71 72 
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Key Area Unanswered Pre-Erner ent Established Advanced 
Total 16 28 71 72 )~ 
Ke Area Unanswered Pre-Erner ent Erner ent Established Advanced 
Art and Design 2 1 5 7 12 
Earl Years 0 1 5 9 3 
En lish 1 3 3 8 12 
Humanities 5 10 13 7 10 
Maths 0 1 9 13 15 
Perfonnin Arts 2 5 5 3 2 
Professional Studies 2 2 4 16 11 
Science 4 5 3 8 7 
Total 16 28 47 71 72 
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Self Evaluaton of Personal ICT Skills by Main Subject Area 
1a l 
16 1 
r ·-·· ·---····••·--- , 
I □ Unanswered !~~E~ 
! □ Pre-Emergent .10 
10Emergent8 
J□ Established6 
1□ Advanced J 4 
2 
0 
lt------Nl---~---1,___.-----
~-
i 
Main Subject Area 
Self Evaulation of Personal ICT Skills 
25 
in 20Ill 
in 
C 
0 
a. 
in 15 
Ill
ex:
-0 
... 10 
Ill 
.0 
E 
::, 
z 5 
0 
Key Area 
10 Unanswered 
[ 0 Pre-Emergent I 
,□ Emergent 
ID Established 
,□ Advanced 
L 
Total Skills Across Staff Responses 
r-=--··· 
: 0 Unanswered 
/□ Pre-Emergent I j 
· D Emergent I IID Established ' • 
I ' : [□ Advanc~' ! 
I 
Frequency of Appearances in Established/Advanced Personal ICT Skills from Self Evaluation 
4-5 times 6-8 times 2-3 times 
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('l(/w. ~~-,~~-<-1/~ 
-~· v,J~~~ 
'~j 
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0-i'SX -
4--S}n' ✓ 
·1 ✓ '1_ 
,,, .J ·-< 
I / 
v.h:. I (Sr 
.,,-J \'✓ 
;,·""\ V 
\,\i I 
l Pre-emergent Emergent 
Trainina Level 1 Trainina Level 2 Buddvin<J 
Word Processing 0 4 7 
Spreadsheets 6 7 5 
Databases 2 5 13 
Presentation 0 2 1 
Schedulina 2 8 8 
Email 0 2 6 
Internet 2 0 3 
File Management 2 0 2 
Personal Access 2 0 2 
Frequency of Appearances in Established/Advanced 
Personal ICT skills from Self Evaluation 
.02-3 times; 
.1:14-5 times i 
06-8 times 
31% 
\ 
Distance 
Iha.~1:t~~ 
lLtpe-Mw-- ~ 'l/3 ~ 
~/~ 
pv~ ~ ✓-Y\ 
.S/E 
c/luf'~ 
l~ ~~ 
~ ~ 4 
-~ 
lc1~-
@~Leaming Levels at Univensity - INDICATIVE 
Mode1 
CONTENT & SUPPORT 
Definition e--Lesm/ng largely an "add-on• 
to existing traditional practice; 
pattial integration of 
University-wide systems; 
prlmBfl/ use Is as a file 
repository. First stage for 
tutors gaining confidence with 
e-Leaming. 
Activities Some use of functionality to 
facilitate peer-to-peer learning 
and support 
Direction of students to 
complmentary learning 
support, e.g LRWeb, PAD 
Content Lecture notes as Word, 
PowerPoint etc 
Links to selected web pages 
Management Relevant Handbook(s) as 
Word doc(s), assignment 
information. Staff Profile page 
Use of Announcements and e­
mail, calendar highlights key 
unit mUestones 
Mode2 
WRAPAROUND 
Significant development ofpedagogical 
practice as e-Jeaming $Ubst/lutes for, or 
augments, sM!e traditional practices; 
blended approach adopted; significant 
engagement with leaming a;tivities online. 
As Mode 1PLUS ... 
Use of functionality e.g. 11oups and 
discussion boards, voice tools, wilds, biogs 
etc. 
Use of quizzes and tests for diagnostic and 
targeted fast feedback 
Fast lecturer feed:>ack by e.g. BRE0 
Messaging tool 
Support for development of e-Portfolios 
Content is primarily 'classroom' del"'ered but 
augmented by on-line resources. Typk:ally 
Use of Tumitin for plagiarism detection 
Content modified for specific onUne del"'ery 
and lnfe!Jated into activities - e.g. 
Powerpoint sNdes turned into pdf handouts 
Content transcends text - some use of 
image and media 
Access to digitised media where appropriate 
- such as selected videos 
Navigational structure modified to suit needs 
of unit 
Communication by SMS texting. 
Time-delayed release or content 
Mode3 
INTEGRATED 
lntegrslion ofe-leaming transfomls pedagogical practice; e­
feamlng i-s the predomlnsnt method ofdelivery, comprehenstite 
integrstion ofcore systems but sane mcontact Is expected 
As Mode 2PLUS.... 
Activities moved ohline for sound pedagogical reasons. 
Typically involves: · 
lecture-seminar converted to slructured content del"'ery to 
foster engagement: 
tests for diagnostic and targeted fast feecl:>ack on learning 
proi,ess; 
wikis and biogs far co-aperative learning and reflection; 
multi-media, podcasts and vodcasts integated into 
slructured learning activities. 
Content structured to lclke best advantage of online mode - i.e. 
use of folders and Leaming Units to provide lntegation of 
conterrt and activities, especially with adaptive release of 
conteot by successful task completion. 
Astandardised structure providing relevant text based content 
and interspersed with multinedla elements. 
Students encouraged to contribute to content by social book 
mar1<Ing {Scholar}; wild, and media creation (podcasts) thus 
fostering IJ'OWlh of students as c~learners \Mth tutors. 
Utilisation of multimedia, for ex!ITlple Flash, to demonstrate 
complex concepts and reinforce fundamental learning 
oojectives. 
Hancl>ook(s) in Word and web-friendly form via Course Genie. 
Use of online surveys. 
Pro-active use of FAQs and feedback on changes as aresult 
Monitoring of students utilising an electronic attendance system 
(ensuring students log in online regularly). 
1 
Mode4 
DISTANCE 
Students may undeltake entire programme of 
study by onfine means. F2fcontact Is an 
optionBI element 
AJ MQde 3PLUS., .. 
Activitil!I dlNised foi: online use are based on 
$0llnd pedagogk.111 underpinning and the 
need1. of users. Involves carefUlly slructured 
learning~ managed on7Hne comrnunicalion 
and support. Typically invotves: · 
use of voice tools. (may including desktop 
videf;>,conf~ing if appropriate} 
on-line pea--~ !earning sets 
Content fully slnlctured using all appropriate 
BREO affcrdaoces: folders, Leaming Units, 
date rele8$8 and adaptive release. 
Students see clllllll'ly now.cone is slructured 
··to run ~ given eltar milestones with 
guidance re hitting targets while 
~lln!J~nal time management. 
Opportunities to include student-selected 
external technologies tor content aealion and 
.11tt.i119, SUCh as Fllckr, f aceBook, MySpace, 
Possible use of external bOok-finked course 
materials (cf Pearson, etc) 
Students register online - all fomls and 
documenlation available. Pre-session 
preparation guidance and activities available . 
In site for pre-start engagn. Guidance for all 
fools and pre-start activity tests ~ ensure 
~ne faniliarity and ccmpetence. 
Appendix S 
Data collated from Staff 
Questionnaires 
Male Female 
11 42% 15 58% 
Return of a Electronic 
26 84% 5 19% 
Age 
<30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56+ Unanswered 
0 3 3 12 5 1 
Masters 22 
Doctorate 1 
Other Post Grad 3 
Full time Part time 
20 6 
Roles 
SL Stand L Module L PL VL Year leader Course L Head of Sch Field Ch MA tutor Manager Admissions GTP 
16 3 8 6 1 5 4 1 2 1 2 1 
Reasons for ITE 
CPD Satisfaction Adults Research Share Exp Invited Creating Ts Challenge Schools Mentoring Health NotHT Change 
9 2 5 5 5 2 8 1 1 1 
d 
Best Bits 
Teaching Research Unanswered Link tutoring Disserations Tutor support Collaboration Improving Adults 
21 4 9 2 2 2 3 
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Questionnaire - Part A 
Background Information 
Female/Male 
2. Age. Please ring. 
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, Under 
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5. Full Time/ Part Time 
6. Number of years spent in Initial Teacher Education in total (include other 
institutions) 
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9. What was your main reason for entering Teacher Education? 
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10. Which aspects of your work in Teacher Education do you enjoy the most? 
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Perspectives of ICT 
11. What are your general views of ICT? (Please circle) 
ICT is a necessary tool 
The more I use ICT the more I am 
enthused/motivated by it 
I do not enjoy using ICT 
I can do my work quite competently 
without having to use ICT 
Strongly 
Agree 
:1 '~ ~ 
1 ·1 
' ti!i 
1 
1 
Agree 
~, 
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;~1-t .... ' 
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i I 2. 
Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
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g 
I am confident that I'll be able to keep up 
with future developments in ICT 
I question whether the time and effort 
required to master the use of ICT is worth 
it in term of the returns 
It is essential that a lecturer shows a 
positive attitude towards ICT 
I think that money spent on ICT would be 1 2 3 4h 1f6 5better spent on more traditional resources 
~ 01J.Nl Iii ijl 
The more I use ICT the more I can see 1 2 3 4iv- i1-how it can extend and enhance learning 
I would like to learn more about ICT 3 4 
ICT skills ought to be taught by specialist 1 2 3 II{k 
~4'"?ICT lecturers :~,, 
\ 
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12. Situational factors and ICT use in Teaching and Learning (please circle) 
No i~t 
11, 
.. It i ,:it 
, l !I. r1.1I 
,., 
I II 
a 
b 
• Do you feel you have adequate ICT equipment to Yes 
support the work you do with your students? 
·•·q \\ I ,t 
, . ' I 
, Do you have technical support? 
Do you have support during your planning for ICT Yes 
cl, No I!, 
use? 
l,,,'\l',111 
Do you have time allocated to plan, prepare and 
practice using ICT? 
d 
e Does ICT support your delivery of the curriculum? 
f Do you have time to use ICT with students i.e. is 
your use unrestricted by curriculum demands? 
,~ _,,;;.,.,..,;.- --•-
g Do you have an 'ICT buddy' (peer/mentor/partner) 
who will discuss ICT with you supportively? 
h Is ICT use fluent and unproblematic for you? 
Yes No ;..', 
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No 
Yes No ,t14-
No ,c.iYes 9 
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What do you think.are barriers to further use of ICT with your students? 
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13. What are your views about the role of ICT in Teacher Education? (Please circle) 
\ Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
a ICT provides an insight into new of different 1 t':, 2 'it 3 4 
learning and teaching environments il1! ~w lHJ • 1tH1i/il 
b ICT enriches/enhances courses or 1 2 I\ 3 4 
programmes of work 13,. \ 
;~-lf}U!11l >, Hh.11 I ii 
ICT introduces students to a range of 1 2 
i 
C 3 4 
techniques they are likely to meet in their 
,i 
future work )0 
'.'j 1w···,4.
,-l;\ il. Ill ,"ll }{H 
d ICT improves the quality of the content of 1 2 3 I 4 
students' coursework or assignments .(). q 1 
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e ICT improves the quality of the content of 1 2 3 4 
the curriculum materials students produce 
\<0 11, for their pupils /~,;,.u 
~l'h-l l/1 l (:f :> 
i ;Jf ICT reduces time required to cover content 1 5 2 (. 3 4 
I ~ :\11 I /)1.('~1'1 II 
g ICT is going to be essential for continuing 1 i6 2 3 4 
professional development 
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h ICT should be avoided because it is 1 2 3 4 
unreliable !O •6 
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i ICT promotes in students attitudes of 1 2 3 4 
responsibility and autonomy in their 
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t 14. How do you help students to appreciate how ICT can be used in teaching and 
: learning? (Please circle} 
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15. If you have ticked that you do encourage students to do any of these (listed 
above}; what techniques do you use to encourage ¥our students to use ICT Jp . 11 
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16. ~hat ~eaching/content delivery methods and learning activities do 
involving ICT? you use 
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16. What opportunities would you like any future ICT training provide for you? (e.g. 
skills development in a specific area, time to see what others are doing, working 
in small groups) 
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--· Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Unanswered Strongly Agree Disagree Strongly Unansw 
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree ered 
a ICT is a necessary 7 0 0 0 
tool 19 73% 27% 0% 0% 0% 
b The more I use ICT 9 14 3 0 0 
the more I am 
enthused/motivated 
bv it 35% 54% 12% 0% 0% 
c I do not enjoy using 1 0 12 12 1 
JCT 4% 0% 46% 46% 4% 
d I can do my work 1 2 11 12 0 
quite competently 
without having to 
use ICT i 4% 8% 42% 46% 0% 
e I am confident that 4 7 12 3 0 
I'll be able to keep 
up with future 
developments in 
ICT 
15% 27% 46% 12% 0% 
f I question whether 0 4 13 9 0 
the time and effort 
required to master 
the use of ICT is 
worth it in term of 
the retums 0% 15% 50% 35% 0% 
g It is essential that a 13 1'1 2 0 0 
lecturer shows a 
positive attitude 
towards ICT 50% 42% 8% 0% 0% 
h I think that money 0 1 18 3 4 
spent on ICT would 
be better spent on 
more traditional 
resources 
0% 4% 5go,.(, 12% 15% 
i The more I use ICT 12 12 0 0 2 
the more I can see 
how it can extend 
and enhance 
learnina 46% 46% 0% 0% 8% 
J I would like to learn 15 11 0 0 0 
more about ICT 
58% 42% 0% 0% 0% 
k ICT skills ought to 1 7 14 3 3 
be taught by 
specialist ICT 
lecturers 4% 27% 54% 12% 12% 
11 
4 
Perspectives of ICT 
11. What are your general views of ICT? (Please circle) 
Other - please comment 
No time to keep up to date 4 
... 
Skills by expert application cross curricular 
ICT is as good as user - need to understand T&L 4 
Personal expertise affect use 3 
Offers a different approach 
Technical issues affect use 3 
Use student expertise 
Part of society 
Yes No Unanswered Yes No Unanswered 
a Do you feel you have 12 14 0 
adequate ICT equipment 
J to support the work you do 
with your students? 46% 54% 0% 
b Do you have technical Hi 10 1 
I support? 58% 38% 4% 
c Do you have support 9 16 1 
during your planning for 
: ICT use? 35% 62% 4% 
d Do you have time 1 25 0 
allocated to plan, prepare 
, and practice using ICT? 
I 
4% 96% 0% 
e Does ICT support your 26 0 0 
delivery of the curriculum? 
100% 0% 0% 
f Do you have time to use 14 11 1 
ICT with students i.e. is 
your use unrestricted by 
curriculum demands? 54% 42% 4% 
g Do you have an 'ICT 5 19 2 
buddy' 
(peer/mentor/partner) who 
will discuss ICT with you 
supportively? 19% 73% 8% 
h Is ICT use fluent and 7 18 1 
unproblematic for you? 27% 69% 4% 
12. Situational factors and ICT use in ·reaching and Leaming (please circle) 
12 i 
12 j 
What do you think are barriers to further use of ICT with your students? 
Knowledge of software 3 
Access to equipment 7 
CPD12 
1 2 1 
Sharing with colleagues 2 
Lack of resources 6 
Lack of support 8 
Time for students 3 
Lack of examples from school 
Time to set up 
Size of groups 
Resources 
What would facilitate your use of ICT with students? 
Better soft.ware 
Whiteboard CPD - 3 
Reliable resources 7 
Technical support 8 
Time to share/buddy 11 
Standardised rooms 7 
CPD-11 
Availability of resources including laptops 5 
SOW include ICT 3 
Seeing benefit to students - 2 
Students ICT session 2 
Second life 
Online marking 
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Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
Unanswered Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 
Unanswe 
red 
a ICT provides an 
insight into new of 
different learning 
and teaching 
environments 
15 11 0 0 
D 58% 42% 0% 0% 0% 
b ICT 
enriches/enhances 
courses or 
programmes of 
work 
13 11 1 0 
1 50% 42% 4% 0% 4% 
C ICT introduces 
students to a range 
of techniques they 
are likely to meet in 
their future work 
16 10 0 0 
D 62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 
d ICT improves the 
quality of the 
content of students' 
coursework or 
assignments 
12 9 7 I
•J 0 
46% 35% 27% 0% 0% 
e ICT improves the 
quality of the 
content of the 
curriculum materials 
students produce 
for their pupils 
10 13 3 
-
' 
,. 
c' 
38% 50% 12% 0% 0% 
f ICT reduces time 
required to cover 
content 
5 6 13 1 
" 
19% 23% 50% 4% 0% 
g ICT is going to be 
essential for 
continuing 
professional 
development 
16 9 0 0 
1 62% 35% 0% 0% 4% 
h ICT should be 
avoided because it 
is unreliable 
0 0 10 16 
D 0% 0% 38% 62% 0% 
i ICT promotes in 
students attitudes 01 
responsibility and 
autonomy in their 
learning 
5 12 7 1 
1 19% 46% 27% 4% 4% 
I encourage my I cover this I do not cover I feel this is Unansw I I cover I do not I feel Unansw 
students to do with my this; it is best covered ered encoura this with cover this is ered 
this students covered on school gemy my this; it is best 
elsewhere In experience students students covered covered 
the course todo elsewher on 
this e in the school 
course experien 
ce 
a How ICT 16 6 4 0 0 -
supports 
learninQ 62% 23% 15% 0% 0% 
b Howto 18 2 5 1 0 
integrate 
ICT into 
the 
cuniculu 
m 69% 8% 19% 4% 0% 
c How to 13 2 1(] 0 
differenti 
ate tasks 
using ICT 
1 8% 38%50% 0% 4o/o 
;d Manage 4f ! 1 
ment of 
ICT 
resource 
sin the 
classroo 
m 35% 15% 31% 15% 4% 
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13. What are your views about the role of IC r in reacher Education? (Please circle) 
I~ IOth:;:please comment 
I ! 
I ICT is a tool - part of a range of methodologies, still requires analysis, evaluation synthesis etc 
Students need to be discerning about reliability of websites 2 
Needs to be used appropriately 2 
· Use BREO. save time 
Maintenance programme 
Benefit to visual learners 
Time for students to explore - not just content 
Need to keep up to date 
, Mirrors life 
L__~I~~--~ 
14. How do you help students to appreciate how ICT can be used in teaching and learning? 
(Please circle) 
14 e Other - please comment 
Practical use and evaluation 
Used in delivery 
Can student competency be assumed? 
Tasks/assignments 
Details of software/resources 
practical school context 
15. If you have ticked that you do encourage students to do any of these (listed above); what 
techniques do you use to encourage your students to use ICT in this way? 
Differentiation 
Wireless pointer 
Add to BREO 2 
Use of speaker 
Film 
Tasks-3 
Video 3 
Software needs loading on all machines 
Sessions contain ICT 10 
Internet 2 
Student presentations 1 
Expectations 1 
\CT in assessment 3 
Model good practice 7 
Provide examples 2 
Share good practice 7 
Direct to articles 2 
Self assess and seek support 
School tasks 4 
XL 
16. What teaching/content delivery methods and learning activities do you use involving 
ICT? 
Powerpoint 16 
Video camera 4 
WP4 
Movie maker 
VLE passive 5 
VLE active 6 
MSN tutorial 1 
Group work 
Instruction 2 
Exploration 2 
Assignments 3 
Student presentations 3 
IWB9 
Internet 12 
Publisher 
Video clips 14 
CD Rom3 
Software 11 
Library journal sessions 
Independent activities 
Analysis of school use 2 
Data logging 
Microschope 
Scanning 
Digital photos 3 
Visualiser 3 
Probes 
Recording equipment 
Data handling 
Robots 
Wireless pointer 
Modelling 2 
16. What opportunities would you like any future ICT training provide for you? (e.g. skills 
development in a specific area, time to see what others are doing, working in small 
groups) 
Film work editing 
IWB 10 
Wiki/podcast - BREO - eportfolio 5 
Web pages 
Video recording 2 
Specific skills 7 
Time to see others 19 
Explore resources 6 
Photoshop 
Databases 
Self-evaluation tool for personal ICT skills Name: 
The purpose of this is not to judge your competencies, but to gather information about the skills you possess and to find if this affects the use of 
ICT in the Department. This may also provide an insight into useful training opportunities for the future. This tool is use on the Strategic 
Leadership of ICT courses run by the National College of School Leadership over the last few years, now uses widely in schools with all staff. 
Use a coloured highlighter pen to mark those statements which best apply to your skills. You can mark statements in more than one box in 
each line. 
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